A

Aahlom, Philip
Professor Emeritus: Music

Aaronson, Norman F.
Professor Emeritus: School of Law

Abbott, Lois A.
Professor Emeritus: Molecular, Cellular & Developmental Biology (MCDB)

Abbott, Lon D (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_145044)
Senior Instructor: Geological Sciences; Faculty Director: International Education

Abdalati, Waleed (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_145800)
Professor: Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental Sciences (CIRES); Professor: Geography
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Ablowitz, Mark J (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100691)
Professor: Applied Mathematics
PhD, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Acevedo-Munoz, Ernesto R (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_113061)
Professor: Film Studies
PhD, University of Iowa

Ackerman, John Martin (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_144951)
Associate Professor, Assoc Faculty Director: Program for Writing and Rhetoric; Associate Professor: Communication
PhD, Carnegie Mellon University

Ackland, Len
Professor Emeritus: Journalism

Adams, Heather L (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_143714)
Instructor: Leeds School of Business
PhD, University of Maryland College Park Campus

Adams, William (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_103612)
Professor: Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
PhD, Australian National Univ (Australia)

Adil, Sabahat Fatima (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_155862)
Assistant Professor: Asian Languages and Civilizations
PhD, University of Chicago

Adler, Edward Scott (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_108903)
Professor: Political Science; Faculty Director: Center to Advance Research and Teaching in the Social Sciences (CARTSS)
PhD, Columbia University in the City of New York

Adler, Patricia A.
Professor Emeritus: Sociology
PhD, University of California, San Diego

Afridi, Khurram (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_153814)
Assistant Professor: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE)
PhD, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Ahmed, Alaa Abdalla (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_144736)
Associate Professor: Integrative Physiology; Associate Professor: Mechanical Engineering
PhD, University of Michigan Ann Arbor

Ahmed, Nisar Razzi (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_153237)
Assistant Professor: Aerospace Engineering Sciences; Assistant Professor: Research & Engineering Ctr for Unmanned Vehicles (RECUV)
PhD, Cornell University

Ahn, Natalie (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_106044)
Professor: Chemistry and Biochemistry
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Aiken, Ellen (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_103974)
Instructor: Sewall RAP
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Akos, Dennis M. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_131119)
Associate Professor: Aerospace Engineering Sciences; Associate Professor: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE)
PhD, Ohio University

Albert, Michelle A. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_134708)
Senior Instructor: Program for Writing and Rhetoric
MFA, Naropa Institute

Aldama, Arturo James (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_130739)
Associate Professor, Assoc Chair: Ethnic Studies
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Alexander, Katherine Laura Bos (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_157674)
Assistant Professor: Asian Languages and Civilizations
PhD, University of Chicago

Alhadeff, Albert (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100711)
Associate Professor: Art and Art History
PhD, New York University

Ali, Aun H (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_155948)
Assistant Professor: Religious Studies
PhD, McGill Univ (Canada)

Allen, David Lehigh (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_114466)
Senior Instructor: Psychology and Neuroscience; Lecturer: Continuing Education & Professional Studies
PhD, University of California-Los Angeles

Alpern, Herbert P.
Professor Emeritus: Psychology and Neuroscience

Alpern, Tyler J (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_115381)
Senior Instructor: Libby Arts RAP

Amadei, Bernard (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105978)
Professor: Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Ambrose, Kirk T (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_115914)
Professor, Chair: Art and Art History; Professor: Classics; Professor: Critical Media Practices
PhD, University of Michigan Ann Arbor
Amerika, Mark (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_116523)
Professor: Art and Art History; Faculty Director, Professor: Intermedia Art, Writing and Performance
MFA, Brown University

Amy, Gary L.
Professor Emeritus: Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering

Anderson, Elizabeth (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_144257)
Instructor, Assoc Faculty Director: Farrand RAP

Anderson, Dana Z (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_102371)
Professor: Physics; Professor: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE); Faculty Director: JILA
PhD, University of Arizona

Anderson, Fred W (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_104273)
Professor: History
PhD, Harvard University

Anderson, Kenneth M (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_113566)
Professor: Computer Science; Faculty Director, Professor: Information Science; Associate Dean: College of Engineering and Applied Science
PhD, University of California-Irvine

Anderson, Robert S (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_130117)
Distinguished Professor: Geological Sciences
PhD, University of Washington

Anderson, Ronald
Professor Emeritus: School of Education

Anderson, Suzanne Prestrud (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_131099)
Professor: Institute of Arctic & Alpine Research (INSTAAR); Professor: Geography
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Anderson, Virginia D (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100365)
Professor: History
PhD, Harvard University

Andersson, Krister Par (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_140076)
Professor: Institute of Behavioral Science (IBS); Professor: Political Science
PhD, Indiana University Bloomington

Andrew, Julie Ann (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_148635)
Instructor: School of Education
MEd, Univ of New South Wales (Australia)

Andrews, John T.
Professor Emeritus: Geological Sciences

Andrews, Thomas G (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_149881)
Professor: History
PhD, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Antman, Franciscas Marie (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_144606)
Associate Professor: Economics
PhD, Stanford University

Appenzeller, William
Professor Emeritus: Leeds School of Business

Arch, Joanna Jennifer (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147415)
Assistant Professor: Psychology and Neuroscience
PhD, University of California-Los Angeles

Ardizzoni, Michela (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_145152)
Assistant Professor: French & Italian
PhD, Indiana University Bloomington

Arehart, Kathryn H (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105561)
Professor: Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences (SLHS)
PhD, University of Washington

Argrow, Brian M (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_102860)
Professor: Aerospace Engineering Sciences; Professor: Research & Engineering Ctr for Unmanned Vehicles (RECUV)
PhD, University of Oklahoma Norman Campus

Arias, Ernesto G.
Professor Emeritus: Environmental Design

Arima, Yoshie (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147528)
Instructor: Asian Languages and Civilizations
MA, University of Colorado Boulder

Armitage, Philip J (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_124718)
Professor: Astrophysical and Planetary Sciences (APS)
PhD, University of Cambridge (England)

Armstrong, David M.
Professor Emeritus: Ecology and Evolutionary Biology

Ashby, Neil
Professor Emeritus: Physics

Ashcraft, Karen Lee (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147453)
Professor: Communication; Professor: Communication & Society RAP
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Asirvatham, Margaret (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_103670)
Senior Instructor: Chemistry and Biochemistry
PhD, Kansas State University of Agriculture and App Sci

Atkinson, William W. Jr
Professor Emeritus: Geological Sciences

Attnally, Diane L (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_113062)
Associate Professor: Classics
PhD, University of Michigan Ann Arbor

Atteberry, Allison (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_154598)
Assistant Professor: School of Education
PhD, Stanford University

Attwa, Mona Farrag (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_155976)
Instructor: Asian Languages and Civilizations
MA, American Univ In Cairo (Egypt)

Atwell, Justin
Instructor: Program for Writing and Rhetoric
PhD, North Dakota State University
Auguste, Reece Luke (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_149596)
Assistant Professor: Critical Media Practices
PhD, Univ of Nottingham (England)

Austin, James R (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_103455)
Professor: Music Education; Professor, Associate Dean: Music
PhD, University of Iowa

Auvinen, Karen Marie (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_106065)
Lecturer: Continuing Education & Professional Studies; Instructor: Libby Arts RAP

Avery, James
Professor Emeritus: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE)

Axelrad, Penina (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100792)
Professor, Chair: Aerospace Engineering Sciences
PhD, Stanford University

Aydin, Aysegul (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_143789)
Associate Professor: Political Science
PhD, SUNY at Binghamton

Ayres, Thomas R (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100090)
Research Professor: Astrophysical and Planetary Sciences (APS)
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Abiragi, Anthony
Instructor: Program for Writing and Rhetoric
PhD, New York University

Anseth, Kristi (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_103471)
Distinguished Professor: Chemical and Biological Engineering;
Distinguished Professor: Molecular, Cellular & Developmental Biology
(MCDB); Distinguished Professor: Chemistry and Biochemistry
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Appelö, Daniel
Associate Professor: Applied Mathematics
PhD, Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden

B

Babicz, Martin Charles (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147676)
Instructor: History; Instructor: Libby Arts RAP; Instructor: Communication & Society RAP; Instructor: Sewall RAP

Bachtell, Ryan Karn (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_146084)
Associate Professor: Psychology and Neuroscience
PhD, Oregon Health Science University

Baena, Julio (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101497)
Professor: Spanish and Portuguese
PhD, Georgetown University

Baggett, Lawrence W.
Professor Emeritus: Mathematics

Bailey, Dominic T. J (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_145110)
Associate Professor: Philosophy; Associate Professor: Classics
PhD, University of Cambridge (England)

Bailey, Wendy Lynn (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_154942)
Instructor: Lockheed Martin Engineering Management Program

Bailey Mollborn, Stefanie Faun (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_142921)
Associate Professor: Institute of Behavioral Science (IBS); Associate Professor: Sociology
PhD, Stanford University

Baird, Vanessa Anne (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_115297)
Associate Professor: Political Science
PhD, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Banich, Marie (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_120646)
Professor: Psychology and Neuroscience; Professor: Institute of Cognitive Science (ICS)
PhD, University of Chicago

Bailey, Donald C.
Professor Emeritus: English

Balaji, Rajagopalan (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_118480)
Professor, Chair: Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering
PhD, Utah State University

Balch, Jennifer Kaka\(\text{\textup{\textendash}}}\textup{\textendash}\)aka (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_154464)
Assistant Professor: Geography
PhD, Yale University

Balkin, David B (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105481)
Professor: Leeds School of Business
PhD, University of Minnesota Twin Cities

Ball, L. Duane
Professor Emeritus: Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering

Ballantine, John T (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_102703)
Senior Instructor: Leeds School of Business
JD, University of Colorado Boulder

Bally, John (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105710)
Professor: Astrophysical and Planetary Sciences (APS); Professor: Center for Astrophysics & Space Astronomy (CASA)
PhD, University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Bamforth, Douglas (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101027)
Professor: Sewall RAP; Chair: Anthropology
PhD, University of California-Santa Barbara

Banasiak, Meredith A (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_144267)
Senior Instructor Adjunct: Environmental Design
MArch, Arizona State University

Bangs, F. Kendrick
Professor Emeritus: Leeds School of Business

Banich, Marie (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_120646)
Professor: Psychology and Neuroscience; Professor: Institute of Cognitive Science (ICS)
PhD, University of Chicago
Baranov, Oleg Valeryevich (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_149617)
Assistant Professor: Economics
PhD, University of Maryland College Park Campus

Barchilon, Jacques
Professor Emeritus: French & Italian

Barger, Nichole Nannette (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_131398)
Associate Professor: Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
PhD, Colorado State University

Barham, Tania C.J. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_140077)
Associate Professor: Institute of Behavioral Science (IBS); Associate Professor: Economics
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Barker, Lecia Jane (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101367)
Assoc Chair: Information Science; Associate Professor: College of Media, Communication & Information
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Barlow, Lisa K (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100137)
Senior Instructor: Baker RAP
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Barlow, Melinda B (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_109696)
Associate Professor: Film Studies
PhD, New York University

Barnard, Holly Rene (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147417)
Associate Professor: Geography; Associate Professor: Institute of Arctic & Alpine Research (INSTAAR)
PhD, Oregon State University

Barnes, Frank S.
Professor Emeritus: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE)

Barrientos-Wood, Ruth M (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_117816)
Asst Research Professor: Psychology and Neuroscience
PhD, George Washington University

Barry, Roger G.
Professor Emeritus: Geography

Barth, Charles A.
Professor Emeritus: Astrophysical and Planetary Sciences (APS)

Barth, Daniel (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100820)
Professor: Psychology and Neuroscience
PhD, University of California-Los Angeles

Bartlett, David
Professor Emeritus: Physics

Bartlett, Jamie Lynn (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_156740)
Lecturer: Farrand RAP; Lecturer: Integrative Physiology; Lecturer: Honors RAP

Barton, Taylor Wallis (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_157939)
Assistant Professor: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE)
DSc, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Bartos, Otomar J.
Professor Emeritus: Sociology

Basey, John M (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105539)
Senior Instructor: Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
PhD, University of Nevada-Reno

Bassoff, Bruce
Professor Emeritus: English

Batey, Robert T. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_122668)
Professor: Chemistry and Biochemistry
PhD, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Beamer, Amy (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_148723)
Instructor, Faculty Director: School of Law
JD, College of William and Mary

Bayard de Volo, Lorraine M. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_143611)
Associate Professor, Associate Professor: Political Science; Faculty Director: Women and Gender Studies
PhD, University of Michigan Ann Arbor

Beagle, Chauncey M.
Professor Emeritus: Leeds School of Business

Beale, Paul D (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101602)
Professor: Physics
PhD, Cornell University

Beamer, Charles Walter (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_151044)
Instructor, Faculty Director: Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Beare, David H. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147837)
Professor: Political Science; Professor: International Affairs Program
PhD, Ohio State University

Beaudry, Agnès (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_157677)
Assistant Professor: Mathematics
PhD, Northwestern University

Bebernes, Jerrold
Professor Emeritus: Applied Mathematics

Becher, Anne Helen (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_110035)
Senior Instructor: Spanish and Portuguese
MA, University of Colorado Boulder

Beck, Erik Richard (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_151172)
Instructor: Law Library
MS, University of Texas at Austin

Becker, Andreas (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_146675)
Associate Professor: Physics
Dr habil, Universite Laval (Canada)

Becker, Stephen R (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_154263)
Assistant Professor: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE);
Assistant Professor: Applied Mathematics
PhD, California Institute of Technology
Bedard, Alfred J (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100519)
Assoc Professor Adjunct: Integrated Teaching & Learning (ITL) Program

Beechy, Tiffany R. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_149775)
Associate Professor: English
PhD, University of Oregon

Beer, Francis A.
Professor Emeritus: Political Science

Begelman, Mitchell C (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100446)
Professor: Astrophysical and Planetary Sciences (APS)
PhD, University of Cambridge (England)

Begley, Donna M (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_131000)
Senior Instructor: School of Education

Beitz, Michael D (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_156062)
Assistant Professor: Art and Art History
MFA, SUNY at Buffalo

Bekoff, Marc
Professor Emeritus: Ecology and Evolutionary Biology

Belknap, Joanne Elizabeth (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_113617)
Professor: Ethnic Studies; Professor: Sociology
PhD, Michigan State University

Bell, Alan
Professor Emeritus: Linguistics

Bell, Michael
Professor Emeritus: English

Bellucci, Justin T (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147703)
Instructor: Environmental Design

Bennett, John Knox (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_116933)
Professor: Computer Science; Professor: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE); Professor: Interdisciplinary Telecommunications
PhD, University of Washington

Bentley, Francoise Judith Benay (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_143307)
Lecturer: Continuing Education & Professional Studies

Berg, Margaret H (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_118371)
Associate Professor: Music Education
PhD, Northwestern University

Berggreen, Shu-Ling Chen (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101636)
Associate Professor, Lecturer: Continuing Education & Professional Studies; Assoc Chair: Media Studies
PhD, University of Tennessee-Knoxville

Bergner, Bruce Alan (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_113315)
Associate Professor: Theatre and Dance
MFA, University of Illinois at Chicago

Bergquist, Marcelo R (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_144022)
Senior Instructor, Instructor Adjunct: Mechanical Engineering

Bernard, Jessica (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_153711)
Asst Professor Adjunct: Psychology and Neuroscience

Bernardini, Giulia (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_143777)
Senior Instructor: Humanities; Instructor: Libby Arts RAP

Bernstein, Giora
Professor Emeritus: Music

Bernstein, Robin Miriam (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_152968)
Associate Professor: Institute of Behavioral Science (IBS); Associate Professor: Anthropology
PhD, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Bernthal, John Bradley (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_142379)
Associate Professor, Faculty Director: School of Law
JD, University of Colorado Boulder

Bernthal, Wilmar F.
Professor Emeritus: Leeds School of Business

Berry, J. Colleen (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_155491)
Instructor, Assoc Faculty Director: Center for Asian Studies
PhD, Indiana University Bloomington

Berta, Joseph E (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101962)
Senior Instructor: Psychology and Neuroscience
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Bethancourt, Matthew Robert (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_156489)
Instructor, Faculty Director: ATLAS Institute
MFA, New School For Social Research

Betterton, Meredith D (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_125396)
Associate Professor: Physics; Associate Professor: Molecular, Cellular & Developmental Biology (MCDB)
PhD, Harvard University

Beylkin, Gregory (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100437)
Professor: Applied Mathematics
PhD, New York University

Bhagat, Sanjai (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100789)
Professor: Leeds School of Business
PhD, University of Washington

Bhat, Yermal Sujeet (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_146506)
Instructor: Applied Mathematics
PhD, University of Florida

Bhattacharya, Atreyee (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_156320)
Instructor: Environmental Studies Program
PhD, Harvard University

Bickers, Kenneth Norman (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_130482)
Professor: Political Science
PhD, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Bickman, Martin (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100230)
Professor: English
PhD, University of Pennsylvania
Bidwell Kovalev, Lorna Cinnamon (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_155117)
Asst Research Professor: Institute of Cognitive Science (ICS); Asst Research Professor: Psychology and Neuroscience
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Bielefeldt, Angela R (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_110322)
Professor, Associate Professor, Lecturer: Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering; Faculty Director: College of Engineering and Applied Science
PhD, University of Washington

Bierbaum, Veronica (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101124)
Professor: Chemistry and Biochemistry
PhD, University of Pittsburgh

Biernacki, Loriliai (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_115294)
Associate Professor, Assoc Chair: Religious Studies
PhD, University of Pennsylvania

Bilham, Roger G.
Professor Emeritus: Geological Sciences

Billingsley, Ronald
Professor Emeritus: English

Bird-Arvidsson, Jennifer (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147651)
Associate Professor: Music
MM, University of Michigan Ann Arbor

Biringen, Sedat (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105974)
Professor: Aerospace Engineering Sciences
DSc, Universite Libre de Bruxelles (Belgium)

Birkeland, Peter W.
Professor Emeritus: Geological Sciences

Blair, Irene Verna (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_107261)
Professor, Assoc Chair: Psychology and Neuroscience
PhD, Yale University

Blanken, Peter David (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_114026)
Professor: Geography
PhD, Univ of British Columbia (Canada)

Blechman, Elaine A.
Professor Emeritus: Psychology and Neuroscience

Bliss, Anne
Professor Emeritus: Program for Writing and Rhetoric

Bloom, Bernard L.
Professor Emeritus: Psychology and Neuroscience

Bloomfield, Elisabeth Marie Arnould (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_125576)
Associate Professor: French & Italian
PhD, University of California-San Diego

Blum, Arielle Melissa (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_154695)
Lecturer, Instructor: College of Engineering and Applied Science
MS, University of Colorado Boulder

Blumenthal, Thomas (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_143346)
Professor: Molecular, Cellular & Developmental Biology (MCDB)
PhD, Johns Hopkins University

Boardman, Alison Gould (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_141887)
Asst Research Professor: School of Education
PhD, University of Texas at Austin

Boardman, Arthur M.
Professor Emeritus: English

Boardman, Jason D (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_125577)
Professor: Sociology; Professor: Institute of Behavioral Science (IBS)
PhD, University of Texas at Austin

Bock, Carl L. E.
Professor Emeritus: Ecology and Evolutionary Biology

Bock, Jane H.
Professor Emeritus: Ecology and Evolutionary Biology

Boese, Elizabeth Sugar (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_154230)
Instructor: Computer Science
MS, Colorado State University

Bohn, John (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_111716)
Research Professor: JILA
PhD, University of Chicago

Boileau, Martin (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_113872)
Professor, Assoc Chair: Economics
PhD, Queen's Univ, Kingston (Canada)

Bolton, Daniel Ryan (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_155168)
Instructor: Physics
PhD, University of Washington

Bonde, Erik K.
Professor Emeritus: Ecology and Evolutionary Biology

Bonjack, Stephanie Marie (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_156290)
Assistant Professor: University Libraries
MM, Northwestern University

Boonin, David Isaac (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_113100)
Professor: Philosophy
PhD, University of Pittsburgh

Boonin, Leonard
Professor Emeritus: Philosophy
Boord, Daniel Olin (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_134649)  
Professor, Chair: Critical Media Practices  
MFA, University of California-San Diego

Borden, Mark A (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_148514)  
Associate Professor: Mechanical Engineering  
PhD, University of California-Davis

Boromisza-Habashi, David (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_145833)  
Associate Professor: Communication  
PhD, University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Bortz, David Matthew (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_143348)  
Associate Professor: Applied Mathematics  
PhD, North Carolina State University at Raleigh

Borum, John Owen (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147714)  
Instructor: Leeds School of Business  
JD, University of Colorado Boulder

Boss, Russel Wayne (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105260)  
Professor: Leeds School of Business  
PhD, University of Georgia

Boswell, Robert E (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100196)  
Professor: Molecular, Cellular & Developmental Biology (MCDB)  
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Boulding, Carew Elizabeth (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_144417)  
Associate Professor: Political Science  
PhD, University of California-San Diego

Bourne, Lyle E. Jr  
Professor Emeritus: Psychology and Neuroscience

Bowen, Scarlett (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_130905)  
Lecturer: Women and Gender Studies  
PhD, University of Texas at Austin

Bowers, John Waite  
Professor Emeritus: College of Media, Communication & Information;  
Professor Emeritus: Communication

Bowers, M Deane (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101746)  
Professor: University of Colorado Museum of Natural History; Professor,  
Chair: Ecology and Evolutionary Biology  
PhD, University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Bowman, Christopher (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_102043)  
Distinguished Professor, Faculty Director, Assoc Faculty Director: College  
of Engineering and Applied Science; Professor: Chemical and Biological  
Engineering  
PhD, Purdue University

Bowman, William D (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105191)  
Professor, Assoc Chair, Faculty Director: Institute of Arctic & Alpine  
Research (INSTAAR); Professor: Ecology and Evolutionary Biology  
PhD, Duke University

Boyd, Samuel L (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_155484)  
Assistant Professor: Religious Studies

Boyd, William C. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_146086)  
Professor, Faculty Director, Associate Professor: School of Law; Faculty  
Director: Renewable & Sustainable Energy Institute (RASEI)  
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Boykoff, Maxwell Thomas (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147562)  
Associate Professor: Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental  
Sciences (CIRES); Associate Professor: Environmental Studies Program  
PhD, University of California-Santa Cruz

Bozic, Christy L (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_155482)  
Scholar In Residence, Assoc Faculty Director, Lecturer: Lockheed Martin  
Engineering Management Program  
PhD, Purdue University

Bradley, Adam Francis (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147509)  
Professor, Faculty Director: English  
PhD, Harvard University

Bradley, Elizabeth (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100546)  
Professor: Computer Science; Professor: Electrical, Computer and Energy  
Engineering (ECEE)  
PhD, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Bradley, William C.  
Professor Emeritus: Geological Sciences

Braider, Christopher (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100300)  
Professor, Assoc Chair: French & Italian  
PhD, Trinity College, Dublin (Ireland)

Brain, David A (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_149098)  
Assistant Professor: Laboratory for Atmospheric and Space Physics  
(LASP); Assistant Professor: Astrophysical and Planetary Sciences (APS)  
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Branch, Melvyn C.  
Professor Emeritus: Mechanical Engineering

Brandemuehl, Michael J.  
Professor Emeritus: Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering

Brandenburg, Axel (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_156552)  
Scholar In Residence: Laboratory for Atmospheric and Space Physics  
(LASP)

Brasseur, James Gordon (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_156801)  
Research Professor: Aerospace Engineering Sciences  
PhD, Stanford University

Bredeson, Garrett Zantow (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_154933)  
Instructor: Philosophy

Breed, Michael D (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_103631)  
Professor: Ecology and Evolutionary Biology; Faculty Director: College of  
Arts and Sciences; Faculty Director: Baker RAP  
PhD, University of Kansas

Brennan, Christine (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_155861)  
Assistant Professor: Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences (SLHS)  
PhD, Northwestern University
Briggs, Derek Christian Mauthner (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_129597)
Professor: School of Education
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Bright, Victor Mark (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_112696)
Professor: Mechanical Engineering; Professor: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE); Faculty Director: Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research; Faculty Director: College of Engineering and Applied Science
PhD, Georgia Institute of Technology

Brinkman, P. Delbert
Professor Emeritus: Journalism

Briscoe, Georgia K (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105331)
Senior Instructor: School of Law
MA, University of Michigan Ann Arbor

Brody, James M (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101948)
Associate Professor: Music
MM, Indiana University Bloomington

Broersma, Leslee (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_112749)
Senior Instructor: Libby Arts RAP
MFA, University of Colorado Boulder

Bronstein, Albert
Instructor: Mathematics
PhD, University of Kentucky Lexington

Brower, Timothy L (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147553)
Senior Instructor: Mechanical Engineering; Faculty Director: College of Engineering and Applied Science
PhD, Colorado State University

Brown, Benjamin P (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_153758)
Assistant Professor: Astrophysical and Planetary Sciences (APS)
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Brown, David S (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_110166)
Professor, Chair. Political Science
PhD, University of California-Los Angeles

Brown, Derek Philip (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_150027)
Instructor: Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences (ATOC)
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Brown, Esther Lynn (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_129298)
Associate Professor: Spanish and Portuguese
PhD, University of New Mexico

Brown, Gordon E.
Professor Emeritus: Mathematics

Brown, Hank
Professor Emeritus: Political Science

Brown, Janice Carole (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_143612)
Professor: Asian Languages and Civilizations
PhD, Univ of British Columbia (Canada)

Brown, Marilyn Ruth (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_143782)
Professor: Art and Art History
PhD, Yale University

Brown, Matthew C (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_107370)
Instructor: Sociology; Instructor: Health Professions RAP
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Brown, Timothy X (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_107534)
Professor: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE), Professor: Computer Science
PhD, California Institute of Technology

Browne, Eleanor Carol (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_156464)
Assistant Professor: Chemistry and Biochemistry
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Brubaker, Jed Richards (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_156193)
Assistant Professor: Computer Science; Assistant Professor: Information Science
PhD, University of California-Irvine

Bruce, Scott (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_122945)
Professor: History; Professor: Classics; Faculty Director: Center for Medieval and Early Modern Studies
PhD, Princeton University

Brunner, Ronald D.
Professor Emeritus: Political Science

Bruns, Steven M (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_103483)
Associate Professor, Associate Dean: Music
PhD, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Bryan, Angela (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_115216)
Professor: Psychology and Neuroscience
PhD, Arizona State University

Bryan, Joseph Henry (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_145802)
Assoc Chair, Associate Professor: Geography
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Bryant, Stephanie J (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_111810)
Associate Professor: Chemical and Biological Engineering
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Brylowe, Thora (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_156063)
Assistant Professor: English
PhD, Carnegie Mellon University

Buchanan, Angela S (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_122671)
Lecturer: Student Academic Services Center; Lecturer: Continuing Education & Professional Studies
MA, Ball State University

Buchman, Thomas A.
Professor Emeritus: Leeds School of Business
PhD, University of Illinois

Buchwald, Robert (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_148439)
Instructor, Lecturer: Student Academic Services Center; Assoc Faculty Director: Honors RAP
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Budd, David A (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101963)
Professor: Geological Sciences
PhD, University of Texas at Austin
Buffington, Robert Marshall (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_144975)
Professor, Assoc Chair: Women and Gender Studies
PhD, University of Arizona

Bullington, Sam N (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_152528)
Instructor: Women and Gender Studies; Lecturer: School of Education

Burger, Douglas A.
Professor Emeritus: English

Burger, Eric B (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_143577)
Senior Instructor: Program for Writing and Rhetoric
PhD, University of Utah

Burns, Jack O (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_124317)
Professor: Astrophysical and Planetary Sciences (APS); Professor: Center for Astrophysics & Space Astronomy (CASA)
PhD, Indiana University Bloomington

Burr, Chrystie
Assistant Professor: Economics
PhD, University of Arizona

Bustamante, Heidi Margarita (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_146491)
Senior Instructor: Integrative Physiology
MS, University of Colorado Boulder

Buttenfield, Barbara P (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_107860)
Professor: Geography
PhD, University of Washington

Byrd, Richard H.
Professor Emeritus: Computer Science
PhD, Rice University

Byrd, Sigman M. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_127494)
Senior Instructor: Program for Writing and Rhetoric
PhD, University of Utah

Byrnes, William (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100643)
Associate Professor: Integrative Physiology
PhD, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Brooks, Cassandra
Assistant Professor: Environmental Studies Program
BS, Bates College

Caballero, Carlo (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_111681)
Associate Professor: Music
PhD, University of Pennsylvania

Cadena, Brian C (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_145740)
Associate Professor: Economics; Assistant Professor: Institute of Behavioral Science (IBS)
PhD, University of Michigan Ann Arbor

Cai, Xia-Chuan (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100636)
Professor: Computer Science
PhD, New York University

Cain, Andrew J (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_129296)
Professor, Lecturer: Continuing Education & Professional Studies; Assoc Chair: Classics
PhD, Cornell University

Caine, T. Nelson
Professor Emeritus: Geography

Calabrese, Andrew (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101073)
Professor: Media Studies
PhD, Ohio State University

Calkins, Michael Andrew (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_149720)
Assistant Professor: Physics
PhD, University of California-Los Angeles

Calvin, Inga E (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_143774)
Lecturer: Baker RAP; Lecturer: Sewall RAP

Cameron, Jeffrey Carlyle (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_156473)
Assistant Professor: Chemistry and Biochemistry; Assistant Professor: Renewable & Sustainable Energy Institute (RASEI)
PhD, Washington University

Campbell, Kathleen G.
Professor Emeritus: College of Media, Communication & Information; Professor Emeritus: Communication

Campbell, Margaret Catherine (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_118141)
Professor, Associate Dean: Leeds School of Business
PhD, Stanford University

Campeau, Serge (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_115395)
Professor, Assoc Faculty Director: Psychology and Neuroscience
PhD, Yale University

Campos, Paul F (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_102518)
Professor: School of Law
JD, University of Michigan Ann Arbor

Cantrell, Deborah Jane (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_144607)
Associate Professor, Faculty Director: School of Law
JD, University of Southern California

Carballo, Jeronimo Rafael (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_155949)
Assistant Professor: Economics
PhD, University of Maryland College Park Campus

Carey, Cynthia
Professor Emeritus: Integrative Physiology

Carey, Gregory (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101322)
Associate Professor: Psychology and Neuroscience
PhD, University of Minnesota Twin Cities

Carlos, Ann M (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105534)
Professor: Economics; Associate Dean: College of Arts and Sciences; Professor: History
PhD, Univ of Western Ontario (Canada)
Carlson, Lawrence E.
Professor Emeritus: Mechanical Engineering

Carahan, Shirley E (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105936)
Senior Instructor: Humanities
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Carpenter, J Harrison (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_115915)
Senior Instructor: Ecology and Evolutionary Biology; Lecturer: Continuing Education & Professional Studies
MS, Michigan Technological University

Carpenter, Kristen Ann (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147188)
Professor: School of Law
JD, Harvard University

Carr, Julia Alice (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_143349)
Associate Professor: English; Associate Professor: Intermedia Art, Writing and Performance
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Carrico, Amanda R. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_153054)
Assistant Professor: Environmental Studies Program
PhD, Vanderbilt University

Carroll, Clinton R (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_154726)
Assistant Professor: Ethnic Studies
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Carter Carston, Ronald McKell (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_154921)
Assistant Professor: Institute of Cognitive Science (ICS); Assistant Professor: Psychology and Neuroscience
PhD, California Institute of Technology

Carr, Webster C (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105901)
Professor: Physics
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Casagrand, Janet L (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100934)
Senior Instructor: Integrative Physiology
PhD, Case Western Reserve University

Casalaina-Martin, Sebastian Ben (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_145845)
Associate Professor: Mathematics
PhD, Columbia University In the City of New York

Cash, Webster C (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101759)
Professor: Astrophysical and Planetary Sciences (APS); Professor: Center for Astrophysics & Space Astronomy (CASA); Professor: Aerospace Engineering Sciences
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Cass, Victoria B.
Professor Emeritus: Asian Languages and Civilizations

Cassano, John J. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_121781)
Associate Professor: Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental Sciences (CIRES); Associate Professor; Assoc Chair: Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences (ATOC)
PhD, University of Wyoming

Castel, Alison Rebecca (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_158167)
Instructor: Peace and Conflict Studies
MS, University of Pennsylvania

Castro, Francisco (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147992)
Instructor: Mechanical Engineering
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Cateora, Phillip R.
Professor Emeritus: Leeds School of Business

Cathey, W. Thomas
Professor Emeritus: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE)

Catlos, Brian Aivars (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147829)
Professor: Religious Studies; Professor: History
PhD, Univ of Toronto (Canada)

Cech, Thomas R (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_103252)
Distinguished Professor: Chemistry and Biochemistry; Distinguished Professor: Molecular, Cellular & Developmental Biology (MCDB)
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Cerny, Pavol (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_151749)
Assistant Professor: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE); Assistant Professor: Computer Science
PhD, University of Pennsylvania

Cha, Jennifer N (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_151746)
Associate Professor, Assoc Chair: Chemical and Biological Engineering
PhD, University of California-Santa Barbara

Chamberlin, H Scott (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105456)
Professor: Art and Art History
MFA, New York State Col of Ceramics at Alfred Univ

Chambers, Lee Virginia (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_106130)
Associate Professor: History
PhD, University of Michigan Ann Arbor

Chan, Steve S (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_102816)
Professor, Professor: Political Science; Faculty Director: Farrand RAP
PhD, University of Minnesota Twin Cities

Chang, Bor-Yuh Evan (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_146087)
Assistant Professor: Computer Science; Assistant Professor: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE)
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Chang, Philip C (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_143541)
Senior Instructor: Music
MA, University of Rochester
Chapin, Violeta Raquel (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147683)
Clinical Assoc Professor: School of Law
JD, New York University

Chapman, Andrew David (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_153016)
Lecturer: Philosophy; Lecturer: Libby Arts RAP; Lecturer: Baker RAP

Charteris, Frances (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100730)
Lecturer: Art and Art History
MFA, University of California-San Diego

Chasteen, Stephanie Viola (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_145183)
Lecturer: Physics

Chatterjee, Anushree (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_151712)
Assistant Professor: Chemical and Biological Engineering
PhD, University of Minnesota Central office

Chaturvedi, Vidhu (http://www.colorado.edu/alc/vidhu-chaturvedi)
Instructor: Asian Languages and Civilizations

Chawla, Louise
Professor Emeritus: Environmental Design

Chellis, Matthew Wren (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_1544415)
Assistant Professor: Music
MM, Manhattan School of Music

Chen, Jin (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_143539)
Instructor: Asian Languages and Civilizations
MA, University of Colorado Boulder

Chen, Lijun (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_149472)
Assistant Professor: Computer Science
PhD, California Institute of Technology

Chen, Ming Hsu (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_149591)
Associate Professor: School of Law; Associate Professor: Political Science
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Chen, Yongmin (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_108989)
Professor: Economics
PhD, Boston University

Chen, Zeyun (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147332)
Assistant Professor: Leeds School of Business
PhD, University of Houston-Downtown

Chen, Zhe (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_148754)
Asst Research Professor: Molecular, Cellular & Developmental Biology (MCDB)
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Chernus, Ira R (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101043)
Professor: Religious Studies; Lecturer: Continuing Education & Professional Studies
PhD, Temple University

Chester, Lucy P (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_126541)
Associate Professor: History; Associate Professor: International Affairs Program
PhD, Yale University

Cheval, Melinda Kiger (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_108537)
Senior Instructor: College of Media, Communication & Information;
Faculty Director: Communication & Society RAP; Lecturer: Continuing Education & Professional Studies
BS, West Virginia University

Chin, Karen (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_122666)
Associate Professor: Geological Sciences; Associate Professor: University of Colorado Museum of Natural History
PhD, University of California-Santa Barbara

Chinowsky, Paul (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_125496)
Professor: Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering
PhD, Stanford University

Chong, Albert (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100586)
Professor: Art and Art History
MFA, University of California-San Diego

Christensen, Carl C.
Professor Emeritus: History

Christoff, Lorna Colleen (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_146614)
Instructor: Leeds School of Business

Chu, Xinzhou (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_141893)
Professor: Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental Sciences (CIRES); Professor: Aerospace Engineering Sciences
PhD, Peking Univ (China)

Chuang, Angie
Associate Professor: Journalism
MA, Stanford University

Chung, Jae Won (http://www.colorado.edu/alc/jae-won-chung)
Assistant Professor: Asian Languages and Civilizations

Chung Feng, Chuan
Professor Emeritus: Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering

Ciarlo, David Michael (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_149618)
Associate Professor, Assoc Chair: History
PhD, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Ciplet, David (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_156064)
Assistant Professor: Environmental Studies Program
PhD, Brown University

Clark, Noel A (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101947)
Professor: Physics
PhD, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Clark, Patrick Ryan (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_156499)
Instructor: College of Media, Communication & Information
MFA, San Diego State University
Clark, Torin K  (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_155959)
Assistant Professor: Aerospace Engineering Sciences
PhD, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Clarke, Susan E.
Professor Emeritus: Political Science

Cleland, Carol  (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105674)
Professor: Philosophy
PhD, Brown University

Clelland, Jeanne Nielsen  (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_113103)
Assoc Chair, Professor: Mathematics
PhD, Duke University

Clements, George F.
Professor Emeritus: Mathematics

Cline, Clinton C.
Professor Emeritus: Art and Art History

Cline, Ruth
Professor Emeritus: School of Education

Clough, David Edwards  (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_102332)
Professor: Chemical and Biological Engineering
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Cobin, Martin T.
Professor Emeritus: Theatre and Dance

Cogswell, Carol  (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_141919)
Research Professor: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE)
MArch, University of Oregon

Coleman, Bertram E  (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_103065)
Professor, Chair. Theatre and Dance
PhD, University of Texas at Austin

Collinge, Sharon Kay  (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_107088)
Professor: Environmental Studies Program
PhD, Harvard University

Collins, Allan C.
Professor Emeritus: Psychology and Neuroscience

Collins, Richard B  (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101884)
Professor: School of Law
LLB, Harvard University

Colman, Jennifer
Instructor: Advertising, Public Relations and Media Design
MA, Middlebury College

Colunga, Eliana  (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_129477)
Associate Professor: Psychology and Neuroscience; Associate Professor: Computer Science
PhD, Indiana University Bloomington

Comerford, Julia M  (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_151471)
Assistant Professor: Center for Astrophysics & Space Astronomy (CASA); Assistant Professor: Astrophysical and Planetary Sciences (APS)
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Comstock, Cathy  (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101895)
Senior Instructor: Farrand RAP

Conlon, Joan Catori
Professor Emeritus: Music

Conti, Peter S.
Professor Emeritus: Astrophysical and Planetary Sciences (APS)

Conzelman, Caroline S  (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_145356)
Instructor: Global RAP
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Cook, Charles I  (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_149148)
Lecturer: Interdisciplinary Telecommunications

Cook, Sherri M.  (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_154773)
Assistant Professor: Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering
PhD, University of Michigan Ann Arbor

Cookson, John Anthony  (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_152874)
Assistant Professor: Leeds School of Business
PhD, University of Chicago

Cool, Alison Collier  (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_154599)
Assistant Professor: Anthropology
PhD, New York University

Cooper, John
Professor Emeritus: Physics

Cooper, Peter W.  (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_134522)
Senior Instructor: Music

Cooperstock, Andrew B  (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_115393)
Professor: Music
DMA, Peabody Institute of Johns Hopkins University

Copley, Shelley  (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_104067)
Professor: Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental Sciences (CIRES); Professor: Molecular, Cellular & Developmental Biology (MCDB); Professor: Chemistry and Biochemistry
PhD, Harvard University

Corcoran, Jem  (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_118142)
Associate Professor: Applied Mathematics
PhD, Colorado State University

Corda, Giorgio  (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_151173)
Instructor: French & Italian
MA, University of Venice (Italy)

Cordes, Dietmar  (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_155229)
Assoc Professor Adjunct: Institute of Cognitive Science (ICS)

Cordova, James M.  (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_146415)
Associate Professor, Assoc Chair: Art and Art History
PhD, Tulane University of Louisiana

Corotis, Ross  (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100942)
Professor: Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering
PhD, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Correll, Joshua Raphael (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_151728)
Associate Professor: Psychology and Neuroscience
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Correll, Mark R.
Professor Emeritus: Leeds School of Business

Correll, Nicolaus J (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147555)
Assistant Professor: Computer Science; Assistant Professor: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECCE); Assistant Professor: Aerospace Engineering Sciences
PhD, Ecole Polytech Federale de Lausanne (Switzerland)

Corwin, Christopher J (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_149043)
Instructor: Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Costain, Anne N.
Professor Emeritus: Political Science

Court, Iain Maxwell (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_156486)
Instructor: Theatre and Dance
MEd, University of Wollongong (Australia)

Couture, Juliann Elizabeth (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_153757)
Assistant Professor: University Libraries
MA, University of Arizona

Cowell, James Andrew (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_107090)
Professor, Chair: Linguistics
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Cox, Jeffrey N (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_113253)
Professor: Humanities; Professor: English
PhD, University of Virginia

Cox, Murray William (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_153192)
Instructor: Applied Mathematics; Instructor: Engineering-Bold Center
PhD, Texas AM University

Craig, Robert T.
Professor Emeritus: College of Media, Communication & Information;
Professor Emeritus: Communication
PhD, Michigan State University

Cranmer, Steven (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_155051)
Associate Professor: Laboratory for Atmospheric and Space Physics (LASP); Associate Professor: Astrophysical and Planetary Sciences (APS)
PhD, University of Delaware

Craven, Priscilla (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_108033)
Senior Instructor: French & Italian; Faculty Director: International Education
MA, University of Colorado Boulder

Cremaschi, Alejandro M. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_134168)
Associate Professor: Music
DMA, University of Minnesota Twin Cities

Crimaldi, John (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_115733)
Professor, Associate Professor, Assoc Chair: Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering
PhD, Stanford University

Cripe, Kerry M (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_126542)
Senior Instructor: Theatre and Dance
MFA, Florida State University

Cropanzano, Russell Salvador (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_151710)
Professor, Chair: Leeds School of Business
PhD, Purdue University

Crumpacker, David W.
Professor Emeritus: Ecology and Evolutionary Biology

Culp, Robert D.
Professor Emeritus: Aerospace Engineering Sciences

Cumalat, John P (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105582)
Professor, Chair: Physics
PhD, University of California-Santa Barbara

Cundiff, Milford F (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105396)
Associate Professor: Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Cundiff, Steven (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_112280)
Lecturer: Physics

Curran, Timothy (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_118454)
Professor: Psychology and Neuroscience
PhD, University of Oregon

Curry, James H (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105730)
Professor: Applied Mathematics
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Czubak, Magdalena (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_157955)
Assistant Professor: Mathematics
PhD, University of Texas at Austin

Crawford, Jackson
Instructor: Germanic and Slavic Languages and Literatures,
University of Wisconsin-Madison

Curry, Jeffery
Instructor: Advertising, Public Relations and Media Design
BA, University of Illinois

D

Dabove, Juan Pablo (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_125397)
Associate Professor: Spanish and Portuguese; Faculty Director: International Education
PhD, University of Pittsburgh

Daily, John W (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100131)
Professor: Mechanical Engineering
PhD, Stanford University
Dalton, Bridget Monroe (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_151711)
Associate Professor: School of Education
EdD, Harvard University

Dam, Robert Anthony (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_155860)
Assistant Professor: Leeds School of Business
PhD, Northwestern University

Damrauer, Niels Harley (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_129797)
Associate Professor: Chemistry and Biochemistry
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Danforth, Charles W. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_130779)
Instructor: Astrophysical and Planetary Sciences (APS)

Darling, Jeremiah K (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_141767)
Associate Professor: Astrophysical and Planetary Sciences (APS); Associate Professor: Center for Astrophysics & Space Astronomy (CASA)
PhD, Cornell University

Darnell, Donald K.
Professor Emeritus: Communication

Darnell, Jerome C.
Professor Emeritus: Leeds School of Business

Dashti, Shideh (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_148493)
Assistant Professor: Faculty Director: Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Datta, Subhendu K.
Professor Emeritus: Mechanical Engineering

Daugherty, Paul J (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_128801)
Senior Instructor: Journalism; Lecturer: Continuing Education & Professional Studies
MA, University of Colorado Boulder

Dauverd, Celine (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_145804)
Associate Professor: History
PhD, University of California-Los Angeles

David, Emmanuel A. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_146542)
Assistant Professor: Women and Gender Studies
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Davies, Kendi F (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_142304)
Associate Professor: Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
PhD, Australian National Univ (Australia)

Davies, Shaun William (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_152995)
Assistant Professor: Leeds School of Business
PhD, University of California-Los Angeles

Davis, John S (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_115443)
Professor, Associate Dean: Music
DMA, University of Northern Colorado

Davis, Robert H (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105896)
Dean: College of Engineering and Applied Science; Professor: Chemical and Biological Engineering
PhD, Stanford University

Day, Heidi E W (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_116632)
Senior Instructor: Psychology and Neuroscience
PhD, University of Cambridge (England)

Day, Robert E.
Professor Emeritus: Art and Art History

De Alwis, Senarath P (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_103029)
Professor: Physics
PhD, University of Cambridge (England)

De Bartolome, Charles A M (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101302)
Professor: Economics
PhD, University of Pennsylvania

De Lange, Marcel Sebastian (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_140404)
Senior Instructor: Environmental Design
MS, Delft University of Technology (Netherlands)

de Langhe, Bart (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_149819)
Assistant Professor: Leeds School of Business
PhD, Erasmus University (Netherlands)

de Stecher, Annette W (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_155095)
Assistant Professor: Art and Art History
PhD, Carleton University (Canada)

Deagman, Rachael Nicole (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_154125)
Instructor: English
PhD, Duke University

DeDecker, Brian S (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_143934)
Senior Instructor: Molecular, Cellular & Developmental Biology (MCDB)

Deetz, Stanley A.
Professor Emeritus: College of Media, Communication & Information; Professor Emeritus: Communication
PhD, Ohio University

DeFries, John C.
Professor Emeritus: Psychology and Neuroscience

Degrand, Thomas A (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_102740)
Professor: Physics
PhD, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

deGrazia, Janet (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_107661)
Senior Instructor: Chemical and Biological Engineering
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Dehus, Mark D (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_146046)
Lecturer: Interdisciplinary Telecommunications
MS, University of Colorado Boulder
Delgado, Francisco Antenor (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_109275)
Senior Instructor: Leeds School of Business
PhD, University of Pennsylvania

Deluca, Laura M (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101414)
Asst Professor Adjunct: Anthropology; Instructor: Residential Acad Program-SSI

Demaree, John D.
Professor Emeritus: Leeds School of Business

Demmg-Adams, Barbara (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105649)
Professor: Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
Dr habil, Univ of Wurzburg (Germany)

Denny, Frederick M.
Professor Emeritus: Religious Studies

Desautels-Stein, Justin Jacob (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147370)
Associate Professor: School of Law
LLM, Harvard University

Deshell, Jeffrey (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_118482)
Professor, Assoc Chair: English
PhD, SUNY at Buffalo

DeSouza, Christopher A (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_107460)
Professor: Integrative Physiology
PhD, University of Maryland College Park Campus

Dessau, Daniel S (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_107532)
Professor: Physics
PhD, Stanford University

Detweiler, Corrella Scott (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_128240)
Associate Professor: Molecular, Cellular & Developmental Biology (MCDB); Faculty Director: Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research
PhD, University of California-San Francisco

Devin, Richard
Professor Emeritus: Theatre and Dance

DeWolfe, Oliver M (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_142992)
Associate Professor: Physics
PhD, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Diachenko, Nada (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101362)
Professor: Theatre and Dance
MA, New York University

Dickey, Kimberly (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_115735)
Professor: Art and Art History
MFA, New York State Col of Ceramics at Alfred Univ

Dickinson, Arthur L.
Professor Emeritus: Integrative Physiology

Dickson, Rebecca (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105043)
Senior Instructor: Program for Writing and Rhetoric
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Didomenico, Randolf (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100927)
Senior Instructor: Baker RAP
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Diduch, Paul Jordan (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_154510)
Instructor: Herbst Humanities Program
PhD, University of Dallas

Diekmann, James E.
Professor Emeritus: Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering

Dike, Steven (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_149880)
Instructor: Honors RAP; Instructor: History
MA, University of Virginia Central office

Dilaura, David L.
Professor Emeritus: Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering

Dilling, Lisa (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_138024)
Associate Professor: Environmental Studies Program; Assistant Professor: Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental Sciences (CIRES)
PhD, University of California-Santa Barbara

Dimidjian, Sona Armine (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_140084)
Associate Professor: Psychology and Neuroscience
PhD, University of Washington

Dincao, Jose Paulo (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_143731)
Asst Research Professor: Physics
PhD, Univ of Sao Paulo (Brazil)

Ding, Yifu (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_146088)
Associate Professor: Mechanical Engineering
PhD, University of Akron

Doak, Daniel Forest (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_151963)
Professor, Assoc Faculty Director: Environmental Studies Program
PhD, University of Washington

Dockendorf, Matthew Paul (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_154511)
Instructor, Instructor: Music Education; Faculty Director: Music
MM, Ohio State University

Donald, Darnell K.
Professor Emeritus: Communication

Donato, Ruben (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105537)
Professor: School of Education
PhD, Stanford University

Donavan, Janet Lynn (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_145270)
Senior Instructor: Political Science
PhD, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Donchez, Robert M (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101267)
Senior Instructor; Faculty Director: Leeds School of Business
MBA, Fordham University

Doostan, Alireza (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147382)
Associate Professor: Aerospace Engineering Sciences; Assistant Professor: Center for Aerospace Structures (CAS)
PhD, Johns Hopkins University
Doran, Kevin (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_133349)
Asst Research Professor: Renewable & Sustainable Energy Institute (RASEI)
JD, University of Colorado Boulder

Doty, Dawn
Instructor: Advertising, Public Relations and Media Design
MS, John Hopkins University

Dougherty, Anne Margaret (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101349)
Senior Instructor, Assoc Chair: Applied Mathematics
PhD, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Douglas, Marcia B (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_122696)
Associate Professor: English
PhD, SUNY at Binghamton

Douglas, Scot Ray (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_102347)
Associate Professor: Herbst Humanities Program; Faculty Director:
Engineering Honors Program
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Dow, John O.
Professor Emeritus: Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering

Dowell-Deen, Robin DeAnne (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147779)
Assistant Professor: Molecular, Cellular & Developmental Biology (MCDB);
Assistant Professor: Computer Science
DSc, Washington University

Downey, Liam C (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_129297)
Associate Professor: Sociology
PhD, University of Arizona

Downton, James V.
Professor Emeritus: Sociology

Doyle, Damian P (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100290)
Senior Instructor: Program for Writing and Rhetoric
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Dreitlein, Joseph
Professor Emeritus: Physics

Drennan, Kimberly Alaine (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_152242)
Instructor: Environmental Design
MArch, Rhode Island School of Design

Drumheller, John E (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_103707)
Senior Instructor: Music
DMA, University of Colorado Boulder

Dubin, Mark W.
Professor Emeritus: Molecular, Cellular & Developmental Biology (MCDB)

Dubson, Michael A (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_102266)
Senior Instructor, Assoc Chair: Physics
PhD, Cornell University

Dufour, Darna L
Professor: Anthropology
PhD, SUNY at Binghamton

Dukehart, Merrit Elizabeth (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_149583)
Instructor: Program for Writing and Rhetoric
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Dukic, Vanja (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_148718)
Professor: Applied Mathematics
PhD, Brown University

Dukovic, Gordana (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147414)
Associate Professor: Chemistry and Biochemistry
PhD, Columbia University In the City of New York

Dulk, George A.
Professor Emeritus: Astrophysical and Planetary Sciences (APS)

Dulock, Michael J (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_144338)
Associate Professor: University Libraries
MLIS, Drexel University

Duncan, Douglas K (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_126824)
Senior Instructor: Astrophysical and Planetary Sciences (APS)

Duncan, Thomas R.
Professor Emeritus: Advertising, Public Relations and Media Design

Dunn, James M (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_140593)
Associate Professor: Music
DMUs, Arizona State University

Dunn, Martin L (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_103706)
Professor: Mechanical Engineering; Associate Dean: College of
Engineering and Applied Science
PhD, University of Washington

Dupre, Jill VanMatre (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_144395)
Scholar In Residence, Assoc Faculty Director: ATLAS Institute
JD, University of Colorado Boulder

Dusinberre, Edward (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101358)
Assoc Professor Attendant Rank, Artist in Residence: Music

Dusinberre, Elspeth Rogers Mcin (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_111649)
Professor: Classics
PhD, University of Michigan Ann Arbor

Dutro, Elizabeth (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_141157)
Professor: School of Education
PhD, University of Michigan Ann Arbor

E

Eades, Luis E.
Professor Emeritus: Art and Art History

Eakin, Charles
Professor Emeritus: Music

Easton, Robert
Professor Emeritus: Applied Mathematics
Eaton, Robert
Professor Emeritus: Integrative Physiology

Eaves, Joel David (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147419)
Assistant Professor: Chemistry and Biochemistry
PhD, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Eberle, Jaelyn J (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_126544)
Associate Professor, Faculty Director, University of Colorado Museum of Natural History; Associate Professor, Geological Sciences
PhD, University of Wyoming

Echchaibi, Nabil (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_145054)
Associate Professor, Lecturer: Continuing Education & Professional Studies; Chair, Media Studies
PhD, Indiana University Bloomington

Eckart, Dennis R.
Professor Emeritus: Political Science

Ecker, Robert R.
Professor Emeritus: Art and Art History

Eckert, Erika L (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101844)
Associate Professor: Music
BM, University of Rochester

Eddy, Frank W.
Professor Emeritus: Anthropology

Eddy, Marjorie Alexandra (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_111634)
Lecturer: Music; Lecturer: Humanities

Eggert, Katherine (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_103618)
Professor: English; Faculty Director, British and Irish Studies
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Ehrenfeucht, Andrzej
Professor Emeritus: Computer Science

Ehringer, Marissa A (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_126595)
Associate Professor: Institute for Behavioral Genetics (IBG); Associate Professor: Integrative Physiology
PhD, University of Colorado Denver

Eicher, Don L.
Professor Emeritus: Geological Sciences

Eid, Allison Hartwell (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_113078)
Instructor Adjunct: School of Law
BA, Stanford University

Eisenberg, Michael A (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100427)
Professor: Institute of Cognitive Science (ICS); Professor: Computer Science
PhD, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Ellingson, Erica (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100118)
Associate Professor: Astrophysical and Planetary Sciences (APS)
PhD, University of Arizona

Elliott, Delbert S.
Professor Emeritus: Sociology

Elliott, Jacqueline Michelle (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_140085)
Associate Professor, Chair: Classics
PhD, Columbia University In the City of New York

Elliott, Peter D (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105048)
Professor: Mathematics
PhD, University of Cambridge (England)

Ellis, Clarence A.
Professor Emeritus: Computer Science

Ellis, Homer G.
Professor Emeritus: Mathematics

Ellis, Jay (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_122674)
Senior Instructor: Program for Writing and Rhetoric
PhD, New York University

Ellison, G. Barney
Professor Emeritus: Chemistry and Biochemistry
PhD, Yale University

Ellsworth, Michelle (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_112060)
Professor: Theatre and Dance
MFA, University of Colorado Boulder

Ellsworth, Oliver
Professor Emeritus: Music

Elmore, Peter Michael (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_103089)
Professor, Chair: Spanish and Portuguese
PhD, University of Texas at Austin

Emerson, Lori Ann (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_145834)
Associate Professor: English; Associate Professor: Intermedia Art, Writing and Performance
PhD, SUNY at Buffalo

Emery, Nancy Christine (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_156291)
Assistant Professor: Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
PhD, University of California-Davis

Emery, William J (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_106038)
Professor: Aerospace Engineering Sciences
PhD, University of Hawaii at Manoa

Engel, Barbara A.
Professor Emeritus: History

Engel, Steven
Professor Emeritus: Leeds School of Business

England, Margaret Ann (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_142239)
Clinical Professor, Instructor Adjunct: School of Law
JD, University of Denver

Englander, Janos (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147333)
Associate Professor: Mathematics
PhD, Israel Institute of Tech (Israel)
Enoka, Roger M (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_110122)
Professor: Integrative Physiology
PhD, University of Washington

Ergun, Robert E (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_115912)
Professor: Laboratory for Atmospheric and Space Physics (LASP); Assoc Chair: Astrophysical and Planetary Sciences (APS)
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Erhard, Paul M (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100493)
Professor: Music
DMA, The Juilliard School

Erickson, Kenneth A.
Professor Emeritus: Geography

Erickson, Robert W (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105514)
Professor: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE); Faculty Director: Academic Affairs; Faculty Director: College of Engineering and Applied Science
PhD, California Institute of Technology

Ertimur, Yonca (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_151585)
Associate Professor, Professor: Leeds School of Business
PhD, New York University

Escamilla, Kathy M (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_109224)
Professor: School of Education
PhD, University of California-Los Angeles

Espelie, Erin Marie (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_148671)
Assistant Professor: Film Studies; Assoc Faculty Director: Center for Environmental Journalism; Assistant Professor: Critical Media Practices
MFA, Duke University

Esposito, Larry Wayne (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100502)
Professor: Laboratory for Atmospheric and Space Physics (LASP); Professor: Astrophysical and Planetary Sciences (APS)
PhD, University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Evans, John A (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_152970)
Assistant Professor: Aerospace Engineering Sciences
PhD, University of Texas at Austin

Ewen, Hunter P (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_152587)
Instructor: Critical Media Practices
DMA, University of Colorado Boulder

Farago, Claire Joan (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101552)
Professor: Art and Art History
PhD, University of Virginia

Farmer, Carson J.Q. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_156292)
Assistant Professor: Geography
PhD, National University of Ireland (Ireland)

Farmer, G Lang (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100498)
Professor: Geological Sciences; Faculty Director: International Education; Associate Dean: College of Arts and Sciences
PhD, University of California-Los Angeles

Farnsworth, John A (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_153255)
Assistant Professor: Aerospace Engineering Sciences
PhD, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

Farokhfal, Reza (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_146455)
Instructor: Asian Languages and Civilizations
MA, Concordia University (Canada)

Farr, Elizabeth G (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101732)
Professor, Faculty Director: Music
DMA, University of Michigan Ann Arbor

Farsi, Carla Emilia (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101437)
Artist in Residence: Music

Feldman, Andrea (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101230)
Senior Instructor: Program for Writing and Rhetoric
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Felippa, Carlos A (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105701)
Professor: Aerospace Engineering Sciences
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Fell, James E (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100157)
Lecturer: Continuing Education & Professional Studies
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Fenn, Elizabeth Anne (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_149896)
Professor, Chair: History
PhD, Yale University

Ferguson, Michael L. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_129299)
Associate Professor: Political Science
PhD, Harvard University

Ferguson, Virginia Lea (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_110131)
Associate Professor, Assoc Chair: Mechanical Engineering
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Fernbach, Philip M (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_149786)
Assistant Professor: Leeds School of Business
PhD, Brown University

Ferrell, Tracy L (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101540)
Senior Instructor: Program for Writing and Rhetoric
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Ferris, Anna M (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_116252)
Associate Professor: University Libraries
MLS, Southern Connecticut State University
Ferris, David S (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_116817)
Professor, Chair: Humanities; Faculty Director: Comp Lit Grad Program
PhD, SUNY at Buffalo

Ferrucci, Patrick Richard (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_156307)
Assistant Professor: Journalism
PhD, University of Missouri-Columbia

Ferry, Robert J (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_104214)
Associate Professor: History
PhD, University of Minnesota Twin Cities

Fierer, Noah (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_142240)
Associate Professor Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental Sciences (CIRES); Associate Professor: Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
PhD, University of California-Santa Barbara

Fiesler, Casey Lynn (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_155950)
Assistant Professor: Information Science
PhD, Georgia Institute of Technology

Fiez, Theresa S. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_156578)
Professor: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE)
PhD, Oregon State University

Fileva, Iskra Nikova (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_154600)
Assistant Professor: Philosophy
PhD, Boston University

Filipovic, Dejan S (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_126278)
Professor, Associate Professor, Assoc Chair: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE)
PhD, University of Michigan Ann Arbor

Fillman, Christy L. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_145115)
Instructor: Molecular, Cellular & Developmental Biology (MCDB)
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Fink, Robert
Professor Emeritus: Music

Finkelstein, Noah D (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_129919)
Professor: Physics; Faculty Director: OIT-Administration
PhD, Princeton University

Firestone, Robert
Professor Emeritus: Germanic and Slavic Languages and Literatures

Fischer, Gerhard
Professor Emeritus: Computer Science
PhD, University of Hamburg

Fischer, Katherine V (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_155474)
Lecturer: Farrand RAP; Lecturer: Libby Arts RAP; Lecturer: Honors RAP; Lecturer: Sewall RAP; Lecturer: Miramontes Arts & Sciences Program (MASP)

Fisher, John
Professor Emeritus: Philosophy

Fitch, J. Samuel
Professor Emeritus: Political Science

Fitzgerald, Jennifer L (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_140086)
Associate Professor, Assoc Chair: Political Science
PhD, Brown University

Flaxman, Samuel M (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_145698)
Associate Professor: Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
PhD, Cornell University

Fleshner, Monika R (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_103304)
Professor: Integrative Physiology
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Flexer, Roberta
Professor Emeritus: School of Education

Flores, Lisa A. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_145474)
Associate Professor, Assoc Chair: Communication
PhD, University of Georgia

Flores, Nicholas E (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_107603)
Professor, Chair: Economics
PhD, University of California-San Diego

Flowers, Rebecca M (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_144054)
Associate Professor: Geological Sciences
PhD, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Fluri, Jennifer L (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_154033)
Associate Professor: Geography
PhD, Pennsylvania State University

Foley, Teresa E. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147351)
Senior Instructor: Integrative Physiology
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Fong, Judith Yem Siu (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101120)
Professor, Faculty Director: University Libraries
MA, University of California-Berkeley

Foote, Kenneth E.
Professor Emeritus: Geography

Forbes, Graeme R (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_143615)
Professor: Philosophy
DPhil, Oxford Univ (England)

Forbes, Jeffrey M (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100264)
Professor: Aerospace Engineering Sciences; Professor: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE)
PhD, Harvard University

Ford, William T.
Professor Emeritus: Physics

Fornberg, Bengt (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_108048)
Professor: Applied Mathematics
PhD, Univ of Uppsala (Sweden)

Forrest, Betsy Carroll (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101645)
Lecturer: Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences (ATOC); Lecturer: Baker RAP
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Forsman, Charles S.
Professor Emeritus: Art and Art History
Forward, John R.
Professor Emeritus: Psychology and Neuroscience

Fosdick, Lloyd D.
Professor Emeritus: Computer Science

Foster, Suzanne R.
Professor Emeritus: Art and Art History

Fowler, John S.
Professor Emeritus: Integrative Physiology

Fox, Barbara (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_106066)
Professor: Linguistics
PhD, University of California-Los Angeles

Fox, Jeffrey S (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105586)
Professor: Mathematics
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Fox, Jerome Michael (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_156682)
Assistant Professor: Chemical and Biological Engineering
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Frajzyngier, Zygmunt (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_104000)
Professor: Linguistics
PhD, Univ of Warsaw (Poland)

France, Kevin Christopher (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_145201)
Assistant Professor: Laboratory for Atmospheric and Space Physics (LASP); Assistant Professor: Astrophysical and Planetary Sciences (APS)
PhD, Johns Hopkins University

Frangopol, Dan M.
Professor Emeritus: Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering

Franklin, Allan D.
Professor Emeritus: Physics

Frederick, David M (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101543)
Associate Professor: Leeds School of Business
PhD, University of Michigan Ann Arbor

Fredericks, Carla Francine (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_152859)
Clinical Assoc Professor, Instructor Adjunct, Faculty Director: School of Law
JD, Columbia University Central office

Fredricksmeyer, Hardy (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_115446)
Senior Instructor: Herbst Humanities Program; Senior Instructor: Farrand RAP
PhD, University of Texas at Austin

Fredrickson, Tammy L. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_148888)
Clinical Asst Professor: Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences (SLHS)
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Frew, Eric W (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_134685)
Associate Professor: Aerospace Engineering Sciences; Assistant Professor, Associate Professor: Computer Science; Faculty Director: Research & Engineering Ctr for Unmanned Vehicles (RECUV)
PhD, Stanford University

Frey, Julia B.
Professor Emeritus: French & Italian

Frey, Lawrence R. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_125937)
Professor: Communication
PhD, University of Kansas

Friedman, Naomi P (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_109519)
Assistant Professor: Institute for Behavioral Genetics (IBG); Assistant Professor: Psychology and Neuroscience
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Friedrich, Katja (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_133607)
Associate Professor: Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences (ATOC)
PhD, Ludwig-Maximilians Univ of Munich (Germany)

Frongillo, Rafael M (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_156416)
Assistant Professor: Computer Science
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Frost, Steven Earl (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_156502)
Instructor: College of Media, Communication & Information; Instructor: Art and Art History

Fuchs, Ewald F.
Professor Emeritus: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE)

Furman, H. Patrick
Professor Emeritus: School of Law

Furtak, Erin M (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_144504)
Associate Professor: School of Education
PhD, Stanford University

Gabow, Harold
Professor Emeritus: Computer Science
PhD, Stanford University

Gale, Kendra L. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_125578)
Instructor: Communication & Society RAP
PhD, University of Minnesota Twin Cities

Galm, John
Professor Emeritus: Music

Gangadharbatla, Harsha (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_153279)
Associate Professor, Chair: Advertising, Public Relations and Media Design
PhD, University of Texas at Austin

Ganguly, Suranjan (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_102045)
Professor: Film Studies; Faculty Director: International Education; Faculty Director: College of Arts and Sciences
PhD, Purdue University
Garcea, Robert L (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_146103)  
Professor: Molecular, Cellular & Developmental Biology (MCDB)  
MD, University of California-San Francisco

Garcia, Diego (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_156036)  
Professor: Leeds School of Business  
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Garmand, John J.  
Professor Emeritus: Leeds School of Business

Garrity, Jane Marie (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105467)  
Associate Professor, Assoc Chair: English  
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Gasiewski, Albin J. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_142882)  
Professor: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE)  
PhD, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Gatten, David (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_156495)  
Professor: Film Studies  
MFA, School of the Art Institute of Chicago

Gautam, Sanjay Kumar (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_140614)  
Associate Professor: History  
PhD, University of Chicago

Gayley, Antonia Hollis (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_144505)  
Assistant Professor: Religious Studies  
PhD, Harvard University

Ge, Shemin (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101387)  
Professor, Chair: Geological Sciences  
PhD, Johns Hopkins University

Geck, Francis J.  
Professor Emeritus: Art and Art History

Geers, Thomas L.  
Professor Emeritus: Mechanical Engineering

Gentry, Gregory R (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_151707)  
Associate Professor, Faculty Director: Music  
DMA, University of Missouri-Kansas City

George, Steven (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_103289)  
Professor: Chemistry and Biochemistry; Professor: Mechanical Engineering  
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Gerber, Matthew Dean (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_129799)  
Associate Professor: History  
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Gerding, Erik F. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_149723)  
Professor, Associate Professor, Associate Dean: School of Law  
JD, Harvard University

Gerke, Jennifer D (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_135135)  
Associate Professor: University Libraries  
MLS, Indiana University at South Bend

Gerland, Oliver W (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101092)  
Associate Professor, Associate Professor: Theatre and Dance; Faculty Director: Honors RAP  
PhD, Stanford University

Gerren, Donna Sue (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_108563)  
Senior Instructor: Aerospace Engineering Sciences

Gerwig, Inger-Johanne  
Professor Emeritus: Germanic and Slavic Languages and Literatures

Gibert, John C (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101680)  
Associate Professor: Classics  
PhD, Harvard University

Gill, Ryan T. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_122697)  
Professor: Chemical and Biological Engineering; Assoc Faculty Director: Renewable & Sustainable Energy Institute (RASEI)  
PhD, University of Maryland College Park Campus

Gill, Sam D (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_103595)  
Professor: Religious Studies  
PhD, University of Chicago

Gillett, Bernard (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_102629)  
Senior Instructor: Farrand RAP  
MA, University of Colorado Boulder

Gimenez, Martha E.  
Professor Emeritus: Sociology

Gin, Douglas L. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_122861)  
Professor: Chemical and Biological Engineering; Professor: Chemistry and Biochemistry  
PhD, California Institute of Technology

Giovanelli, Leland (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100755)  
Senior Instructor, Faculty Director: Herbst Humanities Program  
MA, University of Chicago

Gladstone, Jason Daniel (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_154914)  
Instructor: English

Glahe, Fred R.  
Professor Emeritus: Economics

Glaser, Matthew A (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105271)  
Professor Attendant Rank: Physics

Glass, Gene V (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_149833)  
Research Professor: School of Education  
PhD, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Gleeson, Todd T (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105480)  
Professor, Faculty Director: Health Professions RAP; Professor: Integrative Physiology  
PhD, University of California-Irvine

Glenn, Jason (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_115556)  
Professor: Astrophysical and Planetary Sciences (APS); Professor: Physics; Professor: Center for Astrophysics & Space Astronomy (CASA)  
PhD, University of Arizona
Glimp, David R. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_143616)  
Associate Professor: English  
PhD, Johns Hopkins University

Glover, Fred W.  
Professor Emeritus: Leeds School of Business

Goble, George G.  
Professor Emeritus: Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering

Goeldner, Charles R.  
Professor Emeritus: Leeds School of Business

Goetz, F. H. Alexander  
Professor Emeritus: Geological Sciences

Gold, Lawrence (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100581)  
Professor: Molecular, Cellular & Developmental Biology (MCDB)  
PhD, University of Connecticut

Goldfarb, Kathryn Elissa (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_156471)  
Assistant Professor: Anthropology  
PhD, University of Chicago

Goldfarb, Sidney  
Professor Emeritus: English

Goldman, Mara Jill (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_143542)  
Associate Professor: Geography  
PhD, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Goldman, Martin V (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100567)  
Professor: Physics  
PhD, Harvard University

Goldstein, Bruce Evan (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147755)  
Associate Professor: Environmental Design; Associate Professor: Institute of Behavioral Science (IBS)  
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Goldstein, Donna M (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100448)  
Faculty Director: Latin American Studies; Associate Professor: Media Studies; Professor: Anthropology  
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Gomez, Leila Gabriela (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_133563)  
Associate Professor: Spanish and Portuguese  
PhD, Johns Hopkins University

Gonzalez, Fredy (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_152971)  
Assistant Professor: History  
PhD, Yale University

Gonzalez, Luis  
Professor Emeritus: Music

Goode, Bradley M. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_134686)  
Associate Professor, Instructor: Music  
MM, DePaul University

Goodman, Nan (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100633)  
Professor: English; Faculty Director: Jewish Studies  
PhD, Harvard University

Goodrich, James Andrew (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_109239)  
Professor: Chemistry and Biochemistry  
PhD, Carnegie Mellon University

Goodrich, Robert K.  
Professor Emeritus: Mathematics

Goodrum, Paul M. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_151965)  
Professor: Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering  
PhD, University of Texas at Austin

Goodwin, Andrew Pratt (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_151595)  
Assistant Professor: Chemical and Biological Engineering  
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Gooseff, Michael N (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_155922)  
Faculty Director, Associate Professor: Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering; Associate Professor: Institute of Arctic & Alpine Research (INSTAAR)  
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Gopinath, Juliet T (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147075)  
Assistant Professor: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE); Assistant Professor: Physics  
PhD, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Gordon, Kenneth R.  
Professor Emeritus: Leeds School of Business

Gordon, Noah Eli (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147334)  
Associate Professor: English  
MFA, University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Gordon, Paul (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100661)  
Professor: Humanities  
PhD, Yale University

Gorokhovsky, Alexander (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_126279)  
Professor: Mathematics  
PhD, Ohio State University

Gough, Raina V (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_149207)  
Instructor: Chemistry and Biochemistry

Grabowski, Alena Marie (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_149727)  
Assistant Professor: Integrative Physiology  
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Graham, Larry  
Professor Emeritus: Music

Grant, David R (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100868)  
Professor: Mathematics  
PhD, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Grant II, Don Sherman (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_154039)
Chair, Professor: Sociology
PhD, Ohio State University

Graves, Philip E (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_102050)
Professor: Economics
MA, Northwestern University

Greaney, Patrick F. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_122807)
Professor: Germanic and Slavic Languages and Literatures
PhD, Johns Hopkins University

Green, Antonia M (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_103344)
Instructor: Spanish and Portuguese
MA, University of Missouri-Columbia

Green, James C (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_102344)
Professor: Astrophysical and Planetary Sciences (APS); Professor: Center for Astrophysics & Space Astronomy (CASA)
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Green, Jeremy F (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_113077)
Associate Professor: English
PhD, University of Cambridge (England)

Green, Richard Mutegeki (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_129800)
Professor: Mathematics
MA, Oxford Univ (England)

Green, Sally Edith (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_122076)
Senior Instructor: Program for Writing and Rhetoric
MA, University of Colorado Boulder

Greenberg, Alan R.
Professor Emeritus: Mechanical Engineering

Greenberg, Edward S.
Professor Emeritus: Political Science

Greene, David Lee
Professor Emeritus: Anthropology

Greenwood, Michael J.
Professor Emeritus: Economics

Gregorio, Alvin P (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_143596)
Associate Professor: Art and Art History
MFA, Claremont Graduate School

Gries, Laurie Ellen (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_155951)
Assistant Professor: Communication; Assistant Professor: Program for Writing and Rhetoric
PhD, Syracuse University

Griffin, Amy Jo (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_151695)
Instructor, Faculty Director, Associate Dean: School of Law
JD, University of California-Berkeley

Griffin, Glenn
Associate Professor: Advertising, Public Relations and Media Design
PhD, University of Texas at Austin

Griffin, John David (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_151708)
Associate Professor: Political Science; Faculty Director: Conference on World Affairs; Associate Professor: School of Law
PhD, Duke University

Grooms, Ian G (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_155588)
Assistant Professor: Applied Mathematics
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Gross, David L (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_103329)
Professor: History
PhD, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Gross, David Michael (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_109026)
Senior Instructor, Faculty Director: Leeds School of Business
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Grover, Vicki Jean (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_103689)
Senior Instructor: Germanic and Slavic Languages and Literatures
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Gruber, June L (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_153634)
Assistant Professor: Psychology and Neuroscience
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Gruber, Marisa Aya (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_148523)
Professor: School of Law
JD, Harvard University

Grunwald, Dirk C (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_102261)
Professor: Computer Science; Professor: Interdisciplinary Telecommunications; Professor: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE)
PhD, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Gunther, John G (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_141165)
Associate Professor, Faculty Director: Music
PhD, New York University

Gupta, Vijay
Professor Emeritus: Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering

Gurarie, Victor Vladimir (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_129918)
Professor: Physics
PhD, Princeton University

Guruswamy, Lakshman (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_120000)
Professor: School of Law
PhD, Unv of Durham (England)

Gustafson, Karl E (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_104877)
Professor: Mathematics
PhD, University of Maryland College Park Campus

Gutierrez, Gerardo (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_146867)
Associate Professor: Anthropology
PhD, Pennsylvania State University
Faculty

Gutmann, Myron (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_154905)
Professor: Institute of Behavioral Science (IBS); Professor: History
PhD, Princeton University

Gwozdz, Ronald Scott (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_144830)
Instructor: Leeds School of Business
MBA, University of Colorado Boulder

Ha, Sangtae (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_153246)
Assistant Professor: Computer Science
PhD, North Carolina State University at Raleigh

Haas, John
Professor Emeritus: School of Education

Hachtel, Gary D.
Professor Emeritus: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE)

Haig, Robin
Professor Emeritus: Theatre and Dance

Hale, Benjamin Slater (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_141456)
Associate Professor: Environmental Studies Program; Associate Professor: Philosophy
PhD, SUNY at Stony Brook

Hales, Ian W (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_134701)
Instructor: ATLAS Institute
MS, University of Denver

Hall, David Matthew (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147474)
Asst Research Professor: Computer Science

Hall, Kira (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_123111)
Associate Professor: Linguistics; Associate Professor: Media Studies
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Hallowell, Matthew Ryan (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_146163)
Associate Professor, Faculty Director: Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering
PhD, Oregon State University

Hallstead, Susan Rita (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_125579)
Senior Instructor: Spanish and Portuguese
MA, University of Pittsburgh

Halverson, Nils W (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_134252)
Associate Professor: Astrophysical and Planetary Sciences (APS); Associate Professor: Physics; Associate Professor, Faculty Director: Center for Astrophysics & Space Astronomy (CASA)
PhD, California Institute of Technology

Hamilton, Andrew J S (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101517)
Professor, Chair: Astrophysical and Planetary Sciences (APS); Professor: Physics
PhD, University of Virginia

Hamilton, Fred A (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105243)
Senior Instructor: University Libraries
MS, University of Tennessee-Knoxville

Hamlington, Peter Edward (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_149880)
Assistant Professor: Mechanical Engineering; Assistant Professor: Aerospace Engineering Sciences
PhD, University of Michigan Ann Arbor

Hammer, Matthew A (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_156066)
Assistant Professor: Computer Science
PhD, University of Chicago

Hammer, Paul E. J. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_146581)
Professor: History; Faculty Director: College of Arts and Sciences
PhD, University of Cambridge (England)

Hammons, Christian Stanford (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_152915)
Instructor: Anthropology; Instructor: Critical Media Practices
PhD, University of Southern California

Han, Min (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105512)
Professor: Molecular, Cellular & Developmental Biology (MCDB)
PhD, University of California-Los Angeles

Han, Richard Yehwhei (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_122947)
Associate Professor: Computer Science
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Han, Weiqing (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_115493)
Professor: Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences (ATOC)
PhD, Nova University

Hand, Victoria (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_144609)
Associate Professor: School of Education
PhD, Stanford University

Hankin, Toby R.
Professor Emeritus: Theatre and Dance

Hanna, Martha (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_104557)
Professor: History; Faculty Director: Academic Affairs
PhD, Georgetown University

Hannigan, Michael P. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_122655)
Associate Professor, Chair: Mechanical Engineering
PhD, California Institute of Technology

Harbeson, Eric John (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147208)
Assistant Professor: University Libraries
MS, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Hardin, Kathryn Theresa Yarema (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_139358)
Clinical Asst Professor: Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences (SLHS)
MA, University of Colorado Boulder

Harrell, Nickholas Francis (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_154165)
Instructor: Law Library
JD, Lewis and Clark College
Harrington, Emily Marie (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_154601)
Associate Professor: English
PhD, University of Michigan Ann Arbor

Harris, Lorenzo R. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147634)
Artist in Residence: Theatre and Dance

Harris, Michael William (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147313)
Lecturer: University Libraries; Lecturer: Continuing Education & Professional Studies

Harrison, Jill Lindsey (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_149614)
Associate Professor: Sociology
PhD, University of California-Santa Cruz

Hart, John E.
Professor Emeritus: Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences (ATOC)

Hart, Melissa (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_118127)
Professor, Faculty Director: School of Law
JD, Harvard University

Hartter, Joel N (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_154043)
Associate Professor: Graduate School; Associate Professor, Assoc Faculty Director: Environmental Studies Program
PhD, University of Florida

Harvey, Lewis Orvis (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101173)
Professor, Faculty Director: Psychology and Neuroscience
PhD, Pennsylvania State University

Harvey, Pamela Ann (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_148012)
Instructor: Molecular, Cellular & Developmental Biology (MCDB)
PhD, Tufts University

Hasan, Raza Ali (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_146167)
Instructor: English
MFA, Syracuse University

Hasen, David Milton (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_154672)
Associate Professor, Professor: School of Law
JD, Yale University

Hasenfratz, Anna (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_102393)
Professor: Physics
PhD, Lorand Eotvos University, Budapest (Hungary)

Hata, Kuniaki
Professor Emeritus: Music

Hauser, Gerard A.
Professor Emeritus: College of Media, Communication & Information; Professor Emeritus: Communication

Hauser, John (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_102555)
Associate Professor: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE)
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Hayes, Deborah
Professor Emeritus: Music

Hayes, Russell
Professor Emeritus: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE)

Hayghe, Jennifer C (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_155969)
Associate Professor: Music
DMA, The Juilliard School

Haynes, Deborah J.
Professor Emeritus: Art and Art History

Hayworth, Eugene H. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_126313)
Associate Professor, Faculty Director: University Libraries
MLS, Syracuse University

He, Chuan (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_124857)
Associate Professor: Leeds School of Business
PhD, Washington University

Healy, Alice F (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100418)
Professor: Psychology and Neuroscience
PhD, Rockefeller University

Hearn, George (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101059)
Associate Professor: Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering
PhD, Columbia University In the City of New York

Heathwood, Christopher Charles (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_141144)
Associate Professor: Philosophy
PhD, University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Hedberg, Natalie L.
Professor Emeritus: Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences (SLHS)

Heil, Leila Theresa (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_149780)
Assistant Professor: Music Education
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Heinz, Hendrik (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_156488)
Associate Professor: Chemical and Biological Engineering
PhD, ETH Zurich (Switzerland)

Heisler, Ruth E (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_103195)
Senior Instructor, Assoc Chair: Integrative Physiology
MA, University of Colorado Boulder

Hekman, David R (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_151359)
Assistant Professor: Leeds School of Business
PhD, University of Washington

Hendricks, Jennifer Susan (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_151111)
Professor, Associate Professor: School of Law
JD, Harvard University

Hendrickson, Susan Marie (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_145101)
Senior Instructor: Chemistry and Biochemistry
PhD, Colorado State University

Henningsen, Matthew Scott (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_156802)
Instructor: Program for Writing and Rhetoric; Lecturer: Farrand RAP
Ph.D, Marquette University

Henry, Mark Allen (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_134379)
Associate Professor, Assoc Chair: Theatre and Dance
MFA, University of Connecticut
Henze, Daven Ker (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_144858)
Associate Professor: Mechanical Engineering
PhD, California Institute of Technology

Henze, Gregor P. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_146496)
Professor: Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Hermann, Allen M.
Professor Emeritus: Physics

Hermele, Michael Aaron (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_143370)
Associate Professor: Physics
PhD, University of California-Santa Barbara

Hermes, Henry G.
Professor Emeritus: Mathematics

Hernandez, Mark T (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_107635)
Professor: Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Hernandez, Theresa D (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_102953)
Professor: Psychology and Neuroscience; Associate Dean: College of Arts and Sciences
PhD, University of Texas at Austin

Herrero-Senes, Juan (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147159)
Associate Professor: Spanish and Portuguese; Faculty Director: International Education
PhD, Univ Pompeu Fabra (Spain)

Hersh, Orly M (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_143580)
Senior Instructor: Program for Writing and Rhetoric; Assoc Faculty Director: College of Media, Communication & Information
MA, Northern Arizona University

Hertzberg, Jean R (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105315)
Associate Professor: Mechanical Engineering
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Herzfeld, Ute C (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_106575)
Assoc Research Professor: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE)

Heuring, Vincent P.
Professor Emeritus: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE)

Hewitt, John K (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101035)
Professor: Psychology and Neuroscience
PhD, University of London (England)

Heydt-Stevenson, Jillian (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_111683)
Associate Professor: English
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Hickcox, Abby Lynn (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_151860)
Instructor, Assoc Faculty Director: Honors Program
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Hickerson, Ruth Lynne (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_151159)
Instructor: Communication
PhD, University of Denver

Hicks, Alison (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_146108)
Assistant Professor: University Libraries
MLIS, University of Texas at Austin

Higashida, Cheryl A (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_126280)
Associate Professor: English
PhD, Cornell University

Hill, Boyd H. Jr
Professor Emeritus: History

Hinckley, Eve-Lyn (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147806)
Assistant Professor: Institute of Arctic & Alpine Research (INSTAAR);
Assistant Professor: Environmental Studies Program

Hindman, Bradley W (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_103726)
Asst Research Professor, Lecturer: Astrophysical and Planetary Sciences (APS)
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Hintz, Saskia Barbara (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_144506)
Senior Instructor: Germanic and Slavic Languages and Literatures
PhD, New York University

Ho, Janice Chiew Ling (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_145805)
Associate Professor: English
PhD, Cornell University

Hobbs, Steven L (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_143724)
Senior Instructor: Integrative Physiology
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Hodge, Stephen
Professor Emeritus: School of Education

Hoeker, Arne (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_152973)
Assoc Chair, Assistant Professor: Germanic and Slavic Languages and Literatures
PhD, Johns Hopkins University

Hoefler, Mark (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_154264)
Associate Professor: Applied Mathematics
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Hoeffer, Charles Albert (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_153384)
Assistant Professor: Institute for Behavioral Genetics (IBG); Assistant Professor: Integrative Physiology
PhD, University of Arizona

Hoehn, Alexander (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_104942)
Assoc Professor Adjunct: BioServe Space Technologies

Hoenger, Andreas (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_142883)
Professor: Molecular, Cellular & Developmental Biology (MCDB)
PhD, Univ of Basel (Switzerland)
Hoenigman, Rhonda Olcott (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_152997)
Assoc Chair, Instructor: Computer Science
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Hogan, Linda
Professor Emeritus: English

Hohlfelder, Robert
Professor Emeritus: History

Holbert, Marianne Bellino (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_146986)
Faculty Director: International Education; Senior Instructor, Assoc Faculty
Director: Environmental Design
MArch, Washington University

Holewinski, Adam P (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_155859)
Assistant Professor: Renewable & Sustainable Energy Institute (RASEI);
Assistant Professor: Chemical and Biological Engineering
PhD, University of Michigan Ann Arbor

Holland, Murray John (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105126)
Professor: Physics
PhD, Oxford Univ (England)

Holley, Richard A.
Professor Emeritus: Mathematics

Hollis, Deborah R (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100664)
Associate Professor; Faculty Director: University Libraries
MLS, University of Arizona

Holman-Johnson, Leigh (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_141980)
Associate Professor: Music
DMA, University of Colorado Boulder

Holmes, Kwame Alfred (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_152870)
Assistant Professor: Ethnic Studies
PhD, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Hoover, John J (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_113520)
Assoc Research Professor: School of Education
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Hoover, Stewart (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_104549)
Professor: Media Studies; Faculty Director: Center for Media, Religion and Culture
PhD, University of Pennsylvania

Hopewell, Susan Walsh (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_145039)
Assistant Professor: School of Education
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Hopkins, Kenneth
Professor Emeritus: School of Education

Hopp, Tobias (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_157745)
Assistant Professor: Advertising, Public Relations and Media Design
PhD, University of Oregon

Horanyi, Mihaly (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_102420)
Professor: Laboratory for Atmospheric and Space Physics (LASP);
Professor: Physics
PhD, Lorand Eotvos University, Budapest (Hungary)

Horii, Yoshiyuki
Professor Emeritus: Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences (SLHS)

Horno-Delgado, Asunción
Professor Emeritus: Spanish and Portuguese
PhD, University of Massachusetts Amherst

Hornstein, Seth D (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_144237)
Senior Instructor: Astrophysical and Planetary Sciences (APS)
PhD, University of California-Los Angeles

Hosein, Adam Omar (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147427)
Assistant Professor: Philosophy
PhD, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Hoth, Kevin J. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_149219)
Instructor: ATLAS Institute
MFA, University of Washington

Hough, Loren Evan (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_144904)
Assistant Professor: Physics
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

House, Ernie
Professor Emeritus: School of Education

House, Veronica Leigh (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_143544)
Senior Instructor, Assoc Faculty Director: Program for Writing and Rhetoric
PhD, University of Texas at Austin

Howe, Charles W.
Professor Emeritus: Economics

Hrenya, Christine M (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_113245)
Professor: Chemical and Biological Engineering
PhD, Carnegie Mellon University

Hsiao, Frank S. T.
Professor Emeritus: Economics

Hsu, Chun-ling (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_126783)
Instructor: Asian Languages and Civilizations
MEd, University of Wisconsin-River Falls

Huang, Audrey May (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_154709)
Clinical Assoc Professor: School of Law
JD, University of Southern California

Huang, Peter Henry (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_149792)
Professor: School of Law
JD, Stanford University

Hubbard, Eleanor
Professor Emeritus: Sociology

Hubler, Mija H. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_155134)
Assistant Professor: Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering
PhD, Northwestern University
Huemer, Michael (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_113081)
Professor: Philosophy
PhD, Rutgers University Newark Campus

Hughes, Jonathan Edward (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147335)
Associate Professor: Economics
PhD, University of California-Davis

Hughes, Shannon M. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_146574)
Asst Professor Adjunct: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE)
PhD, Princeton University

Hulden, Mans Elis (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_154602)
Assistant Professor: Linguistics
PhD, University of Arizona

Humbert, James Sean (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_156202)
Associate Professor: Aerospace Engineering Sciences; Associate Professor: Mechanical Engineering
PhD, California Institute of Technology

Hunt, Peter (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_115394)
Professor: Classics; Professor: History
PhD, Stanford University

Hunter, Lawrence E (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_143568)
Professor: Computer Science

Hunter, Lori Mae (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_118372)
Professor: Institute of Behavioral Science (IBS); Professor: Sociology
PhD, Brown University

Hurley, Kelly K (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105553)
Associate Professor: English
PhD, Stanford University

Hussein, Mahmoud Ismail (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_144300)
Associate Professor: Aerospace Engineering Sciences; Assistant Professor: Center for Aerospace Structures (CAS)
PhD, University of Michigan Ann Arbor

Hutchison, Kent Edward (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_113101)
Professor: Psychology and Neuroscience
PhD, Oklahoma State University

Hynek, Brian Michael (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_130622)
Associate Professor: Laboratory for Atmospheric and Space Physics (LASP); Associate Professor: Geological Sciences
PhD, Washington University

Hynes, James T (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_106076)
Distinguished Professor: Chemistry and Biochemistry
PhD, Princeton University

Huang, Yu-Jui (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_157746)
Assistant Professor: Applied Mathematics
BBA, National Taiwan University

Huizinga, Sharon
Instructor: Theatre and Dance

Ih, Su-Ion (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_141091)
Associate Professor: Mathematics
PhD, Brown University

Irey, Charlotte York
Professor Emeritus: Theatre and Dance

Irvine, Leslie Jane (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_113150)
Professor: Sociology
PhD, SUNY at Stony Brook

Ishikawa, Yoshiyuki (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_102125)
Professor: Music
DMA, University of Michigan Ann Arbor

Ito, Tiffany Anne (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_113066)
Professor, Assoc Chair: Psychology and Neuroscience
PhD, University of Southern California

Iwamasa, Ken
Professor Emeritus: Art and Art History

Iyigun, Fevzi Murat (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_118373)
Professor: Economics
PhD, Brown University

Jacka, Jerry Keith (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_156067)
Assistant Professor: Anthropology
PhD, University of Oregon

Jackson, Betty R.
Professor Emeritus: Leeds School of Business

Jackson, Dennis
Professor Emeritus: Music

Jacobs, Janet L (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100744)
Professor: Women and Gender Studies; Faculty Director: Honors Program
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Jacobs, Karen S (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100280)
Associate Professor: English
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Jacobs, Sharon Bogas (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_154417)
Associate Professor: School of Law
JD, Harvard University

Jaggar, Alison M (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100454)
Professor: Women and Gender Studies; Professor: Philosophy
PhD, SUNY at Buffalo

Jagolinzer, Alan David (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_148591)
Associate Professor: Leeds School of Business
PhD, Pennsylvania State University

Jahn, Jody L (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_153426)
Assistant Professor: Communication
PhD, University of California-Santa Barbara
Jahn Hall, Alexandra (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_155096)
Assistant Professor: Institute of Arctic & Alpine Research (INSTAAR);
Assistant Professor: Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences (ATOC)
PhD, McGill Univ (Canada)

Jakosky, Bruce M (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105845)
Professor, Professor: Geological Sciences; Faculty Director: Laboratory for
Atmospheric and Space Physics (LASP)
PhD, California Institute of Technology

James, Sarah Anne (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_151713)
Assistant Professor: Classics; Faculty Director: International Education
PhD, University of Texas at Austin

Jamieson, Sara Reed (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147773)
Instructor: Communication & Society RAP
PhD, University of New Mexico

Jan, Najeeb A (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_143581)
Assistant Professor: Geography
PhD, University of Michigan Ann Arbor

Jancosek, Elizabeth G.
Professor Emeritus: Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences (SLHS)

Jankowski, James P.
Professor Emeritus: History

Jansen, Kenneth E (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147360)
Professor: Aerospace Engineering Sciences; Professor: Computer Science
PhD, Stanford University

Jany, Ursula Berit (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_154411)
Instructor: Germanic and Slavic Languages and Literatures
PhD, Ohio State University

Jaron-Becker, Agnieszka Anna (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/
fisid_146689)
Assoc Research Professor: Physics
PhD, Univ of Warsaw (Poland)

Javernick-Will, Amy N (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/
fisid_146430)
Associate Professor, Assoc Faculty Director: Civil, Environmental and
Architectural Engineering
PhD, Stanford University

Jaworski, Taylor
Assistant Professor: Economics
PhD, University of Arizona

Jedamus, Paul E.
Professor Emeritus: Leeds School of Business

Jennings, Christina A (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/
fisid_143545)
Associate Professor: Music
MM, The Juilliard School

Jennings, Tracy M (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_128765)
Senior Instructor, Faculty Director: International Education; Instructor,
Faculty Director: Leeds School of Business

Jensen, Howard G.
Professor Emeritus: Leeds School of Business

Jeong, Jaewoong (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_155543)
Assistant Professor: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE)
PhD, Stanford University

Jessor, Richard
Professor Emeritus: Psychology and Neuroscience

Jessup, Elizabeth R (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_102065)
Professor, Chair: Computer Science
PhD, Yale University

Jesudason, Judith Packer (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/ fisd_100338)
Professor: Mathematics
PhD, Harvard University

Jimenez-Palacios, Jose Luis (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/ fisd_125580)
Professor: Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental Sciences
(CIRES); Professor: Chemistry and Biochemistry
PhD, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Jobin, Nicole V (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_103920)
Instructor: Economics; Instructor, Assoc Faculty Director: Sewall RAP
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Johnson, Andrew M (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_149821)
Assistant Professor: University Libraries
MA, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Johnson, Eben Ormston (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/
fisid_149952)
Instructor: Lockheed Martin Engineering Management Program
MBA, University of California-Davis

Johnson, Gregory B (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_111214)
Associate Professor: Religious Studies
PhD, University of Chicago

Johnson, Pieter TJ (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_143590)
Associate Professor: Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
PhD, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Johnson, Stefanie Kathleen (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/
fisid_153813)
Assistant Professor: Leeds School of Business
PhD, Rice University

Johnson, Thomas E (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_104242)
Professor: Institute for Behavioral Genetics (IBG); Professor: Integrative
Physiology
PhD, University of Washington

Jonas, David (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_107145)
Professor: Chemistry and Biochemistry
PhD, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Jones, Brandon A (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_149418)
Asst Professor Adjunct: Aerospace Engineering Sciences

Jones, Carla Mae (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_134172)
Associate Professor: Anthropology; Faculty Director: Center for Asian
Studies
PhD, University of North Carolina Chapel Hill
Jones, Craig H (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105590)
Professor: Geological Sciences
PhD, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Jones, Daniel C L. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105705)
Senior Instructor: Honors Program
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Jones, Kevin Robert (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_102094)
Associate Professor: Molecular, Cellular & Developmental Biology (MCDB)
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Jones, Matthew Carl (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_144611)
Associate Professor: Psychology and Neuroscience
PhD, University of Michigan Ann Arbor

Jones, Stephen B (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101578)
Senior Instructor: Journalism; Asst Dean: College of Media, Communication & Information
PhD, University of Utah

Jones, Stephen Graham (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_146498)
Professor: English
PhD, Florida State University

Jones, William B.
Professor Emeritus: Mathematics

Joyce, Arthur A (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_115421)
Professor: Anthropology
PhD, Rutgers University New Brunswick

Judd, Charles M (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101853)
Professor: Psychology and Neuroscience
PhD, Columbia University In the City of New York

Juhász, Joseph
Professor Emeritus: Environmental Design

Juhász, Suzanne H.
Professor Emeritus: English

Julien, Keith (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_108913)
Professor, Chair: Applied Mathematics
PhD, University of Cambridge (England)

Junge, Harald Jobst (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_148593)
Assistant Professor: Molecular, Cellular & Developmental Biology (MCDB)
PhD, Philipps University Marburg (Germany)

Jupille, Joseph H (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_140088)
Associate Professor: Political Science
PhD, University of Washington

Jurow, Aachey Susan (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_129478)
Associate Professor: School of Education
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

K

Kaar, Joel L. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_148491)
Assistant Professor: Chemical and Biological Engineering
PhD, University of Pittsburgh

Kadia, Miriam L. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147112)
Associate Professor: History
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Kaempfer, William H (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_102376)
Professor: Economics
PhD, Duke University

Kaffne, Daniel Thomas (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_153280)
Associate Professor: Economics
PhD, University of California-Santa Barbara

Kahn, David C (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_148105)
Senior Instructor Adjunct: Environmental Design

Kallen-Brown, Jedediah A (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_153965)
Assistant Professor: Computer Science
DSc, ETH Zurich (Switzerland)

Kan, Pui Fong (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_145806)
Associate Professor: Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences (SLHS)
PhD, University of Minnesota Twin Cities

Kane, Nolan Coburn (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_151238)
Assistant Professor: Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
PhD, Indiana University Bloomington

Kane, Shaun Kevin (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_154603)
Assistant Professor: Computer Science; Assistant Professor: Information Science
PhD, University of Washington

Kanner, Michael David (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100925)
Lecturer: Political Science; Lecturer: Global RAP; Lecturer: International Affairs Program

Kantha, Lakshmi H (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100231)
Professor: Aerospace Engineering Sciences
PhD, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Kaplan, Frank L.
Professor Emeritus: Journalism

Kaplan, Jules Gordon (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_106077)
Instructor: Economics; Instructor: Baker RAP; Lecturer: Continuing Education & Professional Studies
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Kapteyn, Henry C (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_115334)
Professor: Physics; Professor: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE)
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Karnauskas, Kristopher Benson (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_155094)
Assistant Professor: Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences (ATOC);
Assistant Professor: Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental Sciences (CIRES)
PhD, University of Maryland College Park Campus
Kaschube, Dorothea V.  
Professor Emeritus: Anthropology
Kasprzyk, Joseph R. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_151506)  
Assistant Professor: Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering  
PhD, Pennsylvania State University
Kassoy, David R.  
Professor Emeritus: Mechanical Engineering
Kates, James (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_146722)  
Scholar In Residence: Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences (SLHS)
Katz, Steven  
Professor Emeritus: English
Kaufman, Daniel Patrick (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_134174)  
Associate Professor: Philosophy  
PhD, University of Massachusetts at Amherst
Kaufmann, Vyga G. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_151089)  
Instructor: Psychology and Neuroscience
Kawin, Bruce F.  
Professor Emeritus: English
Kay, Jennifer E. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_153815)  
Assistant Professor: Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences (ATOC);  
Assistant Professor: Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental  
Sciences (CIRES)  
PhD, University of Washington
Kearnes, Keith (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_118457)  
Professor: Mathematics  
PhD, University of California-Berkeley
Kearns, Carol A (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100536)  
Senior Instructor: Baker RAP  
PhD, University of Maryland College Park Campus
Kearns, William  
Professor Emeritus: Music
Keegan, Brian (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_158122)  
Assistant Professor: Information Science; Assistant Professor: Computer  
Science  
PhD, Northwestern University
Keen, Richard A.  
Professor Emeritus: Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences (ATOC)
Keister, Jay (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_115734)  
Associate Professor: Music  
PhD, University of California-Los Angeles
Keller, Eric Robert (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_151647)  
Assistant Professor: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE);  
Assistant Professor: Computer Science  
PhD, Princeton University
Keller, Matthew C (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_144507)  
Associate Professor: Psychology and Neuroscience  
PhD, University of Michigan Ann Arbor
Keller, Wolfgang (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_141891)  
Professor: Economics  
PhD, Yale University
Kellogg, Daniel Dixon (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_141124)  
Associate Professor: Music  
DMA, Yale University
Kelsey, Penelope M. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147607)  
Professor: English; Faculty Director: Native American and Indigenous  
Studies  
PhD, University of Minnesota Twin Cities
Kelso, Alec J.  
Professor Emeritus: Anthropology
Kemp, David John (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_158828)  
Lecturer: Environmental Design
Kempf, Sascha (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_149628)  
Assistant Professor: Laboratory for Atmospheric and Space Physics  
(LASP); Assistant Professor: Physics  
Dr habil, Tech Univ of Braunschweig (Germany)
Kent, Susan K (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100080)  
Professor: History  
PhD, Brandeis University
Kepler, Christoph Matthias (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_156421)  
Assistant Professor: Mechanical Engineering  
PhD, Johannes Kepler University Linz (Austria)
Ketelsen, Christian W (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147863)  
Instructor: Computer Science  
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder
Kierman-Johnson, Derek Huntley (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_145008)  
Instructor: School of Law  
JD, University of Michigan Ann Arbor
Kilpatrick, Zachary Peter (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_155782)  
Assistant Professor: Applied Mathematics  
PhD, University of Utah
Kim, Albert E. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_143740)  
Associate Professor: Institute of Cognitive Science (ICS); Associate  
Professor: Psychology and Neuroscience  
PhD, University of Pennsylvania
Kim, Hun Shik (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_141126)  
Associate Professor: Journalism  
PhD, University of Missouri-Columbia
Kim, Jin-Hyuk (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_149615)  
Assistant Professor: Economics  
PhD, Cornell University
Kim, Kwangmin (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147160)  
Assistant Professor: History  
PhD, University of California-Berkeley
Kim, Sangbok (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_149220)
Instructor: Asian Languages and Civilizations
PhD, University of California-Los Angeles

Kim, Suyeon (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_153470)
Lecturer, Instructor: Music

Kimball, Miles (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_157993)
Professor: Economics
PhD, Harvard University

Kimbrough, Randle Keller (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_141167)
Associate Professor: Asian Languages and Civilizations
PhD, Yale University

King, D Brett (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_103815)
Senior Instructor: Psychology and Neuroscience; Lecturer: Continuing Education & Professional Studies; Instructor: Farrand RAP
PhD, Colorado State University

King, Joy K.
Professor Emeritus: Classics

King, Roger A.
Professor Emeritus: Computer Science

King, William M.
Professor Emeritus: Ethnic Studies

Kinneavy, Gerald B.
Professor Emeritus: English

Kinney, Edward R (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101717)
Professor: Physics
PhD, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Kintsch, Walter
Professor Emeritus: Psychology and Neuroscience

Kirschling, Wayne (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_123149)
Scholar In Residence: Lockheed Martin Engineering Management Program
DBA, University of Colorado Boulder

Kirshner, Benjamin R (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_134707)
Associate Professor; Faculty Director: School of Education
PhD, Stanford University

Kittel, Timothy (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_139473)
Faculty Director: International Education; Lecturer: Geography

Kjolseth, J. Rolf
Professor Emeritus: Sociology

Klages, Mary K (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101897)
Associate Professor: English
PhD, Stanford University

Klaus, David M (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_107103)
Professor: Aerospace Engineering Sciences; Associate Professor: BioServe Space Technologies
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Kleeman, Faye Yuan (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_113313)
Professor: Asian Languages and Civilizations
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Kleeman, Terry F (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_114181)
Professor: Asian Languages and Civilizations; Professor: Religious Studies
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Kleiber, William Paul (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_151943)
Assistant Professor: Applied Mathematics
PhD, University of Washington

Klein, Jennifer
Instructor: Economics
PhD, University of California Santa Barbara

Kline, Bruce Richard (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_146513)
Senior Instructor: Leeds School of Business; Faculty Director: International Education
MA, Northwestern University

Klinger, Eliza G (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_135110)
Instructor: Program for Writing and Rhetoric
MA, New Mexico State University

Klinger, Eric O (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_139359)
Senior Instructor: Program for Writing and Rhetoric
MA, New Mexico State University

Klymkowsky, Michael W (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101226)
Professor: Molecular, Cellular & Developmental Biology (MCDB)
PhD, California Institute of Technology

Knievel, Jennifer E. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_120051)
Associate Professor; Faculty Director, Associate Dean: University Libraries
MS, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Knight, Jennifer Kirsten (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101933)
Associate Professor: Molecular, Cellular & Developmental Biology (MCDB)
PhD, University of Michigan Ann Arbor

Knipp, Delores Jane (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147655)
Research Professor: Aerospace Engineering Sciences
PhD, University of California-Los Angeles

Knowlton, Jennifer H (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_112458)
Senior Instructor: Program for Writing and Rhetoric
Ph.D, University of Denver

Knox, David Allen (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_158054)
Instructor: Computer Science
PhD, University of Colorado Health Sciences Center

Knutsen, Jeffrey Steven (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_145534)
Instructor: Mechanical Engineering
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Koberg, Christine S.
Professor Emeritus: Leeds School of Business
Koch, Tad H.
Professor Emeritus: Chemistry and Biochemistry
PhD, Iowa State University

Kocher, Ruth Ellen (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_143618)
Professor, Chair: English
PhD, Arizona State University

Kociolek, John Patrick (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_145728)
Faculty Director: University of Colorado Museum of Natural History;
Professor: Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
PhD, University of Michigan Ann Arbor

Kodas, Michael George (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147577)
Instructor: Journalism; Assoc Faculty Director: Center for Environmental Journalism
BS, University of Missouri-Columbia

Kolb, Burton A.
Professor Emeritus: Leeds School of Business

Kopen, Carmen Lynn (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_127181)
Instructor: Spanish and Portuguese
MA, University of Colorado Boulder

Kopff, E Christian (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100649)
Associate Professor: Honors Program; Associate Professor: Classics
PhD, University of North Carolina Chapel Hill

Korevaar, David J (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_118374)
Professor: Music
DMA, The Juilliard School

Kornish, Laura Joyce (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_139966)
Associate Professor: Leeds School of Business
PhD, Stanford University

Koschmann, Matthew A. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_145807)
Associate Professor: Communication
PhD, University of Texas at Austin

Koster, Hon-Yim
Professor Emeritus: Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering

Koster, Jean N.
Professor Emeritus: Aerospace Engineering Sciences

Kostoglodova, Elena Yurievna (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100976)
Senior Instructor: Germanic and Slavic Languages and Literatures
MA, University of Colorado Boulder

Kotys-Schwartz, Daria (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_144738)
Senior Instructor: Mechanical Engineering; Faculty Director: College of Engineering and Applied Science
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Koval, Carl A (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101151)
Professor, Chair: Chemistry and Biochemistry
PhD, California Institute of Technology

Kowalchuk, Andrea (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_154509)
Instructor: Herbst Humanities Program
PhD, University of Dallas

Kozar, Kenneth A.
Professor Emeritus: Leeds School of Business
PhD, University of Minnesota

Kraft, Richard
Professor Emeritus: School of Education

Krakoff, Sarah A (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_109697)
Professor: School of Law
JD, University of California-Berkeley

Kralj, Joel M
Assistant Professor: Molecular, Cellular & Developmental Biology (MCDB)
PhD, Boston University

Kratzke, Peter J (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_126546)
Senior Instructor: Program for Writing and Rhetoric; Lecturer: Continuing Education & Professional Studies
PhD, University of Kentucky

Krauel, Javier (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_143248)
Associate Professor: Spanish and Portuguese; Faculty Director: International Education
PhD, Duke University

Kraus, Mary J (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100903)
Professor: Geological Sciences
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Krauter, Kenneth S (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_107978)
Professor: Molecular, Cellular & Developmental Biology (MCDB)
PhD, Yeshiva University

Krauth, Philip L.
Professor Emeritus: English

Kreider, Jan F.
Professor Emeritus: Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering

Kreith, Frank
Professor Emeritus: Mechanical Engineering

Krizek, Kevin J. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_145292)
Professor, Faculty Director: Environmental Design
PhD, University of Washington

Kroll, Paul W (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_102408)
Professor: Asian Languages and Civilizations
PhD, University of Michigan Ann Arbor

Krysl, Marilyn D.
Professor Emeritus: English
Kuchta, Robert (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100844)
Professor: Chemistry and Biochemistry
PhD, Brandeis University

Kuczun, Sam
Professor Emeritus: Journalism

Kuempel, Peter L.
Professor Emeritus: Molecular, Cellular & Developmental Biology (MCDDB)

Kuester, Edward F (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_102489)
Professor: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE)
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Kugel, Jennifer Franzén (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_109472)
Assoc Research Professor: Chemistry and Biochemistry
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Kuglitsch, Rebecca Zuege (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_152452)
Assistant Professor: University Libraries
MLS, University of Washington

Kuhn, Timothy R (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_118144)
Professor, Assoc Chair: Communication
PhD, Arizona State University

Kunce, Catherine (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_120631)
Senior Instructor: Program for Writing and Rhetoric; Senior Instructor: Farrand RAP
PhD, University of Denver

Kunkel, Jerry W.
Professor Emeritus: Art and Art History

Kunz, P. Dale
Professor Emeritus: Physics

Kuskin, William (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_143742)
Professor: English
PhD, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Kuznetsov, Sergey Eugenievitch (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_113246)
Associate Professor, Assoc Chair: Mathematics
DSc, Vilnius State Univ (Lithuania)

L

Labio, Catherine (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147608)
Associate Professor: English
PhD, New York University

Lagman, Eileen Anne (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_156308)
Assistant Professor: Program for Writing and Rhetoric; Assistant Professor: English
PhD, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Laguna, Manuel (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_102975)
Professor, Faculty Director: Leeds School of Business
PhD, University of Texas at Austin

Lambert, Joanna E (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_156206)
Professor: Anthropology
PhD, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Lamos, Steven Joseph (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_141169)
Associate Professor; Assoc Faculty Director: Program for Writing and Rhetoric; Associate Professor: English
PhD, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Lane, Constance Irene (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_149778)
Instructor: Theatre and Dance
BA, Beloit College

Lange, Anja K. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_104576)
Faculty Director: International Education; Senior Instructor: Herbst Humanities Program
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Lansford, Edwin Tyler (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147620)
Instructor: Classics
PhD, University of Washington

Lancaster, John Chesley (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_140309)
Senior Instructor: Communication
PhD, University of Colorado Denver

LaRocca, Thomas J (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_143989)
Instructor: Integrative Physiology
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Larson, Christine
Assistant Professor: Journalism
PhD, Stanford University

Larson, Edwin E.
Professor Emeritus: Geological Sciences

Larson, Kristine M (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105437)
Professor: Aerospace Engineering Sciences
PhD, University of California-San Diego

Lawrence, Dale A (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_104057)
Professor: Aerospace Engineering Sciences; Associate Professor: Research & Engineering Ctr for Unmanned Vehicles (RECUV)
PhD, Cornell University

Lawrence, Stephen R (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_102032)
Assoc Dean: Be Boulder Anywhere; Associate Professor: Leeds School of Business
PhD, Carnegie Mellon University

Lawson, Angelica Marie (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_154727)
Assistant Professor: Ethnic Studies; Assistant Professor: Film Studies; Faculty Director: Native American and Indigenous Studies
PhD, University of Arizona
Lazar, Joseph  
Professor Emeritus: Leeds School of Business

Lazarino, Graziana  
Professor Emeritus: French & Italian

Le, Hanh-Phuc  
Assistant Professor: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE)  
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Leach, Chris  
Professor: Leeds School of Business  
PhD, Cornell University

Leben, Robert R  
Research Professor: Aerospace Engineering Sciences  
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

LeBourgeois, Monique Katherine  
Associate Professor: Integrative Physiology; Associate Professor: Psychology and Neuroscience  
PhD, University of Southern Mississippi

Lebra, Joyce Chapman  
Professor Emeritus: History

Lecompte, Margaret D.  
Professor Emeritus: School of Education

Lee, C. Nicholas  
Professor Emeritus: Germanic and Slavic Languages and Literatures

Lee, Jintae  
Associate Professor: Leeds School of Business  
PhD, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Lee, Mi-Kyong  
Associate Professor: Philosophy; Associate Professor: Classics  
PhD, Harvard University

Lee, Minhyea  
Assistant Professor: Physics  
PhD, University of Chicago

Lee, Se-Hee  
Professor, Assoc Chair: Mechanical Engineering  
PhD, Seoul Nat Univ (Korea)

Lee, Seow Ting  
Associate Professor: Advertising, Public Relations and Media Design  
PhD, University of Missouri-Columbia

Lee, Yung-Cheng  
Professor: Mechanical Engineering  
PhD, University of Minnesota Twin Cities

Lehnert, Doris Pridonoff  
Professor Emeritus: Music

Lehnert, Oswald  
Professor Emeritus: Music

Leiderman, Mark N  
Professor, Chair: Germanic and Slavic Languages and Literatures  
Dr habil, Ural State Pedagogical Univ (Russia)

Leigh, Steven Robert  
Dean: College of Arts and Sciences; Professor: Anthropology  
PhD, Northwestern University

Leinwand, Leslie Anne  
Distinguished Professor, Faculty Director: Molecular, Cellular & Developmental Biology (MCDB)  
PhD, Yale University

Lekson, Steve  
Professor: University of Colorado Museum of Natural History; Professor: Anthropology  
PhD, University of New Mexico

Leong, Daphne  
Associate Professor: Music  
PhD, University of Rochester

Lessley, Merrill J.  
Professor Emeritus: Theatre and Dance

Lester, Alan P.  
Lecturer: Geological Sciences  
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Lester, Anne E  
Associate Professor, Assoc Chair: History  
PhD, Princeton University

Levitt, Paul M.  
Professor Emeritus: English

Lewandowski, Heather Jean  
Associate Professor, Assoc Chair: Physics  
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Lewis, Barry L.  
Professor Emeritus: Leeds School of Business

Lewis, Clayton H  
Professor: Computer Science; Professor: Information Science  
PhD, University of Michigan Ann Arbor

Lewis, Gary J  
Professor, Instructor: Music  
MM, Texas Tech University

Lewis, Mary Beth  
Senior Instructor: Leeds School of Business  
MBA, University of Pittsburgh Bradford Campus

Lewis, William M  
Professor: Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental Sciences (CIRES); Professor: Ecology and Evolutionary Biology; Professor: Center for Limnology  
PhD, Indiana University Bloomington

Lewon, Jennifer Walentas  
Clinical Asst Professor, Lecturer: Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences (SLHS)
Leyk, Stefan (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_145192)
Associate Professor: Geography
PhD, Univ of Zurich (Switzerland)

Li, Baowen (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_156203)
Professor: Mechanical Engineering
PhD, Carl von Ossietzky Universität Oldenburg (Germany)

Li, Congming (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100647)
Professor: Applied Mathematics
PhD, New York University

Li, Jingchun (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_157561)
Assistant Professor: University of Colorado Museum of Natural History
PhD, University of Michigan

Li, Xiang (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_145009)
Assistant Professor: University Libraries
MS, University of Michigan Ann Arbor

Li, Xinlin (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100016)
Professor: Laboratory for Atmospheric and Space Physics (LASP);
Professor: Aerospace Engineering Sciences
PhD, Dartmouth College

Libertun, Ariel Ruben (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_140697)
Asst Professor Adjunct: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE)

Lichtenstein, Donald (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101701)
Professor: Leeds School of Business
PhD, University of South Carolina - Columbia

Liel, Abbie Boggiano (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_146431)
Associate Professor: Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering
PhD, Stanford University

Lightner, Michael R (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101723)
Professor: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE)
PhD, Carnegie Mellon University

Ligon, Daniel
Instructor: Advertising, Public Relations and Media Design
MFA, Brown University

Lillydahl, Jane
Professor Emeritus: Economics

Lim, Sungyun A. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_148726)
Assistant Professor: History
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Limerick, Patricia N (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105459)
Professor, Faculty Director: Center of the American West; Professor: History
PhD, Yale University

Lin, Hisao-Ling (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_149958)
Instructor: Music
MM, DePaul University

Linden, Karl G. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_143747)
Professor: Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering; Faculty Director: College of Engineering and Applied Science
PhD, University of California-Davis

Lindquist, Thea L (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_122803)
Professor: University Libraries
PhD, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Lincoln, Robert L. Professor Emeritus: School of Education

Linsky, Jeffrey
Professor Emeritus: Astrophysical and Planetary Sciences (APS)

Linz, Robert Michael (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_146868)
Senior Instructor: School of Law
MS, Florida State University

Liotta, Jeanne M. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_145808)
Associate Professor: Film Studies
BFA, New York University

Lisbon, Adam Harry (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_152869)
Assistant Professor: University Libraries
MS, SUNY at Albany

Liston, Daniel P (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_102033)
Professor: School of Education
PhD, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Litt, Jill S. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_140636)
Associate Professor: Environmental Studies Program
PhD, Johns Hopkins University

Little, Katherine C. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_149872)
Professor: English
PhD, Duke University

Littlejohn, Ray Lynn (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_151752)
Scholar In Residence: Lockheed Martin Engineering Management Program
PhD, University of Oklahoma Norman Campus

Liu, Faan Tone
Instructor: Mathematics
PhD, University of Colorado at Boulder

Liu, Xiaodong (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_144508)
Associate Professor: Economics
PhD, Ohio State University
Liu, Xuedong (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_118458)
Professor: Chemistry and Biochemistry
PhD, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Liu, Youjian (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_126283)
Associate Professor: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE)
PhD, Ohio State University

Livneh, Ben (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_151999)
Assistant Professor: Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental Sciences (CIRES); Assistant Professor: Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering
PhD, University of Washington

Lladser, Manuel Bosco (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_134170)
Associate Professor: Applied Mathematics
PhD, Ohio State University

Loersch, Christopher Alan (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_149841)
Assistant Professor: Psychology and Neuroscience
PhD, Ohio State University

Loewenstein, Mark J (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_102088)
Professor: School of Law
JD, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Logan, Kelty Irene (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147340)
Associate Professor: Advertising, Public Relations and Media Design
PhD, University of Texas at Austin

Long, Chris Evin (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_155455)
Associate Professor: University Libraries
MA, Indiana University Bloomington

Long, Mary K (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_109994)
Senior Instructor: Spanish and Portuguese
PhD, Princeton University

Long, Rong (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_151301)
Assistant Professor: Mechanical Engineering
PhD, Cornell University

Lopez, Enrique J (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_151426)
Assistant Professor: School of Education
PhD, Stanford University

Losoff, Barbara Ann (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_106944)
Associate Professor, Assoc Faculty Director: University Libraries
MLS, Emporia State University

Louie, Donna Funghar (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_110827)
Instructor: Baker RAP; Instructor: Libby Arts RAP

Lovenduski, Nicole Suzanne (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147557)
Assistant Professor: Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences (ATOC); Assistant Professor: Institute of Arctic & Alpine Research (INSTAAR)
PhD, University of California-Los Angeles

Lowry, Christopher (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_143371)
Associate Professor: Integrative Physiology
PhD, Oregon State University

Lundell, Albert T.
Professor Emeritus: Mathematics

Lundquist, Julie Kay (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147838)
Associate Professor: Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences (ATOC)
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Lundy, Tiel Louise (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_151085)
Instructor: Film Studies; Instructor, Assoc Faculty Director: Libby Arts RAP
PhD, University of Denver

Lv, Qin (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_145832)
Associate Professor: Computer Science
PhD, Princeton University

Lymberopoulos, John P.
Professor Emeritus: Leeds School of Business

Lynch, Carol B.
Professor Emeritus: Ecology and Evolutionary Biology

Lynch, G. Robert
Professor Emeritus: Integrative Physiology

Lynch, John G. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147448)
Faculty Director, Professor, Associate Dean: Leeds School of Business
PhD, University of Illinois at Chicago

Lyons, Thomas
Professor Emeritus: English

Lyons, Tim (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100214)
Instructor: Program for Writing and Rhetoric
MA, Johns Hopkins University

Lenaerts, Jan
Assistant Professor: Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences (ATOC)
PhD, Utrecht University

Luca, Oana (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_157952)
Assistant Professor: Chemistry and Biochemistry
MS, Yale University

Lyles, Danielle
Instructor: Applied Mathematics
PhD, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, USA

M

Macdonald, Christine (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105513)
Senior Instructor: Program for Writing and Rhetoric
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Macfee, Raymond D. Jr
Professor Emeritus: Leeds School of Business

Mack, Natalie M (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_115340)
Senior Instructor: School of Law
JD, University of Colorado Boulder

MacLennan, Joseph E (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_104854)
Professor Attendant Rank: Physics

Macrae, Robert Eugene
Professor Emeritus: Mathematics
Maeda, Daryl Joji (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_141460)  
Associate Professor: Ethnic Studies; Faculty Director: Academic Affairs;  
Associate Professor: History  
PhD, University of Michigan Ann Arbor

Magnanini, Suzanne M. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_118145)  
Associate Professor, Chair: French & Italian; Faculty Director: International Education  
PhD, University of Chicago

Mahan, Kevin H (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_143975)  
Associate Professor: Geological Sciences  
PhD, University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Mahanappa, K. T.  
Professor Emeritus: Physics  
PhD, Harvard University

Mahoney, Melissa J (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_129517)  
Instructor, Lecturer: Chemical and Biological Engineering  
PhD, Cornell University

Maier, Steven F (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100482)  
Distinguished Professor: Psychology and Neuroscience  
PhD, University of Pennsylvania

Main, Gloria L.  
Professor Emeritus: History

Main, Michael G.  
Professor Emeritus: Computer Science  
PhD, Washington State University

Majerfeld, Arnoldo  
Professor Emeritus: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE)

Maksimovic, Dragan (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105609)  
Professor: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE); Faculty Director: College of Engineering and Applied Science  
PhD, California Institute of Technology

Malcolm, Karen L (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_108575)  
Instructor: Spanish and Portuguese  
MA, University of Nebraska-Lincoln

Malin, Jonathan (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_151714)  
Associate Professor: Music; Associate Professor: Jewish Studies  
PhD, University of Chicago

Malitz, Jerome I.  
Professor Emeritus: Mathematics

Mallipeddi, Ramesh Kumar (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_157995)  
Associate Professor: English  
PhD, Cornell University

Maloy, Rebecca (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_125582)  
Professor, Associate Professor: Music  
PhD, University of Cincinnati

Malville, J. McKim  
Professor Emeritus: Astrophysical and Planetary Sciences (APS)

Maness, Jack Marshall (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_141176)  
Associate Professor, Faculty Director: University Libraries  
MLS, Emporia State University

Manley, Kevin W (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_142342)  
Instructor: Mathematics  
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Mann, Ralph  
Professor Emeritus: History

Manno, Jesse J  
Senior Instructor: Theatre and Dance

Mansfield, Richard (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_157743)  
Assistant Professor: Economics  
PhD, Yale University

Manteuffel, Thomas A (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_102137)  
Professor Emeritus: Applied Mathematics  
PhD, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Mapel, David Reed (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_104552)  
Associate Professor: Political Science  
PhD, Johns Hopkins University

Marchitto, Thomas (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_128241)  
Associate Professor: Institute of Arctic & Alpine Research (INSTAAR);  
Associate Professor: Geological Sciences  
PhD, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Marden, Jason R. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147582)  
Associate Professor: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE);  
Associate Professor: Aerospace Engineering Sciences  
PhD, University of California-Los Angeles

Marino, Alysia Diane (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_146427)  
Associate Professor: Physics  
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Marks, Alexia Brunet (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147610)  
Associate Professor: School of Law  
PhD, Purdue University

Markusen, James R (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_103187)  
Professor Emeritus, Distinguished Professor: Economics

Marshak, Michael Pesek (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_156422)  
Assistant Professor: Renewable & Sustainable Energy Institute (RASEI);  
Assistant Professor: Chemistry and Biochemistry  
PhD, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Marshall, Nathan Thomas (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_156034)  
Assistant Professor: Leeds School of Business  
PhD, Indiana University Bloomington

Marshall, Robert Andrew (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_155957)  
Assistant Professor: Aerospace Engineering Sciences  
PhD, Stanford University
Marslett, Geoffrey C (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_155970)
Assistant Professor: Film Studies
MFA, University of Texas at Austin

Martin, Andrew (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_113238)
Professor: Ecology and Evolutionary Biology; Faculty Director: International Education; Faculty Director: A&S ASSETT
PhD, University of Hawaii at Manoa

Martin, James H (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100495)
Professor: Institute of Cognitive Science (ICS); Professor: Computer Science
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Martin, Jennifer Mary (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_110125)
Senior Instructor: Molecular, Cellular & Developmental Biology (MCDB)
PhD, University of Washington

Martin, Jessica Erin (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_143770)
Instructor: Global RAP; Instructor: International Affairs Program
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Martins-Filho, Carlos B (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147510)
Professor: Economics
PhD, University of Tennessee-Knoxville

Martuscelli, Tania A. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_148379)
Assistant Professor: Spanish and Portuguese
PhD, University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Maskus, Keith E (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_103414)
Professor: Economics
PhD, University of Michigan Ann Arbor

Maslanik, James
Professor Emeritus: Aerospace Engineering Sciences

Mason, Gesel R (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_149966)
Assistant Professor: Theatre and Dance; Assistant Professor: Critical Media Practices
MFA, University of Colorado Boulder

Mason, Patrick C (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101840)
Professor: Music
MM, University of Nebraska-Lincoln

Massey-Warren, Sarah (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_145057)
Instructor: Program for Writing and Rhetoric
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Masters, Ryan Kelly (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_152730)
Assistant Professor: Institute of Behavioral Science (IBS); Assistant Professor: Sociology
PhD, University of Texas at Austin

Mathys, Peter (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100084)
Associate Professor: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE)
PhD, Swiss Federal Inst of Tech, Zurich (Switzerland)

Matsumana, Yumiko (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_149899)
Senior Instructor: Asian Languages and Civilizations
MA, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Matsuo, Tomoko (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_145041)
Assistant Professor: Aerospace Engineering Sciences
PhD, SUNY at Stony Brook

Matar, Karim (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_153056)
Assistant Professor: English
DPhil, Oxford Univ (England)

Matthew, Dayna Bowen (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_129497)
Professor: School of Law
JD, University of Virginia

Matusik, Sharon Marie Frances (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_133564)
Professor, Dean: Leeds School of Business
PhD, University of Washington

Maute, Kurt Karl (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_113875)
Professor: Aerospace Engineering Sciences; Professor, Faculty Director: Center for Aerospace Structures (CAS); Professor: Mechanical Engineering
PhD, Univ of Stuttgart (Germany)

Mayer, Edgar N.
Professor Emeritus: French & Italian

Mayer, Stephanie Susan (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_114948)
Senior Instructor: Ecology and Evolutionary Biology

Mayer, Thomas
Professor Emeritus: Sociology

May, Peter (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_155858)
Assistant Professor: Mathematics
Dr habil, Johannes Kepler University Linz (Austria)

Mazzeo, Robert (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101031)
Associate Professor, Assoc Chair: Integrative Physiology
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

McBryan, Oliver
Professor Emeritus: Computer Science

McCabe, J Terrence (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100063)
Professor: Anthropology; Professor: Institute of Behavioral Science (IBS)
PhD, SUNY at Binghamton

McCain, Christy (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_145010)
Associate Professor: University of Colorado Museum of Natural History; Associate Professor: Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
PhD, University of Kansas

McCall, Raymond (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_102673)
Associate Professor: Environmental Design
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

McCarthy, Kevin
Professor Emeritus: Music

McClelland, Gary H.
Professor Emeritus: Psychology and Neuroscience
McConkey, Edwin H.
Professor Emeritus: Molecular, Cellular & Developmental Biology (MCDB)

McCormick, Steven
Professor Emeritus: Applied Mathematics

McCray, Richard A.
Professor Emeritus: Astrophysical and Planetary Sciences (APS)

McDevitt, Michael Joseph (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_122949)
Professor, Assoc Chair: Journalism
PhD, Stanford University

McDonald, Margaret M (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_134703)
Associate Professor: Music
DMA, University of California-Santa Barbara

McGilvray, Dennis B.
Professor Emeritus: Anthropology

McGinley, William (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_102195)
Associate Professor: School of Education
PhD, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

McGoodwin, James Russell
Professor Emeritus: Anthropology

McGranahan, Carole Ann (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_122673)
Associate Professor: Anthropology; Associate Professor: History
PhD, University of Michigan Ann Arbor

McGrath, Michael T (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100133)
Professor Adjunct: Aerospace Engineering Sciences

McGraw, Albert Peter (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_133262)
Associate Professor: Leeds School of Business; Associate Professor: Psychology and Neuroscience
PhD, Ohio State University

McGuire, Vincent X (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100793)
Senior Instructor: Farrand RAP
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

McHenry, Charles
Professor Emeritus: Chemistry and Biochemistry
PhD, University of California, Santa Barbara

McIntosh, J. Richard
Professor Emeritus: Molecular, Cellular & Developmental Biology (MCDB)

McIntosh, Marjorie K.
Professor Emeritus: History

McIver, John P
Professor Emeritus: Political Science

McKee, Paul (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_154465)
Associate Professor: Music
MM, University of Texas at Austin

McKenzie, Valerie J (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_142951)
Assistant Professor: Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
PhD, University of California-Santa Barbara

McKinney, Donald J (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_152974)
Associate Professor: Music
DMA, University of Michigan Ann Arbor

McKinnish-Harlee, Terra Greenw (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_110517)
Professor: Economics
PhD, Carnegie Mellon University

McKnight, Diane Marie (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_110517)
Professor: Institute of Arctic & Alpine Research (INSTAAR); Professor: Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering
PhD, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

McLean, Polly E (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100614)
Associate Professor: Media Studies
PhD, University of Texas at Austin

McLeod, Robert R (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_107547)
Professor, Chair: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE)
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

McManus, Joseph E (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_152168)
Scholar In Residence: Interdisciplinary Telecommunications
MS, Carnegie Mellon University

McNamara, Mei-Ling J (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_158310)
Assistant Professor: Journalism
PhD, Univ of Edinburgh (Scotland)

McNeill, Nathan John (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_151518)
Instructor: Mechanical Engineering
PhD, Purdue University

McNown, Robert F (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105915)
Professor: Leeds School of Business
PhD, University of California-San Diego

McNown, Robert
Professor Emeritus: Economics

McQueen, Matthew B (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_143785)
Associate Professor: Integrative Physiology
DSc, Harvard University

McWilliams, Jenna Marie (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_155195)
Lecturer: School of Education
Medak-Saltzman, Danika Fawn (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_145844)
Assistent Professor: Ethnic Studies; Assistant Professor: History
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Medeiros, Daniel Meulemans (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_145697)
Associate Professor: Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
PhD, California Institute of Technology

Medlin, James William (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_122699)
Professor, Faculty Director: Chemical and Biological Engineering
PhD, University of Delaware

Meens, David Eric (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_145241)
Lecturer: School of Education

Meiss, James D (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_103702)
Professor: Applied Mathematics
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Mejia, Donna (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_151942)
Assistant Professor: Theatre and Dance
MFA, Smith College

Melbourne, Brett Andrew (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_144966)
Associate Professor: Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
PhD, Australian National Univ (Australia)

Meneghini-Stalker, Tamara L. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_146090)
Associate Professor: Theatre and Dance
MFA, Northern Illinois University

Menken, Jane A (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_112411)
Research Professor: Institute of Behavioral Science (IBS); Distinguished Professor: Sociology
PhD, Princeton University

Menn, Lise
Professor Emeritus: Linguistics

Mertens, William G (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105762)
Senior Instructor: Economics; Lecturer: Continuing Education & Professional Studies; Instructor: CU at DC Internship
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Meyer, Elizabeth Jackson (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_156354)
Associate Professor, Associate Dean: School of Education
PhD, McGill Univ (Canada)

Meyer, G. Dale
Professor Emeritus: Leeds School of Business

Meyers, Christina Nicole (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_155857)
Assistant Professor: Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences (SLHS)
PhD, University of Arizona

Michaelis-Cummings, Laura A (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105599)
Professor: Classics; Professor: Linguistics
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Michelson, Peter F.
Professor Emeritus: English

Michl, Josef (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_102977)
Professor: Chemistry and Biochemistry; Professor Attendant Rank: Psychology and Neuroscience
PhD, Czech Academy of Sciences, Prague (Czech Republic)

Michelson, Alan R (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100286)
Associate Professor: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE); Associate Professor: Interdisciplinary Telecommunications
PhD, California Institute of Technology

Mikhailova, Tatiana Alekseevna (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_135187)
Senior Instructor: Germanic and Slavic Languages and Literatures
MA, Ural State Univ (Russia)

Miklowitz, David J (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105771)
Professor Adjunct: Psychology and Neuroscience
PhD, University of California-Los Angeles

Milburn, Catherine Knoll (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_142214)
Senior Instructor, Faculty Director: Leeds School of Business
MS, University of Colorado Boulder

Milet, Dennis S.
Professor Emeritus: Sociology

Milford, Jana (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_103268)
Professor: Mechanical Engineering
PhD, Carnegie Mellon University

Miller, Dale Lee (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_115748)
Senior Instructor: Environmental Studies Program
MA, University of Colorado Denver

Miller, Ed
Professor Emeritus: Philosophy

Miller, Gifford Hubs (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_102374)
Professor: Institute of Arctic & Alpine Research (INSTAAR); Professor: Geological Sciences; Faculty Director: International Education
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Miller, Kay
Professor Emeritus: Art and Art History

Miller, Olivia Kour (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_145260)
Instructor: Program for Writing and Rhetoric
PhD, SUNY at Binghamton

Miller, Shelly Lynn (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_110394)
Professor: Mechanical Engineering
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Miller, Stanley
Professor Emeritus: Physics
Mills, Claudia  
Professor Emeritus: Philosophy

Min, Young Kyung (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_156466)  
Instructor: Program for Writing and Rhetoric  
PhD, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Minor, Vernon H.  
Professor Emeritus: Art and Art History

Miranda, Martina L (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_140091)  
Associate Professor: Music Education  
DMA, Arizona State University

Mishra, Shivanand (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_118376)  
Professor, Assoc Chair: Computer Science  
PhD, Emory University

Misri, Deepti (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_146428)  
Associate Professor: Women and Gender Studies  
PhD, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Mittal, Vijay (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_148386)  
Asst Professor Adjunct: Psychology and Neuroscience  
PhD, Harvard University

Mody, Bella  
Professor Emeritus: Media Studies  
PhD, Gujarat University, India

Moeller, Paul D. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_122618)  
Faculty Director, Associate Professor: University Libraries  
MA, University of Iowa

Moers, Willard Lee (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_114371)  
Instructor: Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences (SLHS)  
MA, Gallaudet University

Mohr, Peter J (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_155498)  
Senior Instructor: Leeds School of Business  
MS, Colorado State University

Mojola, Sandy Amimo (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_145741)  
Associate Professor: Sociology  
PhD, University of Chicago

Mojzsis, Stephen J (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_118484)  
Professor: Geological Sciences  
PhD, University of California-San Diego

Molenaar, Keith Robert (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_102373)  
Professor: Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering; Associate Dean: College of Engineering and Applied Science  
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Molinaro, Nina L (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105143)  
Associate Professor: Spanish and Portuguese  
PhD, University of Kansas

Molnar, Alex John (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_148836)  
Research Professor: School of Education  
MSW, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

Molnar, Peter Hale (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_114528)  
Professor: Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental Sciences (CIRES); Professor: Geological Sciences  
PhD, Columbia University In the City of New York

Monk, James Donald  
Professor Emeritus: Mathematics

Monson, Russell K.  
Professor Emeritus: Ecology and Evolutionary Biology

Montealegre, Jose Ramiro (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100072)  
Associate Professor: Leeds School of Business  
DBA, Harvard University

Montgomery, Bruce P (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100667)  
Professor: University Libraries  
MA, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Montoya, Lupita Del Carmen (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_148045)  
Assistant Professor: Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering  
PhD, Stanford University

Montoya Kirk, Celeste Marie (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_144862)  
Associate Professor: Women and Gender Studies; Faculty Director: Miramontes Arts & Sciences Program (MASP)  
PhD, Washington University

Mood, Dale P.  
Professor Emeritus: Integrative Physiology

Moore, Russell (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105756)  
Professor: Integrative Physiology  
PhD, Washington State University

Moorer, Daniel Fuller (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_151590)  
Scholar In Residence, Faculty Director: Lockheed Martin Engineering Management Program  
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder
Morey, Edward R (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_102256)
Professor: Economics
PhD, Univ of British Columbia (Canada)

Moriarty, Sandra E.
Professor Emeritus: Advertising, Public Relations and Media Design

Moritz, Marguerite J.
Professor Emeritus: Journalism
PhD, Northwestern University

Morley, Susan (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_116716)
Senior Instructor: Leeds School of Business
JD, University of Colorado Boulder

Morrison, Edward J.
Professor Emeritus: Leeds School of Business

Morriston, Wes
Professor Emeritus: Philosophy

Mortimer, Mildred
Professor Emeritus: French & Italian

Moses, Michele s (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_141025)
Professor, Associate Dean: School of Education
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Moskovit, Leonard
Professor Emeritus: English

Moss, Scott A. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_144741)
Professor: School of Law
JD, Harvard University

Moteki, Mutsumi (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100992)
Professor: Music
DMA, University of Michigan Ann Arbor

Motte, Warren F (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100001)
Professor, Assoc Chair: French & Italian
PhD, University of Pennsylvania

Motter, Jeffrey Brian (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_156154)
Instructor: Communication
PhD, Indiana University Bloomington

Moyen, Nathalie (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_113873)
Associate Professor: Leeds School of Business
PhD, Univ of British Columbia (Canada)

Mozer, Michael C (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105922)
Professor: Institute of Cognitive Science (ICS); Professor: Computer Science
PhD, University of California-San Diego

Mueller, Christopher B (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_103756)
Professor: School of Law
JD, University of California-Berkeley

Mueller, Erick Michael (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_140940)
Senior Instructor; Faculty Director: International Education; Faculty Director: Leeds School of Business
MBA, University of Colorado Boulder

Mueller, Karl Jules (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_107629)
Professor: Geological Sciences
PhD, University of Wyoming

Muhammed, Randa (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_152815)
Instructor: Asian Languages and Civilizations
BA, South Valley University (Egypt)

Mukherjee, Mithi (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_123112)
Associate Professor: History
PhD, University of Chicago

Muller, Brian H F (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_140230)
Associate Professor: Environmental Design
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Muller-Sievers, Helmut Heinz (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147511)
Professor: Classics; Professor: Germanic and Slavic Languages and Literatures; Faculty Director: Center for Humanities and the Arts; Professor: English
PhD, Stanford University

Munakata, Yuko (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_125036)
Professor: Psychology and Neuroscience
PhD, Carnegie Mellon University

Munoz, James L.
Professor Emeritus: Geological Sciences

Munsat, Tobin Leo (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_134251)
Associate Professor: Physics; Faculty Director: Center for Integrated Plasma Studies (CiPS)
PhD, Princeton University

Murnane, Margaret (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_115333)
Distinguished Professor: Physics; Distinguished Professor: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (EC EE)
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Murphy, Kieran Marcellin (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_152976)
Assistant Professor: French & Italian
PhD, University of California-Santa Barbara

Murray, Seth (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_148038)
Instructor: Lockheed Martin Engineering Management Program
ME, University of Colorado Boulder

Murray, Todd W (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_146549)
Associate Professor: Mechanical Engineering
PhD, Johns Hopkins University

Musgrave, Charles Bruce (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_144977)
Professor, Chair: Chemical and Biological Engineering
PhD, California Institute of Technology
Mycielski, Jan
Professor Emeritus: Mathematics

Myer, Tom R (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100922)
Associate Professor: Music
MM, East Texas State University

Myers, Seth G (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_153207)
Instructor: Program for Writing and Rhetoric
Ph.D, New Mexico State University

N

Nabity, James A. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_153102)
Associate Professor: Aerospace Engineering Sciences
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Nagle, James L (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_126784)
Professor: Physics
PhD, Yale University

Nagpal, Prashant (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_151726)
Assistant Professor: Chemical and Biological Engineering
PhD, University of Minnesota Central office

Nakassis, Dimitri (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_154917)
Assoc Chair, Professor: Classics
PhD, University of Texas at Austin

Nandkishore, Rahul Mahajan (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_156417)
Assistant Professor: Physics
PhD, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Narasimhan, Bhuvaneswari (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_144863)
Associate Professor: Linguistics
PhD, Boston University

Nauenberg, Uriel
Professor Emeritus: Physics

Nauman, Robert (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_106835)
Senior Instructor: Art and Art History
PhD, University of New Mexico

Neff, Jason C (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_117652)
Professor: Environmental Studies Program; Faculty Director: Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research
PhD, Stanford University

Negri, Sabrina
Assistant Professor: Film Studies
PhD, University of Chicago

Neil, Ethan (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_153411)
Assistant Professor: Physics
PhD, Yale University

Neimann, Paul
Instructor: English
PhD, University of Texas

Nelson, James E.
Professor Emeritus: Leeds School of Business

Nelson, Thomas Cavett (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_116011)
Senior Instructor, Faculty Director: Leeds School of Business
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Neogi, Sanghamitra (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_156773)
Assistant Professor: Aerospace Engineering Sciences
PhD, Pennsylvania State University

Nerem, Robert Steven (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_118478)
Professor: Aerospace Engineering Sciences; Faculty Director: College of Engineering and Applied Science
PhD, University of Texas at Austin

Nesbitt, David (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100333)
Professor Adjunct: Physics
PhD, University of Colorado

Nettleton, Ray W. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_125678)
Assoc Professor Adjunct: Interdisciplinary Telecommunications
PhD, Purdue University

Neu, Corey P (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_156210)
Associate Professor: Mechanical Engineering
PhD, University of California-Davis

Neupauer, Roseanna Marie (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_134747)
Professor, Assoc Chair: Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering
PhD, New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology

Nevelow Mart, Susan (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_149787)
Associate Professor, Faculty Director: School of Law
MLS, San Jose State University

Newberry, Patrick Thaxton (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_151925)
Lecturer: Baker RAP
MA, University of Colorado Boulder

Newlands, Carole E. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147504)
Professor: Classics
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Newton, Peter (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_154466)
Assistant Professor: Environmental Studies Program
PhD, University of East Anglia (England)

Nguyen, Alexandra (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_145847)
Associate Professor: Music
DMA, University of Rochester

Nichols, Harvey
Professor Emeritus: Ecology and Evolutionary Biology

Nigai, Sergey
Assistant Professor: Economics
PhD, ETH Zurich

Nigro, Melissa A (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_152154)
Instructor: Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences (ATOC)
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Department/Role</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Institution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nims, Abigail Andrews</td>
<td>Assistant Professor: Music</td>
<td>MM, Westminster Choir College</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noble, Richard D</td>
<td>Professor: Chemical and Biological Engineering; Faculty Director: College of Engineering and Applied Science</td>
<td>PhD, University of California-Davis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nogueron-Liu, Silvia</td>
<td>Assistant Professor: School of Education</td>
<td>PhD, Arizona State University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norcross, Alastair J.</td>
<td>Associate Professor: Philosophy</td>
<td>PhD, Syracuse University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norgaard</td>
<td>Senior Instructor, Assoc Faculty Director: Program for Writing and Rhetoric</td>
<td>PhD, Stanford University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norris, David O.</td>
<td>Professor Emeritus: Integrative Physiology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norris, Jan Adam</td>
<td>Senior Instructor: Applied Mathematics; Lecturer: Mechanical Engineering</td>
<td>PhD, University of Colorado Boulder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norton, Helen Louise</td>
<td>Professor, Associate Professor: School of Law</td>
<td>JD, University of California-Berkeley</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nozik, Arthur</td>
<td>Research Professor: Chemistry and Biochemistry</td>
<td>PhD, Yale University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nugent, Teresa L</td>
<td>Instructor: English; Lecturer: Continuing Education &amp; Professional Studies</td>
<td>PhD, University of Colorado Boulder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nutt, Gary J.</td>
<td>Professor Emeritus: Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuttelman, Charles Raymond</td>
<td>Instructor: Chemical and Biological Engineering; Faculty Director: College of Engineering and Applied Science</td>
<td>PhD, University of Colorado Boulder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nyitch, Jeffrey C.</td>
<td>Associate Professor: Music</td>
<td>DMA, Rice University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor, Kevin C</td>
<td>Assistant Professor: School of Education</td>
<td>PhD, Clark University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Loughlin, John</td>
<td>Professor: Geography; Professor: Institute of Behavioral Science (IBS)</td>
<td>PhD, Pennsylvania State University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Reilly, Randall Charles</td>
<td>Professor: Psychology and Neuroscience</td>
<td>PhD, Carnegie Mellon University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Rourke, Sean Daniel</td>
<td>Assistant Professor: Mathematics</td>
<td>PhD, University of California-Davis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Sullivan, William J.</td>
<td>Professor Emeritus: Physics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakes, Timothy S.</td>
<td>Faculty Director: Center for Asian Studies; Professor: Geography; Professor: Critical Media Practices</td>
<td>PhD, University of Washington</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odell, Graham James</td>
<td>Professor: Philosophy</td>
<td>PhD, University of London (England)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odorizzi, Charles Gregory</td>
<td>Associate Professor: Molecular, Cellular &amp; Developmental Biology (MCDB)</td>
<td>PhD, University of California-San Diego</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohm, Paul K</td>
<td>Associate Professor: School of Law; Associate Professor: Interdisciplinary Telecommunications</td>
<td>JD, University of California-Los Angeles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Okigbo, Austin Chinagorom</td>
<td>Assistant Professor: Music</td>
<td>PhD, Indiana University Bloomington</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old, William</td>
<td>Assistant Professor: Molecular, Cellular &amp; Developmental Biology (MCDB)</td>
<td>PhD, University of Colorado Boulder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oliveras, Diana</td>
<td>Instructor: Baker RAP; Instructor: Sewall RAP; Instructor: Health Professions RAP</td>
<td>PhD, University of New Mexico</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olson, Richard Kellogg</td>
<td>Professor: Psychology and Neuroscience</td>
<td>PhD, University of Oregon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olwin, Bradley Bruce</td>
<td>Professor, Assoc Chair: Molecular, Cellular &amp; Developmental Biology (MCDB)</td>
<td>PhD, University of Washington</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opp, Mark</td>
<td>Professor: Integrative Physiology</td>
<td>PhD, Washington State University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Orth, James D (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_152017)
Asst Research Professor: Molecular, Cellular & Developmental Biology (MCDB)
PhD, Mayo Graduate School of Medicine

Ortman, Scott Graham (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_152978)
Assistant Professor: Anthropology
PhD, Arizona State University

Osborn, Christopher (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_142982)
Instructor: Film Studies
MFA, University of Colorado Boulder

Osborne, Myles Gregory (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_145809)
Associate Professor: History
PhD, Harvard University

Osnes, Mary Beth (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_102607)
Associate Professor: Theatre and Dance
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Osterman, Laura Olson (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_109800)
Associate Professor, Assoc Chair: Germanic and Slavic Languages and Literatures
PhD, Yale University

Otero, Valerie K (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_118377)
Professor: School of Education
PhD, University of California-San Diego

Owen, Wyn F.
Professor Emeritus: Economics

P

Pace, Norman R.
Professor Emeritus: Molecular, Cellular & Developmental Biology (MCDB)

Pak, Ronald Y S (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105977)
Professor: Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering
PhD, California Institute of Technology

Palen, Leysia A (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_114604)
Professor: Computer Science; Faculty Director: College of Engineering and Applied Science; Chair, Professor: Information Science
PhD, University of California-Irvine

Palmer, Amy E (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_141901)
Associate Professor: Chemistry and Biochemistry
PhD, Stanford University

Palmer, James
Professor Emeritus: Film Studies
PhD, Claremont Graduate School

Palmer, Martha (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_138162)
Professor: Linguistics; Professor: Computer Science
PhD, Univ of Edinburgh (Scotland)

Palmer, Michael
Professor Emeritus: Leeds School of Business

Pal, Scott E (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_109033)
Professor: Aerospace Engineering Sciences; Professor: Colorado Center for Astrodynamics Research (CCAR); Associate Dean: College of Engineering and Applied Science; Professor: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE)
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Pampel, Fred
Professor Emeritus: Sociology

Pang, Cecilia J (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_129479)
Associate Professor: Theatre and Dance; Faculty Director: Libby Arts RAP
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Pann, Carter N (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_141461)
Associate Professor: Music
DMA, University of Michigan Ann Arbor

Pao, Lucy Y (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_107151)
Professor: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE); Professor: Aerospace Engineering Sciences
PhD, Stanford University

Papuzza, Antonio (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_145295)
Instructor: Leeds School of Business; Faculty Director: International Education; Lecturer: Continuing Education & Professional Studies
PhD, Univ of Florence (Italy)

Paradis, David (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_126959)
Instructor: History; Lecturer: Continuing Education & Professional Studies
PhD, Emory University

Pardi, Arthur (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105996)
Professor: Chemistry and Biochemistry
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Parinandi, Srinivas C (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_155589)
Assistant Professor: Political Science
PhD, University of Michigan Ann Arbor

Park, Bernadette (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_103732)
Professor: Psychology and Neuroscience
PhD, Northwestern University

Park, Kwang-Chun
Professor Emeritus: Aerospace Engineering Sciences

Park, Soyeon (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_151944)
Assistant Professor: Molecular, Cellular & Developmental Biology (MCDB)
PhD, Mayo Graduate School of Medicine

Park, Wounjhang (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_122676)
Professor, Associate Professor: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE)
PhD, Georgia Institute of Technology

Parker, Roy Robert (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_151440)
Professor: Chemistry and Biochemistry; Professor: Molecular, Cellular & Developmental Biology (MCDB)
PhD, University of California-San Francisco

Parker, Scott E (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_109685)
Professor: Physics
PhD, University of California-Berkeley
Parkin, Don
Professor Emeritus: Leeds School of Business
Parson, Rahul Bjorn (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_156069)
Assistant Professor: Asian Languages and Civilizations
PhD, University of California, Berkeley
Parson, Robert (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101032)
Professor, Assoc Chair: Chemistry and Biochemistry
PhD, University of Michigan Ann Arbor
Pasnau, Robert C (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_115293)
Professor: Philosophy; Faculty Director: Center for Western Civilization;
Professor: Classics
PhD, Cornell University
Paul, Michael J (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_156070)
Assistant Professor: Computer Science; Assistant Professor: Information Science
PhD, Johns Hopkins University
Payne, David Sanders (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_143848)
Instructor: Leeds School of Business
Pearce, Lonni Dee (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_134710)
Senior Instructor, Assoc Faculty Director: Program for Writing and Rhetoric
PhD, University of Arizona
Peck, Janice Anne (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_106765)
Professor: Media Studies; Associate Dean: College of Media, Communication & Information
PhD, Simon Fraser University (Canada)
Pedersen-Gallegos, Liane G (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_107962)
Instructor: Sociology
Pellegrino, John (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_130902)
Research Professor: Mechanical Engineering
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder
Penuel, William Richard (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_149719)
Professor: School of Education
PhD, Clark University
Peppet, Scott R (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_118290)
Professor, Associate Professor: School of Law
JD, Harvard University
Perez, Emma Marie (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_130962)
Professor: Ethnic Studies; Professor: History
PhD, University of California-Los Angeles
Perez-Pamies, Susanna (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147675)
Instructor: Spanish and Portuguese; Instructor: Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences (SLHS); Lecturer: Anderson Language Tech Center
Peri, Alessandro (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_157820)
Assistant Professor: Economics
PhD, Universidad Carlos III de Madrid, Getafe, Spain
Perigo, Levi D. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_155562)
Scholar In Residence: Interdisciplinary Telecommunications
PhD, Nova University
Perkins, Katherine K. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_124217)
Assoc Professor Attendant Rank: Physics
Persons, Charles Howard (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_145012)
Associate Professor: Theatre and Dance
MFA, Columbia University In the City of New York
Peters, Kevin
Professor Emeritus: Chemistry and Biochemistry
Peterson, Kristelia Garcia (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_154416)
Faculty Director, Associate Professor: School of Law
JD, Yale University
Peterson, Patti H (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101502)
Associate Professor: Music
DMA, University of Colorado Boulder
Peterson, R. Jerome
Professor Emeritus: Physics
PhD, University of Washington
Pezzullo, Phaedra Carmen (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_156204)
Associate Professor: Communication
PhD, University of North Carolina Chapel Hill
Pfeffer, Tad (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100207)
Professor: Institute of Arctic & Alpine Research (INSTAAR); Professor: Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering
PhD, University of Washington
Pflaum, Markus Josef (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_144979)
Professor: Mathematics
Dr habil, Humboldt Univ of Berlin (Germany)
Philips, Andrew
Assistant Professor: Political Science
PhD, Texas AM University
Phillips, George H.
Professor Emeritus: History
Phillipson, Paul E.
Professor Emeritus: Physics
Pielke, Roger A (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_104166)
Faculty Director: Athletics-Business Affairs; Professor: Environmental Studies Program
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder
Pieplow, Kathryn (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_132385)
Senior Instructor, Assoc Faculty Director: Program for Writing and Rhetoric
JD, University of South Dakota
Pieplow, Nathan D (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_131512)
Instructor: Program for Writing and Rhetoric; Assoc Faculty Director: Global RAP
MED, University of Oregon

Pierce, Aileen Jaitin (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_134704)
Senior Instructor, Assoc Faculty Director: ATLAS Institute

Pierpont, Cortlandt G.
Professor Emeritus: Chemistry and Biochemistry
PhD, Brown University

Piestun, Rafael (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_118538)
Professor: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE)
PhD, Israel Instit of Tech (Israel)

Piket-May, Melinda J (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_102097)
Associate Professor, Assoc Professor Attendant Rank: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE); Faculty Director: Office of the Chancellor
PhD, Northwestern University

Pilewskie, Peter Andrew (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_134466)
Professor, Professor: Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences (ATOC); Faculty Director: Laboratory for Atmospheric and Space Physics (LASP)
PhD, University of Arizona

Pinkow, David
Professor Emeritus: Music

Pinto, Leonard J.
Professor Emeritus: Sociology

Pitlick, John (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105951)
Professor, Assoc Chair: Geography
PhD, Colorado State University

Pittenger, Mark A (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_102007)
Professor: History
PhD, University of Michigan Ann Arbor

Pittman-Wagers, Justina (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_117148)
Senior Instructor: Psychology and Neuroscience
PsyD, University of Denver

Plank, D. L.
Professor Emeritus: Germanic and Slavic Languages and Literatures

Platter, Adele
Professor Emeritus: Sociology

Pleszkun, Andrew R (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_102250)
Associate Professor: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE)
PhD, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Pois, Anne Marie
Professor Emeritus: Women and Gender Studies

Policastrì, Joan Frances (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_153867)
Instructor: Law Library
MLS, University of Denver

Polizzi, Jade Venus (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_140368)
Senior Instructor: Environmental Design
MArch, University of Colorado Denver

Pollard, Ryan D (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_153106)
Instructor: Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences (SLHS)
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Pollock, Steven J (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101392)
Professor: Physics
PhD, Stanford University

Polman, Joseph Louis (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_151296)
Professor, Associate Dean: School of Education
PhD, Northwestern University

Polson, Peter G.
Professor Emeritus: Psychology and Neuroscience

Popovic, Zorana (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101494)
Distinguished Professor: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE)
PhD, California Institute of Technology

Porter, Keith Alan (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_145182)
Research Professor: Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering
PhD, Stanford University

Potter, Hillary A (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_124938)
Associate Professor: Ethnic Studies
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Potter, Jason Timothy (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_103972)
Instructor: Philosophy

Potter, Thomas J.
Professor Emeritus: Art and Art History

Potts, Margaret Lee
Professor Emeritus: Theatre and Dance

Poulson, Barry
Professor Emeritus: Economics

Preston, Michael J.
Professor Emeritus: English

Price, John C (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101129)
Professor: Physics
PhD, Stanford University

Prieto, Andres Ignacio (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_143948)
Associate Professor, Assoc Chair: Spanish and Portuguese
PhD, University of Connecticut

Proudfit, Charles L.
Professor Emeritus: English

Pyrooz, David C (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_155784)
Assistant Professor: Sociology
PhD, Arizona State University
Q

Qian, Zhiying (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_1577736)
Senior Instructor: Asian Languages and Civilizations
PhD, University of California, Berkeley

Quailly, Charles A.
Professor Emeritus: Art and Art History

Quinn, Brian Dennis (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_155973)
Assistant Professor: French & Italian
PhD, University of California-Los Angeles

Quinn, Jeanne (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_111658)
Associate Professor: Art and Art History
MFA, University of Washington

R

Rabaka, Reiland Devaun (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_141463)
Professor, Chair: Ethnic Studies
PhD, Temple University

Radelet, Michael L (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_121802)
Professor: Sociology
PhD, Harvard University

Radzihovsky, Leo (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_107484)
Professor: Physics
PhD, Harvard University

Raj, Rishi (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_108413)
Professor: Mechanical Engineering
PhD, Harvard University

Rajaram, Harihar (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_103246)
Professor: Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering
PhD, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Ramig, Peter R.
Professor Emeritus: Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences (SLHS)

Ramirez, Albert
Professor Emeritus: Psychology and Neuroscience

Ramirez, Karen E. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_116951)
Senior Instructor: Sewall RAP; Instructor: School of Education
PhD, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Ramsay, Arlan
Professor Emeritus: Mathematics

Ramsberger, Gail (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100943)
Associate Professor, Assoc Chair: Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences (SLHS)
DSc, Boston University

Ramsey, Andrea L. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_154420)
Assistant Professor: Music
PhD, Michigan State University

Ramsey, Carolyn Brooks (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_118536)
Professor, Associate Professor: School of Law
JD, Stanford University

Randall, Cora Einterz (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_102010)
Professor, Chair: Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences (ATOC)
PhD, University of California-Santa Cruz

Randall, Erika Anne (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_144755)
Associate Professor, Assoc Chair, Chair: Theatre and Dance
MFA, Ohio State University

Randolph, Theodore W (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101768)
Professor: Chemical and Biological Engineering
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Rankin, Patricia (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105939)
Professor: Physics
PhD, University of London (England)

Raschke, Markus B (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_148716)
Professor: Physics
PhD, Tech Univ of Munich (Germany)

Rast, Mark Peter (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_142997)
Associate Professor: Laboratory for Atmospheric and Space Physics (LASP); Associate Professor: Astrophysical and Planetary Sciences (APS)
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Raybon, Patricia
Professor Emeritus: Journalism

Reammon, Derek T (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_120538)
Senior Instructor: Mechanical Engineering; Senior Instructor: General Engineering; Faculty Director: College of Engineering and Applied Science
PhD, Stanford University

Reeck, David F.
Professor Emeritus: Mathematics

Reed, David Palmer (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_152458)
Scholar In Residence: College of Engineering and Applied Science; Scholar In Residence, Faculty Director: Interdisciplinary Telecommunications
PhD, Carnegie Mellon University

Regal, Cindy Anne (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_144184)
Associate Professor: Physics
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Reger, Jeremy J (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_156224)
Instructor: Music
DMA, University of Michigan Ann Arbor

Regoli, Robert M.
Professor Emeritus: Sociology

Regueiro, Richard A (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_134705)
Associate Professor: Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering
PhD, Stanford University

Reid, Blake E (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_152860)
Clinical Asst Professor, Faculty Director, Instructor Adjunct: School of Law
JD, University of Colorado Boulder
Reid, Colleen (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_157951)  
Assistant Professor: Geography; Assistant Professor: Institute of Behavioral Science (IBS)  
PhD, University of California, Berkeley

Reilly, Kerry Anne (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_131502)  
Senior Instructor: Program for Writing and Rhetoric  
MFA, University of Iowa

Reinholtz, Nicholas S (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_155180)  
Assistant Professor: Leeds School of Business  
PhD, Columbia University In the City of New York

Reitzammer, Laurialan Blake (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_145810)  
Associate Professor: Classics  
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Ren, Zhiyong (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_153479)  
Associate Professor: Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering  
PhD, Pennsylvania State University Central Office

Rentschler, Mark Edwin (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_146091)  
Associate Professor: Mechanical Engineering  
PhD, University of Nebraska-Lincoln

Repenning, Alexander (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_104946)  
Research Professor: Computer Science  
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Requiro, David (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_155785)  
Associate Professor: Music  
MM, University of Michigan Ann Arbor

Restrepo, Juan G (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_145811)  
Associate Professor: Applied Mathematics  
PhD, University of Maryland College Park Campus

Reuer, Jeffrey J (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_155768)  
Professor: Leeds School of Business  
PhD, Purdue University

Rey, Ana Maria (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_146407)  
Assoc Research Professor: JILA  
PhD, University of Maryland College Park Campus

Reynolds, Leslie Jean (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_153008)  
Associate Dean, Associate Professor: University Libraries  
MLIS, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Reznicek, Birdie C (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_149091)  
Instructor: Leeds School of Business

Reznik, Dmitry (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147659)  
Associate Professor: Physics  
PhD, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Rhee, Soo H (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_123401)  
Associate Professor: Psychology and Neuroscience  
PhD, Emory University

Rhodes, Harumi B (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_155971)  
Associate Professor, Assistant Professor: Music  
Not Listed, New England Conservatory of Music

Richardson, Emily (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_115007)  
Asst Research Professor: Psychology and Neuroscience  
PhD, University of Iowa

Richey, Clyde W.  
Professor Emeritus: Leeds School of Business

Richter, Antje (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_145310)  
Associate Professor: Asian Languages and Civilizations  
Dr habil, Univ of Kiel (Germany)

Richter, Matthias Ludwig (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_144864)  
Associate Professor, Chair: Asian Languages and Civilizations  
PhD, Univ of Hamburg (Germany)

Rickels, David Aaron (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_151424)  
Assistant Professor: Music Education  
DMA, Arizona State University

Rieker, Gregory Brian (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_151727)  
Assistant Professor: Mechanical Engineering  
PhD, Stanford University

Riggle, Gordon Grant (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_123304)  
Lecturer: President’s Leadership Class

Riis, Thomas L (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100723)  
Professor: Music; Lecturer: Continuing Education & Professional Studies  
PhD, University of Michigan Ann Arbor

Rinaldo, Rachel Ann (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_156309)  
Assistant Professor: Sociology  
PhD, University of Chicago

Ringenberg, Ralph G.  
Professor Emeritus: Leeds School of Business

Riosmena, Fernando (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_144419)  
Associate Professor, Associate Professor: Geography; Associate Professor: Sociology; Assistant Professor: Institute of Behavioral Science (IBS)  
PhD, University of Pennsylvania

Ristinen, Robert  
Professor Emeritus: Physics

Ristovska, Sandra  
Assistant Professor: Media Studies  
PhD, University of Pennsylvania

Ritzwoller, Michael H (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_102264)  
Professor: Physics  
PhD, University of California-San Diego

Rivas Rodriguez, Jose Javier (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_144516)  
Associate Professor, Assoc Chair: Spanish and Portuguese  
PhD, Univ of Santiago De Compostela (Spain)
Rivera, George F (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_103055)
Professor: Art and Art History
PhD, SUNY at Buffalo

Rivera, John-Michael (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_118393)
Associate Professor; Faculty Director: Program for Writing and Rhetoric;
Associate Professor: English
PhD, University of Texas at Austin

Rivers, Julius Edwin (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101652)
Professor: English; Professor: Critical Media Practices
PhD, University of Oregon

Rivlin, Eyal Ofer (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_151100)
Instructor: Jewish Studies
MA, Naropa Institute

Robbs, Brett
Professor Emeritus: Advertising, Public Relations and Media Design

Roberson, Lee
Instructor: Mathematics
PhD, University of Northern Colorado

Roberts, Lindsay Michelle (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_157161)
Assistant Professor: University Libraries
MLIS, University of Denver

Robertson, Benjamin John (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_146500)
Instructor: English
PhD, SUNY at Buffalo

Robertson, Scott H.
Professor Emeritus: Physics

Robichaux, Waldean
Professor Emeritus: Integrative Physiology

Robinson, Colene Flynn (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_140754)
Clinical Professor, Instructor Adjunct: School of Law
JD, Loyola University of Chicago

Robinson, Janet Schwartzberg (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_142489)
Instructor: Libby Arts RAP
MA, University of Colorado Denver

Robinson, Jeffrey C.
Professor Emeritus: English

Robinson, Peter
Professor Emeritus: Geological Sciences

Robinson, Rick Emery (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_156655)
Senior Instructor: Information Science
PhD, University of Chicago

Rock, Steven Karl (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_113689)
Associate Professor, Chair: Leeds School of Business
PhD, Pennsylvania State University

Roeder, Matthew J (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_120180)
Associate Professor: Music Education; Associate Professor, Faculty Director: Music
DMA, University of Colorado Boulder

Rogers, Andrei
Professor Emeritus: Geography

Rogers, Charles (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101331)
Professor: Physics
PhD, Cornell University

Rogers, Jonathan L (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_153009)
Associate Professor: Leeds School of Business
PhD, University of Pennsylvania

Rogers, Richard G (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_106129)
Professor: Sociology
PhD, University of Texas at Austin

Rogers, Sarah (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_142221)
Lecturer: Environmental Studies Program
MS, Northern Arizona University

Roland, Lorecia Kaifa-Aliya (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_143551)
Faculty Director: International Education; Associate Professor: Anthropology
PhD, Duke University

Romanov, Artemi (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100659)
Professor: Germanic and Slavic Languages and Literatures; Faculty Director: International Education; Faculty Director: Global RAP
MA, SUNY at Binghamton

Romatschke, Paul (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_149870)
Assistant Professor: Physics
PhD, Technical Univ of Vienna (Austria)

Romero, Brenda M (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_106117)
Associate Professor: Music
PhD, University of California-Los Angeles

Rondina, Giacomo (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_154419)
Assistant Professor: Economics
PhD, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Roper, Don E.
Professor Emeritus: Economics

Rosario-Ortiz, Fernando L. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_146165)
Associate Professor, Assistant Professor: Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering
PhD, University of California-Los Angeles

Ross-Bryant, Lynn
Professor Emeritus: Religious Studies

Rosse, Joseph G (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105706)
Professor: Leeds School of Business
PhD, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Roth, Richard L.
Professor Emeritus: Mathematics
Roth, Yumi J (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_126287)
Associate Professor: Art and Art History
MFA, SUNY College at New Paltz

Roudbari, Shawhin (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_153645)
Assistant Professor: Environmental Design
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Rowinski, Chris Morton (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_113035)
Lecturer: Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences (SLHS)

Rowland, Willard D.
Professor Emeritus: Media Studies

Ruben, Shalom D (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_149492)
Instructor: Mechanical Engineering; Instructor: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE)
PhD, University of California-Los Angeles

Rudy, Jerry W (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101550)
Professor, Lecturer: Continuing Education & Professional Studies; Chair: Psychology and Neuroscience
PhD, University of Virginia

Ruestow, Edward G.
Professor Emeritus: History

Runnells, Don
Professor Emeritus: Geological Sciences

Runner, Meredith
Professor Emeritus: Molecular, Cellular & Developmental Biology (MCDB)

Rupert, Robert D (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_139802)
Professor, Assoc Chair: Philosophy; Chair: Faculty Council, A&S
PhD, University of Virginia

Rush, David F.
Professor Emeritus: Leeds School of Business

Ryan, Joseph N (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101037)
Professor: Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering
PhD, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Ryan, Kathleen Marie (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_148481)
Associate Professor: Journalism
PhD, University of Oregon

Rich, Kevin (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_157950)
Assistant Professor: Theatre and Dance
MFA, Yale School of Drama

Sadagopan, Neeraja (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_144517)
Assistant Professor: Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences (SLHS)
PhD, Purdue University

Saddoris, Michael Paul (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_152979)
Assistant Professor: Psychology and Neuroscience
PhD, Johns Hopkins University

Safran, Rebecca J (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_145518)
Associate Professor: Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
PhD, Cornell University

Safran, William
Professor Emeritus: Political Science

Saly, Rimigala
Professor Emeritus: Germanic and Slavic Languages and Literatures

Sammakia, Tarek (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101597)
Professor: Chemistry and Biochemistry
PhD, Yale University

Sampsel, Laurie (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101802)
Professor: University Libraries; Professor: Music
MLS, Kent State University

Sampson, Earl D.
Professor Emeritus: Germanic and Slavic Languages and Literatures

Sampson, John Franklin
Professor Emeritus: Art and Art History

Sampson, William Walker
Professor Emeritus: Art and Art History

Sancar, Fahriye Hazer
Professor Emeritus: Environmental Design

Sanders, Bruce W.
Professor Emeritus: Computer Science

Saner, Reginald A.
Professor Emeritus: English

Sankaranarayanan, Sriram (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147413)
Associate Professor: Computer Science; Associate Professor: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE)
PhD, Stanford University

Santos, Jose Ramon (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_124623)
Lecturer: Continuing Education & Professional Studies; Senior Instructor: Interdisciplinary Telecommunications
MS, University of Colorado Boulder

Saouma, Victor (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100429)
Professor: Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering
PhD, Cornell University
Sasnett-Martichuski, Diane Kay (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_111599)
Senior Instructor: Psychology and Neuroscience; Lecturer: Continuing Education & Professional Studies
PhD, Colorado State University

Sather, Duane P.
Professor Emeritus: Mathematics

Saucedo Ceballos, Raul (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_153759)
Assistant Professor: Philosophy
PhD, Cornell University

Saul, Leif J (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_116130)
Senior Instructor: Integrative Physiology
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Sauther, Michelle Linda (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_107236)
Professor: Anthropology
PhD, Washington University

Sawin, Lewis
Professor Emeritus: English

Sawyer, Sara Lea (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_155218)
Associate Professor: Molecular, Cellular & Developmental Biology (MCDB)
PhD, Cornell University

Saxton, Richard W (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_144756)
Associate Professor: Art and Art History; Associate Professor: Critical Media Practices
MFA, Indiana University Bloomington

Scanlan-Lyons, Colleen M. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_148419)
Asst Professor Adjunct: Anthropology

Scarborough, Rebecca Anne (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_143741)
Associate Professor, Assoc Chair: Linguistics
PhD, University of California-Los Angeles

Scarritt, James R.
Professor Emeritus: Political Science

Schaal, David Andrew (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_114824)
Instructor: ATLAS Institute
MFA, University of Colorado Boulder

Schaberg, Petger J (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_103135)
Senior Instructor: Program for Writing and Rhetoric
MA, University of Colorado Boulder

Schattke, Rudolph
Professor Emeritus: Leeds School of Business

Schaub, Hanspeter (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_143818)
Professor, Assoc Chair: Aerospace Engineering Sciences; Professor: Colorado Center for Astrodynamics Research (CCAR)
MS, Texas AM University

Schaub, Kevin D. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_144142)
Instructor: Leeds School of Business
MBA, University of Colorado Boulder

Schauster, Erin E (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_156310)
Assistant Professor: Advertising, Public Relations and Media Design
PhD, University of Missouri-Columbia

Schaefer, Daniel J. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_145035)
Distinguished Professor: Aerospace Engineering Sciences
PhD, University of Michigan Ann Arbor

Schibili, Thomas Richard (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_143464)
Associate Professor: Physics; Associate Professor: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE)
PhD, Univ of Karlsruhe (Germany)

Schick, Brenda (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_110058)
Professor: Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences (SLHS)
PhD, Purdue University

Schincariol, Marcelo Tadeu (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_148724)
Instructor: Spanish and Portuguese

Schindler, Patricia A.
Professor Emeritus: Germanic and Slavic Languages and Literatures

Schlag, Pierre J (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105653)
Distinguished Professor: School of Law
JD, University of California-Los Angeles

Schmidt, Steve (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_103713)
Professor: Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
PhD, Cornell University

Schmidt, Wolfgang
Professor Emeritus: Mathematics

Schmiesing, Ann C (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_106248)
Dean: Graduate School; Professor: Germanic and Slavic Languages and Literatures
PhD, University of Cambridge (England)

Schmitz, Amy Jean (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_118136)
Professor: School of Law
JD, University of Minnesota Twin Cities

Schnabel, Robert B.
Professor Emeritus: Computer Science

Schneider, Nathan Todd (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_156512)
Scholar In Residence: Media Studies
MA, University of California-Santa Barbara
Schneider, Nicholas M (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_102620)
Associate Professor: Laboratory for Atmospheric and Space Physics (LASP); Associate Professor: Astrophysical and Planetary Sciences (APS)
PhD, University of Arizona

Schnizer-Luger, Karoline (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_156579)
Professor: Chemistry and Biochemistry
PhD, Univ of Basel (Switzerland)

Schranz, Karoly (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_103924)
Assoc Professor Attendant Rank, Artist in Residence: Music

Schreuder, Willem A (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_143834)
Asst Professor Adjunct: Computer Science

Schulte, Stacey Lynn (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_146819)
Instructor: Environmental Design

Schultz, Lisa A. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_153208)
Instructor: Law Library
MA, University of Missouri-Columbia

Schulzinger, Robert D.
Professor Emeritus: History

Schwartz, Andrew Abraham (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_146092)
Associate Professor: School of Law
JD, Columbia University In the City of New York

Schwartz, Daniel K. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_118479)
Professor, Assoc Chair: Chemical and Biological Engineering; Professor: Chemistry and Biochemistry
PhD, Harvard University

Schwengler, Thomas (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_143850)
Lecturer: Interdisciplinary Telecommunications

Schüttrumpf, Eckart E. W.
Professor Emeritus: Classics

Scott, F. Wayne
Professor Emeritus: Music

Seals, Douglas R (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_103375)
Distinguished Professor: Integrative Physiology
PhD, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Sears, Curtis R (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_145482)
Senior Instructor, Instructor: Leeds School of Business
JD, University of Colorado Boulder

Sears, Kelly L (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_154467)
Assistant Professor: Film Studies
MFA, University of California-San Diego

Seastedt, Timothy (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_103519)
Professor: Institute of Arctic & Alpine Research (INSTAAR); Professor, Assoc Chair: Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
PhD, University of Georgia

Segil, Jacob Lionel (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_155128)
Instructor: General Engineering; Instructor: Engineering-Bold Center
MS, University of Colorado Boulder

Segur, Harvey (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_102287)
Professor: Applied Mathematics
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Selden, Karen E (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_113311)
Senior Instructor: School of Law
MLS, Simmons College

Selto, Frank
Professor Emeritus: Leeds School of Business
PhD, University of Washington

Senderovich, Aleksandr M (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_152981)
Assistant Professor: Germanic and Slavic Languages and Literatures
PhD, Harvard University

Seno, Cosetta (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_144515)
Associate Professor, Assoc Chair: French & Italian
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Sepulveda Arellano, Julio Cesar (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_154923)
Assistant Professor: Geological Sciences; Assistant Professor: Institute of Arctic & Alpine Research (INSTAAR)
PhD, University of Bremen (Germany)

Serreze, Mark (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_106334)
Professor: Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental Sciences (CIRES); Professor: Geography; Faculty Director: National Snow & Ice Data Center (NSIDC)
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Seward, Lori Elizabeth (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_113934)
Faculty Director: International Education; Senior Instructor: Leeds School of Business
PhD, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State Univ

Shaheen, Sean Eric (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_153664)
Associate Professor, Associate Professor: Physics; Assoc Chair: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE)
PhD, University of Arizona

Shang, Li (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_145412)
Associate Professor: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE)
PhD, Princeton University

Shankman, Paul
Professor Emeritus: Anthropology

Shannon, Jennifer A. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147612)
Associate Professor: University of Colorado Museum of Natural History; Associate Professor: Anthropology
PhD, Cornell University
Shannon, Megan L. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_154265)  
Assoc Chair, Associate Professor: Political Science  
PhD, University of Iowa

Shannon, Robert J.  
Professor Emeritus: Theatre and Dance

Shapiro, Ryan Benjamin (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/  
fisid_156418)  
Assistant Professor: Computer Science; Assistant Professor: ATLAS  
Institute; Assistant Professor: School of Education  
PhD, Northwestern University

Sharma, Anu (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_143814)  
Professor, Chair: Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences (SLHS)  
PhD, Northwestern University

Sharma, Sandeep (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_158286)  
Assistant Professor: Chemistry and Biochemistry  
MS, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Sharma, Vijaya Raj (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_104623)  
Instructor: Libby Arts RAP  
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Sharpless, Seth K.  
Professor Emeritus: Psychology and Neuroscience

Shay, Maire Erin Jean (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/  
fisid_110594)  
Asst Professor Adjunct: Linguistics

Shay, Robert S. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_154671)  
Dean, Professor: Music  
PhD, University of North Carolina Chapel Hill

Shea, Mary Ann (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100079)  
Faculty Director: Academic Affairs

Sheehan, Anne (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_103645)  
Professor: Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental Sciences (CIRES); Professor: Geological Sciences  
PhD, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Sheffield, Elisabeth Ann (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/  
fisid_123500)  
Associate Professor: English  
PhD, SUNY at Buffalo

Shen, Jingshi (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_146414)  
Associate Professor: Molecular, Cellular & Developmental Biology (MCDB)  
PhD, Columbia University in the City of New York

Shepard, James R.  
Professor Emeritus: Physics

Shepard, Lorrie A (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105949)  
Distinguished Professor: School of Education  
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Sherwood, David (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105516)  
Associate Professor: Integrative Physiology  
PhD, University of Southern California

Shi, Jia (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_143673)  
Instructor: Integrative Physiology  
PhD, Boston University

Shin, Adrian (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_158138)  
Assistant Professor: Political Science  
PhD, University of Michigan Ann Arbor

Shirts, Michael R (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_156474)  
Associate Professor: Chemical and Biological Engineering  
PhD, Stanford University

Shiue, Carol Hua (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_141892)  
Professor: Economics  
PhD, Yale University

Shneer, David (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_146105)  
Professor: History; Professor: Jewish Studies; Professor, Chair: Religious Studies  
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Shull, J Michael (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_103350)  
Professor: Astrophysical and Planetary Sciences (APS); Professor: Center for Astrophysics & Space Astronomy (CASA)  
PhD, Princeton University

Sibley, Gabriel T (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_154632)  
Assistant Professor: Computer Science  
PhD, University of Southern California

Sicker, Douglas C. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_123114)  
Professor: Computer Science  
PhD, University of Pittsburgh

Sideris, Petros (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_153057)  
Assistant Professor: Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering  
PhD, SUNY at Buffalo

Sideris, Sabrina C (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_120493)  
Instructor: INVST Community Studies

Sieber, Diane Elizabeth (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/  
fisid_101394)  
Associate Professor: Herbst Humanities Program; Faculty Director: Global Engineering RAP  
PhD, Princeton University

Siek, Jeremy G (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_143687)  
Asst Professor Adjunct: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE)  
PhD, Indiana University Bloomington

Sievers, Robert E (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_102866)  
Faculty Director: Grad Sch-Environmental Prgm; Professor: Chemistry and Biochemistry  
PhD, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Siewert, Sam (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105591)  
Asst Professor Adjunct: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE)

Silleras-Fernandez, Nuria (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/  
fisid_147213)  
Associate Professor: Spanish and Portuguese  
PhD, Univ Autonoma De Barcelona - UAB (Spain)
Silver, Daniel S (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_115564)
Associate Professor: Music
MM, University of Michigan Ann Arbor

Silverstein, Joann (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101482)
Professor: Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering
PhD, University of California-Davis

Simonson, Peter D. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_143251)
Professor, Assoc Chair: Communication
PhD, University of Iowa

Simpson, Carl
Assistant Professor: University of Colorado Museum of Natural History
PhD, University of Chicago

Simpson, Michele D (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_145311)
Instructor: Farrand RAP

Singell, Larry D.
Professor Emeritus: Economics

Singh, Ravinder (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_112067)
Associate Professor: Molecular, Cellular & Developmental Biology (MCDB)
PhD, Baylor College of Medicine

Sinkinson, Caroline B. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_141709)
Associate Professor: University Libraries
MLIS, Kent State University

Skerski, Jamie L (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_149871)
Senior Instructor: Communication; Lecturer: Continuing Education & Professional Studies
PhD, Indiana University Bloomington

Skewes Cummings, Elizabeth (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_122724)
Associate Professor: Journalism; Lecturer: Continuing Education & Professional Studies
PhD, Syracuse University

Skodje, Rex T (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_103448)
Professor: Chemistry and Biochemistry
PhD, University of Minnesota Twin Cities

Slayden, David Lee (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_113297)
Associate Professor: Advertising, Public Relations and Media Design; Faculty Director: College of Media, Communication & Information
PhD, Indiana University Bloomington

Smail, David (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_158316)
Instructor: Advertising, Public Relations and Media Design
BS, University of Colorado Boulder

Smalyukh, Ivan I (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_144757)
Associate Professor: Physics; Associate Professor: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE)
PhD, Kent State University

Smith, Jeremy L (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_118265)
Professor, Associate Professor: Music
PhD, University of California-Santa Barbara

Smith, Stacey Dewitt (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_153407)
Assistant Professor: Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
PhD, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Smythe, Rodman
Professor Emeritus: Physics

Snell, Kathryn Elaine (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_155298)
Assistant Professor: Geological Sciences
PhD, University of California-Santa Cruz

Snow, Theodore P. Jr
Professor Emeritus: Astrophysical and Planetary Sciences (APS)

Snyder, Douglas J (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_154903)
Instructor: Baker RAP; Lecturer: International Affairs Program

Snyder, Howard
Professor Emeritus: Aerospace Engineering Sciences

Snyder, Lynn
Professor Emeritus: Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences (SLHS)

Sohi, Seema (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_144616)
Associate Professor, Associate Professor: History; Assoc Chair: Ethnic Studies
PhD, University of Washington

Sokhey, Anand Edward (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147113)
Associate Professor: Political Science
PhD, Ohio State University

Solomon, Philip (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100867)
Professor: Film Studies
MFA, Massachusetts College of Art

Soltero-Gonzalez, Lucinda A (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_144617)
Lecturer: School of Education
PhD, University of Arizona

Soltys, Michael A. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_152021)
Instructor: General Engineering
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Somenzi, Fabio (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_103969)
Professor: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE)
PhD, Politecnico Di Torino (Italy)

Song, Jeong-Hoon (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_154468)
Assistant Professor: Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering
PhD, Northwestern University

Sorensen, Ralph Z.
Professor Emeritus: Leeds School of Business

Souder, Heidi L (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_151177)
Instructor: Baker RAP
PhD, University of South Florida
Sousa, Marcelo Carlos (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_122806)
Professor: Chemistry and Biochemistry
PhD, Univ of Buenos Aires (Argentina)

Sowah, Nii Armah (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_115125)
Senior Instructor: Theatre and Dance
MA, Lesley College

Spain Bradley, Anna Katrina (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147409)
Associate Professor; School of Law; Faculty Director: Academic Affairs
JD, Harvard University

Spanier, Nancy L.
Professor Emeritus: Theatre and Dance

Speck, Sloan G. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_155972)
Associate Professor: School of Law
LLM, New York University

Speiser, Theodore W.
Professor Emeritus: Astrophysical and Planetary Sciences (APS)

Spencer, Robert L (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_104362)
Professor: Psychology and Neuroscience
PhD, University of Arizona

Spencer, Sabrina Leigh (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_154911)
Assistant Professor: Chemistry and Biochemistry
PhD, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Spera, Nicolo Ruggero Ferruccio (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_148406)
Assistant Professor: Music
DMA, University of Colorado Boulder

Spetzler, Hartmut A. W.
Professor Emeritus: Geological Sciences

Spielman, Seth Edward (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_148271)
Associate Professor: Geography
PhD, SUNY at Buffalo

Spillman, Robert
Professor Emeritus: Music

Spina, Alejandro (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_104240)
Senior Instructor: Mathematics
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Spinetto, Richard D.
Professor Emeritus: Leeds School of Business

Spires, David N.
Professor Emeritus: History

Sponheimer, Matthew James (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_129957)
Professor: Anthropology
PhD, Rutgers University New Brunswick

Sprain, Leah MH (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_151292)
Assistant Professor: Communication
PhD, University of Washington

Squillace, Mark S (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_140895)
Professor: School of Law
JD, University of Utah

Srubar III, Wilfred V. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_153058)
Assistant Professor: Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering
PhD, Stanford University

Stade, Eric (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100456)
Professor: Libby Arts RAP; Professor: Mathematics; Faculty Director: Sewall RAP
PhD, Columbia University in the City of New York

Staehelin, L. Andrew
Professor Emeritus: Molecular, Cellular & Developmental Biology (MCDB)

Stafford, Gabrielle Marks (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_115917)
Senior Instructor, Instructor Adjunct: School of Law
JD, Boston University

Stafford, Todd (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_120676)
Senior Instructor: School of Law
JD, Duke University

Stallings, Michael C (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_108745)
Professor: Institute for Behavioral Genetics (IBG); Professor: Psychology and Neuroscience
PhD, University of Southern California

Stanley, William J (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_103616)
Associate Professor: Music
DMA, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Stanton, William J.
Professor Emeritus: Leeds School of Business

Stapp, Elizabeth Cole (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_149889)
Instructor: Leeds School of Business
JD, Boston University

Stark, Theodore (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_118462)
Senior Instructor: Theatre and Dance
MFA, Boston University

Steen, Sara (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_122698)
Associate Professor: Sociology
PhD, University of Washington

Steffen, Konrad
Professor Emeritus: Geography

Stein, Lara C (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_156437)
Asst Professor Adjunct: Anthropology

Steinbrenner, Julie Elizabeth (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_152041)
Instructor: Mechanical Engineering; Faculty Director: College of Engineering and Applied Science
PhD, Stanford University
Steinmo, Sven H (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105905)
Professor: Political Science
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Stenson, Kevin M (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_128676)
Associate Professor; Assoc Chair: Physics
PhD, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Stephen, Ricardo Hugh (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_145994)
Instructor: Chemistry and Biochemistry
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Stephenson, Craig A (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_144851)
Senior Instructor: Leeds School of Business
PhD, University of Arizona

Stern, Charles R (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100941)
Professor: Geological Sciences
PhD, University of Chicago

Sternovsky, Zoltan (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_115211)
Associate Professor: Laboratory for Atmospheric and Space Physics (LASP); Associate Professor: Aerospace Engineering Sciences
PhD, Charles Univ, Prague (Czech Republic)

Stevens, Charlene (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_143589)
Associate Professor: Art and Art History
MFA, Indiana University Bloomington

Stevens, John Richard (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_145848)
Associate Professor, Assoc Chair: Media Studies
PhD, University of Texas at Austin

Stevenson, John A (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101656)
Professor: English; Faculty Director: Center for Humanities and the Arts
PhD, University of Virginia

Stillman, Jamy A (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_156381)
Associate Professor: School of Education
PhD, University of California-Los Angeles

Stimilli, Davide (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_134650)
Associate Professor: Germanic and Slavic Languages and Literatures
PhD, Yale University

Stitzel, Jerry A (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_102954)
Associate Professor: Institute for Behavioral Genetics (IBG); Associate Professor: Integrative Physiology
PhD, Johns Hopkins University

Stob, Nicole
Instructor: Integrative Physiology
MA, University of Colorado Boulder

Stock, David W (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_113762)
Associate Professor: Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
PhD, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Stocke, John T (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_103369)
Professor: Astrophysical and Planetary Sciences (APS); Professor: Center for Astrophysics & Space Astronomy (CASA)
PhD, University of Arizona

Stodieck, Louis S (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105272)
Research Professor: Aerospace Engineering Sciences; Research Professor, Faculty Director: BioServe Space Technologies
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Stoldt, Conrad R (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_126290)
Professor: Mechanical Engineering
PhD, Iowa State University

Stone, Lauren Shizuko (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_154888)
Assistant Professor: Germanic and Slavic Languages and Literatures
PhD, New York University

Stowell, Michael (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_124136)
Associate Professor: Molecular, Cellular & Developmental Biology (MCDB); Associate Professor: Mechanical Engineering
PhD, California Institute of Technology

Strayhorn, Joshua Aaron (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_152584)
Assistant Professor: Political Science
PhD, Emory University

Striphas, Theodore G. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_156205)
Associate Professor: Communication
PhD, University of North Carolina Chapel Hill

Strom, Paul (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_106128)
Senior Instructor: Honors Program
PhD, University of Denver

Struik, Ruth Rebekka
Professor Emeritus: Mathematics

Strzepek, Kenneth M.
Professor Emeritus: Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering

Stuckey, Andrew (http://www.colorado.edu/alc/andrew-stuckey)
Assistant Professor: Asian Languages and Civilizations
PhD, UCLA

Sture, Stein (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_104029)
Professor: Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Sturgis, Daniel (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_111794)
Lecturer: Continuing Education & Professional Studies; Senior Instructor, Instructor: Philosophy
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Stutzer, Michael J. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_126711)
Professor: Leeds School of Business
PhD, University of Minnesota Twin Cities

Su, Tin Tin (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_113847)
Professor, Chair: Molecular, Cellular & Developmental Biology (MCDB)
PhD, Carnegie Mellon University

Suding, Katharine Nash (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_116718)
Professor: Institute of Arctic & Alpine Research (INSTAAR); Professor: Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
PhD, University of Michigan Ann Arbor
Faculty

Sue, Christina Alicia (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_145679)
Associate Professor, Assoc Chair: Sociology
PhD, University of California-Los Angeles

Sueoka, Noboru
Professor Emeritus: Molecular, Cellular & Developmental Biology (MCDB)

Sullivan, Jacquelyn F (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_102481)
Faculty Director: College of Engineering and Applied Science

Sullivan, Patricia A (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_126640)
Professor: Program for Writing and Rhetoric; Professor: English
PhD, Ohio State University

Summers, Luis L.
Professor Emeritus: Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering

Summers, R Scott (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_113151)
Professor: Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering; Faculty Director: Environmental Engineering Program (EVEN)
PhD, Stanford University

Sumner, Tammy R (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105742)
Professor: Institute of Cognitive Science (ICS); Professor: Computer Science
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Sun, Yacheng (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_145680)
Assistant Professor: Leeds School of Business
PhD, Indiana University Bloomington

Surden, Harry Adam (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_146083)
Associate Professor: School of Law
JD, Stanford University

Sutter, Paul Shriver (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147513)
Professor: History
PhD, University of Kansas

Swadener, Marc
Professor Emeritus: Music

Swanson, Joel E. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_134311)
Assistant Professor: Intermedia Art, Writing and Performance; Assistant Professor: ATLAS Institute; Assistant Professor: Herbst Humanities Program
MFA, University of California-San Diego

Swanson, Juleah Ann (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_155854)
Assistant Professor: University Libraries
MLS, University of Washington

Sweetman, Alex John (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100531)
Associate Professor: Art and Art History
MFA, SUNY at Buffalo

Sweetman, Richard H.
Professor Emeritus: Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences (SLHS)

Symons, James M.
Professor Emeritus: Theatre and Dance

Syvitski, James P (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_107424)
Professor: Institute of Arctic & Alpine Research (INSTAAR); Professor: Geological Sciences
PhD, Univ of British Columbia (Canada)

Szafr, Daniel James (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_156420)
Assistant Professor: ATLAS Institute; Assistant Professor: Computer Science
PhD, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Szafr, Danielle N (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_156317)
Assistant Professor: Computer Science; Assistant Professor: Information Science
PhD, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Szendrei, Agnes Erzsebet (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_130160)
Professor: Mathematics
DSc, Hungarian Academy of Sciences (Hungary)

Szentkirály, Levente
Instructor: Program for Writing and Rhetoric
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Saurini, Susanna (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_148725)
Instructor: French & Italian
MA, University of L’Aquila (Italy)

Smith, Eliza (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_158394)
Instructor: French & Italian
PhD, University of California-Santa Barbara

Taatjes, Dylan J (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_102436)
Associate Professor: Chemistry and Biochemistry
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Tabler, Alicia V (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_104217)
Instructor: Spanish and Portuguese
BA, University of Wyoming

Tallman, Kathryn Wood (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_152383)
Assistant Professor, Assoc Faculty Director: University Libraries
MS, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Tan, Wei (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_141464)
Associate Professor: Mechanical Engineering
PhD, University of Illinois at Chicago

Tan, Zhongping (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_149809)
Assistant Professor: Chemistry and Biochemistry
PhD, Columbia University In the City of New York

Tavel, Michael D (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_148855)
Senior Instructor Adjunct: Environmental Design

Taylor, Allan R.
Professor Emeritus: Linguistics

Taylor, Bryan Copeland (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_107421)
Professor: Communication; Faculty Director: Peace and Conflict Studies
PhD, University of Utah
Taylor, Edward Vincent (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_151510)
Assistant Professor: School of Education
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Taylor, John
Professor Emeritus: Physics

Taylor, Robert H.
Professor Emeritus: Leeds School of Business

Taylor, Rodney L.
Professor Emeritus: Religious Studies

Taylor, Ronald G.
Professor Emeritus: Psychology and Neuroscience

Teitelbaum, Benjamin Raphael (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_151338)
Assistant Professor: Music; Instructor: International Affairs Program
PhD, Brown University

Templeton, Alexis S (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_141202)
Associate Professor: Geological Sciences
PhD, Stanford University

Thayer, Jeffrey P (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_134469)
Professor, Professor: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE); Faculty Director: College of Engineering and Applied Science; Associate Professor: Colorado Center for Astrodynamics Research (CCAR); Assoc Chair: Aerospace Engineering Sciences
PhD, University of Michigan Ann Arbor

Theodore, Michael (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_113318)
Associate Professor: Music; Faculty Director: ATLAS Institute; Associate Professor: Art and Art History
PhD, University of California-San Diego

Thibodeau, Thomas G (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_134750)
Professor, Faculty Director: Leeds School of Business
PhD, SUNY at Stony Brook

Thiem, Franz Nathaniel (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_144618)
Associate Professor: Mathematics
PhD, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Thieman Dino, Angela Lea (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_145591)
Instructor: College of Engineering and Applied Science

Thomas, David R.
Professor Emeritus: Psychology and Neuroscience

Thomas, Gary E.
Professor Emeritus: Astrophysical and Planetary Sciences (APS)

Thomas-Ruzic, Maria L (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_143443)
Senior Instructor: Linguistics

Thompson, Jane Ellen (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_103388)
Senior Instructor: School of Law
JD, University of Denver

Thornton, Michael Robert (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_116318)
Associate Professor: Music
BM, Temple University

Thorp, Stephen (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_158585)
Scholar In Residence: School of Law

Thrasher, Amy H. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_120907)
Clinical Asst Professor: Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences (SLHS)
MA, University of Colorado Boulder

Tice, Frances Mei-Lin Siu (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_156018)
Assistant Professor: Leeds School of Business
PhD, Texas AM University

Tierney, Kathleen Jane (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_125978)
Professor: Institute of Behavioral Science (IBS); Professor: Sociology
PhD, Ohio State University

Tietjen, Jill S (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_111497)
Lecturer: College of Engineering and Applied Science

Tilton, Eric Small (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_126548)
Professor, Assoc Chair: Geological Sciences
PhD, University of California-Santa Cruz

Tingle, Natalia Sue (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147736)
Assistant Professor: University Libraries
MLS, University of Denver

Tir, Jaroslav (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_149842)
Professor: Political Science
PhD, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Tolbert, Bert Mills
Professor Emeritus: Chemistry and Biochemistry

Tolbert, Margaret A (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_104976)
Distinguished Professor: Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental Sciences (CIRES); Distinguished Professor: Chemistry and Biochemistry
PhD, California Institute of Technology

Tompkins, Elaine V.
Professor Emeritus: College of Media, Communication & Information;
Professor Emeritus: Communication

Tompkins, Phillip K.
Professor Emeritus: College of Media, Communication & Information;
Professor Emeritus: Communication
Tong, Wenfeng (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_144520)
Associate Professor: Leeds School of Business
PhD, Ohio State University

Toohey, Darin W (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_110652)
Professor: Global RAP; Professor: Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences (ATOC); Faculty Director: Residential Acad Program-SSI
PhD, Harvard University

Tooley, Michael (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100932)
Professor: Philosophy
PhD, Princeton University

Toomre, Juri (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100767)
Professor: Astrophysical and Planetary Sciences (APS)
PhD, University of Cambridge (England)

Toon, Owen Brian (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_110521)
Professor: Laboratory for Atmospheric and Space Physics (LASP); Professor: Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences (ATOC)
PhD, Cornell University

Torriani, Chiara (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_132725)
Instructor: French & Italian

Touri, Behrouz (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_154604)
Assistant Professor: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE)
PhD, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Tovstiaidi, Esta Marisa (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_152150)
Assistant Professor: University Libraries
MLS, University of Kentucky

Townsend, Alan Ronald (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_107584)
Professor: Institute of Arctic & Alpine Research (INSTAAR); Professor: Ecology and Evolutionary Biology; Professor: Environmental Studies Program
PhD, Stanford University

Tracey, Michael (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_104259)
Professor: Media Studies; Lecturer: Continuing Education & Professional Studies
PhD, Univ of Leicester (England)

Tracy, John A.
Professor Emeritus: Leeds School of Business

Tracy, Karen (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101190)
Professor, Chair: Communication; Faculty Director: College of Media, Communication & Information
PhD, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Trager, Robert
Professor Emeritus: Media Studies

Travis, William R (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101777)
Associate Professor: Geography; Faculty Director: Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental Sciences (CIRES)
PhD, Clark University

Tripp, Erin Anne (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_152313)
Assistant Professor: University of Colorado Museum of Natural History; Assistant Professor: Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
PhD, Duke University

Truelove, Yaffa
Assistant Professor: Geography; Assistant Professor: International Affairs Program
PhD, University of Cambridge

Tsai, Janet (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_156447)
Instructor: General Engineering; Lecturer: Integrated Teaching & Learning (ITL) Program
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Tsai, Pei-San (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_115292)
Professor: Integrative Physiology
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Tubbs, Robert (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101761)
Associate Professor: Miramontes Arts & Sciences Program (MASP); Associate Professor: Mathematics
PhD, Pennsylvania State University

Tucker, Gregory E (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_130605)
Professor: Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental Sciences (CIRES); Professor: Geological Sciences
PhD, Pennsylvania State University

Tufo, Henry (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_127040)
Research Professor: Computer Science
PhD, Brown University

Tulin, Leonard G.
Professor Emeritus: Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering

Tzavella-Evjen, Terpsichori H.
Professor Emeritus: Classics

U

Udids, Bernard
Professor Emeritus: Economics

Urland, Geoffrey Raymond (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_151086)
Lecturer: Psychology and Neuroscience

Uzdensky, Dmitri Anatoljevich (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147430)
Associate Professor: Physics
PhD, Princeton University

V

Vaida, Veronica (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100313)
Professor: Chemistry and Biochemistry
PhD, Yale University

Valdovino, Luis Hector (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101863)
Professor: Art and Art History
MFA, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Van Blerkom, Jonathan (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100545)
Research Professor: Molecular, Cellular & Developmental Biology (MCDB)
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Van Boven, Leaf D (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_126291)
Professor: Psychology and Neuroscience
PhD, Cornell University

Van Gerven, Dennis P.
Professor Emeritus: Anthropology

van Lil, Kira (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_145210)
Assistant Professor: Art and Art History
PhD, Ludwig-Maximilians Univ of Munich (Germany)

Van Nelson, Loredana Alina (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_142722)
Instructor: French & Italian

Van Vliet, Willem K. T.
Professor Emeritus: Environmental Design
PhD, University of Toronto

Van Vuuren, Sarel (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_124159)
Assoc Research Professor: Institute of Cognitive Science (ICS)
PhD, Oregon Graduate Institute of Science Technology

Van Wesep, Edward D (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_154573)
Associate Professor: Leeds School of Business
PhD, Stanford University

Van Zegbroeck, Bart J (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_104113)
Professor: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE); Professor: Mechanical Engineering; Faculty Director: College of Engineering and Applied Science
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Vance, Marina Eller (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_158217)
Assistant Professor: Mechanical Engineering
PhD, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State Univ

Vanderheiden, Steven Jon (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_144759)
Associate Professor: Political Science
PhD, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Vandersall, Amy L.
Professor Emeritus: Art and Art History

Varanasi, Mahesh K (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_103090)
Professor: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE); Professor: Mathematics
PhD, Rice University

Vargo, Christopher (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_158320)
Assistant Professor: Advertising, Public Relations and Media Design
PhD, University of North Carolina

Vasconez, Sandra L. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_144198)
Senior Instructor: Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering
MA, University of Denver

Vasilyev, Oleg V. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_126641)
Professor: Mechanical Engineering
PhD, University of Notre Dame

Veblen, Thomas T (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105842)
Professor: Geography
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Vernerey, Divya E. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_145131)
Instructor: Mathematics
PhD, Northwestern University

Vernerey, Franck J. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_144760)
Associate Professor: Mechanical Engineering
PhD, Northwestern University

Vetter, Celine
Assistant Professor: Integrative Physiology
PhD, Ludwig-Maximilian-University

Vigers, Alison Jane (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_142378)
Instructor, Assoc Faculty Director: Health Professions RAP; Instructor: Psychology and Neuroscience

Voakes, Paul S (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_130279)
Chair, Professor: Journalism
PhD, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Voeltz, Gia Kaarina (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_143587)
Associate Professor: Molecular, Cellular & Developmental Biology (MCDB)
PhD, Yale University

Voida, Amy Kathryn Mitchell (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_155855)
Assoc Chair, Assistant Professor: Computer Science; Assistant Professor: Information Science
PhD, Georgia Institute of Technology

Voida, Stephen A (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_155856)
Assistant Professor: Information Science; Assistant Professor: Computer Science
PhD, Georgia Institute of Technology

Volkamer, Rainer (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_144988)
Associate Professor: Chemistry and Biochemistry
PhD, Univ of Heidelberg (Germany)

von der Nuell, Tobin D (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_113896)
Senior Instructor: Program for Writing and Rhetoric
MA, University of Colorado Boulder

Voss, James S (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_140891)
Scholar In Residence: Aerospace Engineering Sciences
MS, University of Colorado Boulder

Vossen, Thomas Wilhelmus (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_126642)
Associate Professor: Leeds School of Business
PhD, University of Maryland College Park Campus

Vrieze, Scott Ian (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_153059)
Assistant Professor: Psychology and Neuroscience; Assistant Professor: Institute for Behavioral Genetics (IBG)
PhD, University of Minnesota Central office
Vodehnal, Carrie ([https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_158066](https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_158066))  
Instructor: Environmental Studies Program  
MA, Washington University in Saint Louis

W

Wachtel, Howard  
Professor Emeritus: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE)

Waddell, Jay L ([https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_151520](https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_151520))  
Instructor: Leeds School of Business  
MS, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Wadsworth, Thomas Pearson ([https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_144382](https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_144382))  
Associate Professor: Sociology; Lecturer: Continuing Education & Professional Studies  
PhD, University of Washington

Wager, Tor Dessart ([https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147666](https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147666))  
Professor: Psychology and Neuroscience; Professor: Institute of Cognitive Science (ICS)  
PhD, University of Michigan Ann Arbor

Wagner, Kelvin ([https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105344](https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105344))  
Professor: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE)  
PhD, California Institute of Technology

Wagner, Stephen R ([https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_139773](https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_139773))  
Professor Attendant Rank, Lecturer: Physics

Wahr, John M.  
Professor Emeritus: Physics

Waite, William M.  
Professor Emeritus: Computer Science; Professor Emeritus: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE)

Walba, David M ([https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105830](https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105830))  
Professor: Chemistry and Biochemistry  
PhD, California Institute of Technology

Walczak, Maciej Andrzej ([https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_153323](https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_153323))  
Assistant Professor: Chemistry and Biochemistry  
PhD, University of Pittsburgh

Walden, Glenda D ([https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105898](https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105898))  
Instructor: Sociology  
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Waldman, Donald M ([https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100468](https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100468))  
Professor: Economics  
PhD, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Walker, Deward  
Professor Emeritus: Ethnic Studies

Walker, Deward E. Jr  
Professor Emeritus: Anthropology

Walker, Melanie ([https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101750](https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101750))  
Associate Professor: Art and Art History  
MFA, Florida State University

Walker, Michael Edward ([https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_155103](https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_155103))  
Instructor: Environmental Engineering Program (EVEN)  
PhD, Illinois Institute of Technology

Walker, Theodore R.  
Professor Emeritus: Geological Sciences

Walter, Douglas W ([https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101811](https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101811))  
Professor: Music  
DMA, Temple University

Walter, Martin E ([https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105263](https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105263))  
Professor: Mathematics  
PhD, University of California-Irvine

Walther, Geraldine E ([https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_142000](https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_142000))  
Artist in Residence: Music

Warden, Jules J.  
Professor Emeritus: Sociology

Wang, Xiang ([https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_145812](https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_145812))  
Associate Professor: Chemistry and Biochemistry  
PhD, Boston University

Wang, Yanwen ([https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_154266](https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_154266))  
Assistant Professor: Leeds School of Business  
PhD, Emory University

Ward, Wayne Hinson ([https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_114680](https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_114680))  
Research Professor: Institute of Cognitive Science (ICS); Research Professor: Computer Science  
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Waters, Brian Todd ([https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_155846](https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_155846))  
Assistant Professor: Leeds School of Business  
PhD, University of California-Los Angeles

Waters, Keith John ([https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_107518](https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_107518))  
Professor: Music  
PhD, University of Rochester

Watkins, Alexander Charlton ([https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_151514](https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_151514))  
Assistant Professor: University Libraries  
MLS, Pratt Institute

Watkins, Linda R ([https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101513](https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101513))  
Distinguished Professor: Psychology and Neuroscience  
PhD, Virginia Commonwealth University

Weatherley, Donald A.  
Professor Emeritus: Psychology and Neuroscience

Webb, David C. ([https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_141204](https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_141204))  
Associate Professor: School of Education  
PhD, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Weber, Beverly Marie ([https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_144523](https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_144523))  
Associate Professor, Assoc Chair: Germanic and Slavic Languages and Literatures  
PhD, University of Massachusetts at Amherst
Weber, Jorg Mathias (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_142930)
Associate Professor: Chemistry and Biochemistry
PhD, Univ of Kaiserslautern (Germany)

Weers, Walter A.
Professor Emeritus: Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering

Wehner, Jeanne M.
Professor Emeritus: Psychology and Neuroscience

Wehr, Paul E.
Professor Emeritus: Sociology

Wei, William (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100864)
Professor: History
PhD, University of Michigan Ann Arbor

Weidman, Patrick D.
Professor Emeritus: Mechanical Engineering

Weimer, Alan W (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_109152)
Professor: Chemical and Biological Engineering; Faculty Director: College of Engineering and Applied Science
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Weimer, Paul (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_104630)
Professor: Geological Sciences
PhD, University of Texas at Austin

Weiser, Philip J (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_114575)
Professor, Faculty Director: School of Law
JD, New York University

Weiss, Debra R
Senior Instructor, Faculty Director: University Libraries
MLS, University of North Carolina Chapel Hill

Weiss, Jeffrey B (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101917)
Associate Professor: School of Education
PhD, Teachers College at Columbia University

Wessman, Carol A (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100909)
Professor: Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental Sciences (CIRES); Faculty Director: Environmental Studies Program; Professor: Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
PhD, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Weston, Timothy B (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_107605)
Associate Professor: History
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Wetherbee, Charles Tyler (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_151515)
Assistant Professor: Music
BM, Curtis Institute of Music

Whisman, Mark (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_113391)
Professor: Psychology and Neuroscience
PhD, University of Washington

White, Ahmed A (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_118146)
Professor: School of Law
JD, Yale University

White, Cindy Hagemeier (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_107461)
Associate Professor: Communication; Associate Dean: College of Media, Communication & Information
PhD, University of Arizona

White, Eric C (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101917)
Associate Professor: English
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

White, James (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_102726)
Professor: Institute of Arctic & Alpine Research (INSTAAR); Professor: Environmental Studies Program; Professor: Geological Sciences
PhD, Columbia University In the City of New York

White, Terrenda Corisa (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_152828)
Assistant Professor: School of Education
PhD, Teachers College at Columbia University

Whitehead, Deborah Faith (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_144239)
Associate Professor, Assoc Chair, Chair: Religious Studies
ThD, Harvard University

Whitt, Jan (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_103027)
Professor, Lecturer: Continuing Education & Professional Studies; Assoc Chair: Journalism
PhD, University of Denver

Wieman, Carl E (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105375)
Faculty Director: Center for Science Education
PhD, Stanford University

Wiersma, Gabrielle Somnee (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_145475)
Assistant Professor: University Libraries
MLS, University of Denver

Wilkerson, Donald H (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_104406)
Senior Instructor: Program for Writing and Rhetoric
MA, University of Colorado Boulder
Wilkins, Amy Catherine (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_143151)
Associate Professor: Sociology; Lecturer: Continuing Education & Professional Studies
PhD, University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Wilkinson, Charles F (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100331)
Distinguished Professor: School of Law
LLB, Stanford University

Willcutt, Erik G (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_113861)
Professor, Assoc Faculty Director: Psychology and Neuroscience
PhD, University of Denver

William, Kaspar J.
Professor Emeritus: Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering

Williams, Bianca Christel (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147342)
Associate Professor: Ethnic Studies; Associate Professor: Anthropology
PhD, Duke University

Williams, Lawrence Edwin (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_145743)
Assistant Professor: Leeds School of Business
PhD, Yale University

Williams, Letitia S.
Professor Emeritus: Theatre and Dance

Williams, Mark W (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_105438)
Professor: Institute of Arctic & Alpine Research (INSTAAR); Professor: Geography
PhD, University of California-Santa Barbara

Willis, Donald Sigurdson
Professor Emeritus: Asian Languages and Civilizations

Willis, Erin N (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_156068)
Assoc Chair, Assistant Professor: Advertising, Public Relations and Media Design
PhD, University of Missouri-Systems office

Willis, John Matthew (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_140095)
Associate Professor: History
PhD, New York University

Willis, Michael Jared (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_152040)
Senior Instructor, Faculty Director: Leeds School of Business
MBA, Brigham Young University

Willmann, Kent D (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_148075)
Instructor: School of Education

Wilson, Andrew
Instructor: Program for Writing and Rhetoric
PhD, University of Florida

Wilson, James R.
Professor Emeritus: Psychology and Neuroscience

Wilson, John B.
Professor Emeritus: Art and Art History

Wilson, Terri Suzanne (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_155469)
Assistant Professor: School of Education
PhD, Columbia University Central office

Windell, John T.
Professor Emeritus: Ecology and Evolutionary Biology

Windell, Maria A. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_154605)
Assistant Professor English
PhD, University of Virginia

Wingo, Ajume H (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_144391)
Associate Professor: Philosophy
PhD, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Winkiel, Laura Ann (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_145813)
Assistant Professor: English
PhD, University of Notre Dame

Winklmann, Karl A.
Professor Emeritus: Computer Science

Winn, Daryl
Professor Emeritus: Leeds School of Business

Winokur, Mark (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_115732)
Associate Professor: English
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Winston, Paul W.
Professor Emeritus: Ecology and Evolutionary Biology

Wise, Jonathan S (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_151516)
Assistant Professor: Mathematics
PhD, Brown University

Withycombe, Jenny Lind (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_153354)
Instructor: Ethnic Studies
PhD, University of Tennessee-Knoxville

Wobbekind, Richard (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_100997)
Associate Dean: Leeds School of Business
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Wolak, Jennifer Lynn (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_133263)
Associate Professor: Political Science
PhD, University of North Carolina Chapel Hill

Wolfe, Lynn Robert
Professor Emeritus: Art and Art History

Wolkowisky, Jay H.
Professor Emeritus: Mathematics

Wolzien, Charles
Professor Emeritus: Music

Womack, Mike Fitzgerald (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_148502)
Assistant Professor: Art and Art History
MFA, Pratt Institute

Wood, William B. III
Professor Emeritus: Molecular, Cellular & Developmental Biology (MCDB)
Woodman, Elizabeth A.
Professor Emeritus: Art and Art History

Woodman, George E.
Professor Emeritus: Art and Art History

Wrenn, John H.
Professor Emeritus: English

Wright, Constance
Professor Emeritus: English

Wright, Kenneth P
Professor: Integrative Physiology
PhD, Bowling Green State University

Wright, Nicole M
Assistant Professor: English
PhD, Yale University

Wustrow, Eric A.
Assistant Professor: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE);
Assistant Professor: Computer Science
BE, University of Michigan Ann Arbor

Wuttke, Deborah S
Professor, Assoc Chair: Chemistry and Biochemistry
PhD, California Institute of Technology

Wu, Yannacito, Donald R
Lecturer, Sr Instructor Attendant Rank: Film Studies
MA, University of Colorado at Denver

Yao, Xin
Assistant Professor: Leeds School of Business
PhD, University of Washington

Yarus, Michael J.
Professor Emeritus: Molecular, Cellular & Developmental Biology (MCDB)

Yazie, Melanie A.
Professor: Art and Art History
MFA, University of Colorado Boulder

Yeh, Emily Ting
Professor, Chair: Geography
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Yeh, Pei Hsiu
Assistant Professor: Chemistry and Biochemistry
PhD, Stanford University

Yin, Hang Hubert
Assistant Professor: Chemistry and Biochemistry
PhD, Yale University

Yin, Xiaobo
Assistant Professor: Mechanical Engineering, Assistant Professor: Physics
PhD, Stanford University

Ying, Jordan Boyd-Graber
Assistant Professor: Computer Science
PhD, Princeton University

Yonemoto, Marcia A
Associate Professor: History; Faculty Director: Graduate Teacher Program
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

York, Jeffrey Glenn
Assistant Professor: Leeds School of Business
PhD, University of Virginia

Youkey, David A
Instructor: Philosophy
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Young, Gregory D
Instructor: Political Science; Instructor: International Affairs Program
PhD, CU Boulder

Young, Phoebe S. K.
Associate Professor: History
PhD, University of California-San Diego

Young, Wendy Mores
Senior Instructor, Instructor: Chemical and Biological Engineering
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

X

Xi, Yunping
Professor: Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering
PhD, Northwestern University

Xiao, Jianliang
Assistant Professor: Mechanical Engineering
PhD, Northwestern University

Xu, Ping
Professor: Environmental Design
PhD, Harvard University

Xue, Ding
Professor: Molecular, Cellular & Developmental Biology (MCDB)
PhD, Columbia University In the City of New York

Y

Yaeger, Barbara Jean
Asst Research Professor: Institute of Cognitive Science (ICS)
PhD, Oakland University

Yamashita, Masano
Assistant Professor: French & Italian
PhD, New York University

Yang, Daniel
Professor Emeritus: Theatre and Dance

Yang, Ronggui
Professor: Mechanical Engineering
PhD, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Yannacito, Donald R
Lecturer, Sr Instructor Attendant Rank: Film Studies
MA, University of Colorado at Denver

Yao, Xin
Assistant Professor: Leeds School of Business
PhD, University of Washington

Yarus, Michael J.
Professor Emeritus: Molecular, Cellular & Developmental Biology (MCDB)

Yazie, Melanie A.
Professor: Art and Art History
MFA, University of Colorado Boulder

Yeh, Emily Ting
Professor, Chair: Geography
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

Yeh, Pei Hsiu
Assistant Professor: Chemistry and Biochemistry
PhD, Stanford University

Yin, Hang Hubert
Assistant Professor: Chemistry and Biochemistry
PhD, Yale University

Yin, Xiaobo
Assistant Professor: Mechanical Engineering, Assistant Professor: Physics
PhD, Stanford University

Ying, Jordan Boyd-Graber
Assistant Professor: Computer Science
PhD, Princeton University

Yonemoto, Marcia A
Associate Professor: History; Faculty Director: Graduate Teacher Program
PhD, University of California-Berkeley

York, Jeffrey Glenn
Assistant Professor: Leeds School of Business
PhD, University of Virginia

Youkey, David A
Instructor: Philosophy
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Young, Gregory D
Instructor: Political Science; Instructor: International Affairs Program
PhD, CU Boulder

Young, Phoebe S. K.
Associate Professor: History
PhD, University of California-San Diego

Young, Wendy Mores
Senior Instructor, Instructor: Chemical and Biological Engineering
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder
Youngquist, Paul Bruce (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_147514)
Professor: English
PhD, University of Virginia

Yulsman, Thomas H (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_109386)
Professor: Journalism; Faculty Director: Center for Environmental Journalism
MS, Columbia University In the City of New York

Zable, Jack
Professor Emeritus: Mechanical Engineering

Zabotin, Nikolay (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_127038)
Research Professor: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE)

Zagona, Edith A (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_106395)
Research Professor: Center for Advanced Decision Support for Water and Environmental Systems (CADSWS); Faculty Director: College of Engineering and Applied Science
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Zaharatos, Brian R (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_156225)
Instructor: Applied Mathematics
MS, Colorado School of Mines

Zane, Regan A (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_109504)
Associate Professor: Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering (ECEE)
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Zarske, Malinda Schaefer (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_120823)
Instructor: General Engineering; Instructor: Engineering-Bold Center
PhD, University of Pennsylvania

Zechman, Sarah Louise Center (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_156016)
Associate Professor: Leeds School of Business
PhD, University of Pennsylvania

Zeiler, Thomas W (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_101692)
Professor: History; Faculty Director: International Education; Faculty Director: International Affairs Program
PhD, University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Zemka, Sue (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_103078)
Professor, Assoc Chair: English
PhD, Stanford University

Zender, Jaime (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_122563)
Professor, Chair: Leeds School of Business
PhD, Yale University

Zhai, Zhiqiang (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_130604)
Professor, Associate Professor: Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering
PhD, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Zhang, Dan (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_149619)
Associate Professor, Assistant Professor: Leeds School of Business
PhD, University of Minnesota Twin Cities

Zhang, Shuang (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_151517)
Assistant Professor: International Affairs Program; Assistant Professor: Economics
PhD, Cornell University

Zhang, Wei (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_146429)
Associate Professor: Chemistry and Biochemistry
PhD, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Zhong, Shijie (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_118396)
Professor: Physics
PhD, University of Michigan Ann Arbor

Ziemann, Paul Jeffrey (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_153281)
Professor: Chemistry and Biochemistry; Professor: Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental Sciences (CIRES)
PhD, Pennsylvania State University Central Office

Zigmond, Rosalyn H (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_127550)
Instructor: Program for Writing and Rhetoric
PhD, University of Colorado Denver

Zimmerman, Eric (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_122809)
Professor: Physics
PhD, University of Chicago

Zimmerman, Michael
Professor Emeritus: Philosophy
PhD, Tulane University

Zizzi, Michael P. (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_143861)
Instructor: Sewall RAP; Instructor: Program for Writing and Rhetoric
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Znidarcic, Dobroslav (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_104109)
Professor: Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering
PhD, University of Colorado Boulder

Zunger, Alexander (https://experts.colorado.edu/display/fisid_149868)
Research Professor: Renewable & Sustainable Energy Institute (RASEI)
PhD, Tel Aviv Univ (Israel)